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Focus Article 
 
 

#1 India’s Relationship with EU and other European Nations 
 
 
 
 
 
What has been the history 
of India-EU Relationship? 
– (1) India was among the 
first countries to establish 
diplomatic relationship 
with the European 
Economic Community 
(EEC), the predecessor to 
EU; (2) At the 5th India-EU 
Summit at The Hague in 
2004, the relationship was 
upgraded to a ‘Strategic 
Partnership’. (3) India and 
EU have been negotiating a 
trade agreement since 
2007. The EU is one of the 
largest trading partners of 
India. India-EU Goods 
trade stood at €88 billion 
in 2021 (~11% of India’s 
trade). The trade balance is 
in India’s favor; (4) EU’s 
Global Strategy (2016) 
highlights EU’s shifting 
focus to Asia with special 
emphasis on its 
partnership with India. 
EU’s Strategy on India 
(2018) recognised India 
as a natural partner; (5) 
India and EU have been 
holding annual summits 
since 2000. The 16th 
India-EU Summit was 
held virtually in May 2021.  
 

News: The Prime Minister of India recently visited Denmark, Germany, and France. India has 
excellent bilateral relationship with many European nations. However, the India-EU relationship 
has remained underwhelming. Moreover, there is scope of further enhancement in existing bilateral 
relationships. 
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What is the strategic importance 
of  India-EU Relationship? - (1) 
Trade Interests: Goods trade 
between India and EU has 
increased by 30% in the last 
decade. A trade deal can help 
achieve the full trade potential; (2) 
Investments: Investment from EU 
in India stood at €87 billion in 
2020, up from €64 billion in 2017. 
~6,000 European companies are 
present in India, providing 1.7 
million jobs directly and 5 million 
jobs indirectly in a broad range of 
sectors. EU is world’s major 
reserve of institutional capital and 
can address India’s investment 
deficit; (3) Climate Action: EU’s 
contribution in climate finance 
and technology transfer is vital for 
India to combat climate change; (4) 
Geopolitics and the Indo-Pacific: 
There is also convergence 
between India and EU on Indo-
Pacific. EU can play a greater role 
in the Indo-Pacific region in 
future. The EU can be an effective 
counter should a more robust 
Russia-China axis were to emerge. Also the US wants EU to counter Russia in Europe and India to 
counter China in Asia. The US is also in favour of strong Indo-EU ties; (5) Regulation: The EU is 
a regulatory superpower. It was the first mover on data privacy and on corralling the revenues from 
Big Tech. Experience of the EU can be beneficial for India in improving regulatory regime. 
 
What are the challenges in India-EU Relationship? – (1) 
Bureaucratic Hurdles: Experts argue that India and EU have not 
been able to achieve the full potential of their relationship. This is 
because EU, like India, has huge and complex bureaucracy. It is very 
difficult to conclude an agreement; (2) Divergence on Issues: India 
and EU have widely differing stance on multiple economic, trade and 
regulatory issues including Climate Change. The EU is unlikely to 
settle a free trade agreement (FTA) for a ‘tariff-only’ trade 
agreement with the exclusion of labour, environment and social 
issues. This is one of the reason that the trade talks have remained 
inconclusive since 2007; (3) Lack of Institutional Mechanism: India-
EU lack regular institutional mechanism like 2+2 mechanism India 
has with the US or Japan. This derails progress on issues; (4) Differences on Russia: India’s stand on 
Russia-Ukraine war has been much different from EU’s expectations EU expects India to cut trade ties 
with Russia; (5) Divergence at bilateral levels: There are differences in the agenda of the EU and 
individual European countries. So, while India has excellent bilateral relationships like with France and 
Germany, they don’t translate at the level of EU.  
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What is the strategic significance of Indo-EU Trade 
deal? – (1) India is EU’s 10th largest trade partner 
accounting for only 1.8% of EU’s goods trade in 2020. 
An FTA can help enhance India’s share; (2) It will help 
Indian exporters gain a competitive advantage in the 
EU markets. It will also allow domestic manufacturers 
get cheaper access to imports from the EU; (3) After 
Brexit, the EU is trying to clinch trade deals to diversify 
supply chains and find profitable exporting 
destinations for European companies. The FTA with 
India will also help the EU reduce trade ties with Russia. 
 
India and EU have signed an agreement to establish an India-EU Trade and Technology Council. This 
is the only second such arrangement by the EU after the US. It will promote cooperation between both 
parties on issues that lie at the intersection of trade, trusted technology and security.  It will augment 
avenues for greater market access for Indian technology companies in the EU. It may prompt the 
percolation of European values and ethics into Indian rule-making on emerging technologies. It is 
hoped that the Council will also facilitate trade agreement. 
 
As the India-EU relationship evolves, India should continue to strengthen its relationship with EU’s two 
founding members: Germany and France. 
 
 

#2 India-France Relationship 
  
What has been the evolution of India-France 
relationship? – (1) The relationship has been 
positive since India’s independence. France 
had proved to be one of the most reliable 
partner in the West in the cold-war era; (2) 
Since the 1960s, French aircraft and 
helicopters have been part of the Indian air 
fleet (Ouragan, Mystere, Alize, Alouette, 
Jaguar etc.); (3) In 1984, the US had backed out 
of agreement to supply nuclear fuel for 
Tarapur nuclear plant citing domestic legal 
constraints. France had supplied the nuclear 
fuel then; (4) France has supported India’s 
space programme since its inception. France 
helped in setting up the Sriharikota launch site and shared the Centaure and Viking rocket technologies 
in the 1970s; (5) In 1998, the two countries entered into Strategic Partnership. Since than the domains 
of cooperation have expanded. France was one of the first countries that accommodated India’s 
position after the 1998 Nuclear Tests.  
 
What are the recent developments in India-France relationship? – (1) Strategic: France has backed 
India’s 
permanent candidature at UN Security Council as well as shown inclination for the expansion of the 
G7. Both have conviction in a multipolar world and in the concept of strategic autonomy; (2) Defense 
and Security: France has emerged as India’s 2nd largest arms supplier after Russia (during 2017-2021). 
Major military equipment imported from France include the Rafale and Mirage 2000 Fighter Aircraft 
and Scorpene Submarines. Armed forces of India and France regularly conduct joint exercises (Shakti, 
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Garuda, Varuna). Both are striving towards maritime domain awareness in the Indian Ocean region; 
(3) Science and Technology: India and France share strategic partnership in the domain of space. Both 
concluded a Joint Vision for Space Cooperation in 2018. They are also cooperating in satellite 
navigation and related technologies. India and France are jointly constructing the world’s largest 
nuclear park in Jaitapur, Maharashtra; (4) Energy: French support played an important role in India 
getting an exemption from the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) in 2008. India and France played a pivotal 
role in creating the International Solar Alliance; (5) Trade: In 2021, the India-France bilateral trade in 
goods (excluding military equipment) stood at € 12.58 billion. More than 1,000 French companies are 
present in India with a total turnover of US$ 20 billion and employing around 300,000 persons.  France 
is the 11th largest foreign investor in India with a cumulative investment of US$ 10.6 billion between 
April 2000-December 2021; (6) New Areas: There are newer areas of cooperation such as connectivity, 
climate change, cyber-security; (7) Diaspora: A Sizable number of Indian-origin population lives in the 
French Overseas Territories of Reunion Island (280,000), Guadeloupe (60,000), Martinique (6,000) and 
Saint Martin (300). 
 
What are the challenges in the relationship? – (1) Stalled Projects: Multiple negotiated projects have 
been stalled for a long time, like the Jaitapur Nuclear Project; (2) Differences over Russia-Ukraine 
conflict: India’s response has been restrained. Though France understands India’s concerns, if the 
conflict prolongs, India might be under pressure to change the approach; (3) Operating at low 
potential: Bilateral trade is less than half of India’s trade with Germany. The target of €12 billion set in 
2008 remains elusive; (4) Free Trade with EU: India and France have not been able to leverage their 
good relationship to translate into India-EU Broad based Trade and Investment agreement (BTIA). 
 
How should the relationship proceed further? – (1) India can utilize good relationship with France to 
help negotiate the India-EU BTIA; (2) A joint working group can be created to expeditiously complete 
the stalled projects; (3) Both countries should create better options for small countries in the Indo-
Pacific and enable them to make sovereign and free choices. This can help counter Chinese aggression; 
(4) India and France are fully committed to the implementation of the Partnership Agreement on 
Migration and Mobility, (October 2021). Both sides should continue to work jointly to increase the 
mobility of students, graduates, professionals and skilled workers while strengthening their efforts 
to combat irregular migration; (5) Defence Cooperation: Efforts should be made to transform Indo-
French relationship from buyer-seller relationship to an investor-investee relationship with transfer 
of technology and manufacturing in India. 
 
 

#3 India-Germany Relationship 
 
What are the areas of 
convergence of interest between 
India and Germany? – (1) Trade 
and Investments: Germany is 
India’s biggest trade partner 
within the EU. Indo-German 
bilateral trade was €21 billion Euro 
in 2020-21. Germany had also 
invested US$ 12 billion in India 
between 2000-19. There are more 
than 1700 German companies 
operating in India, providing 
~400,000 jobs. Germany is trying 
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to reduce its dependence on Russian and Chinese markets.  
India provides an attractive alternative; (2) Geopolitics: (a) Both India and Germany have shown some 
reluctance in the anti-Russian movement. Both are aware of their dependence on Russia and search for 
strategic autonomy; (b) Germans are wary of the Chinese role in world affairs. Germany too sees India 
as a counter to China; (c) The Indo-Pacific Region is strategically and economically important for both 
India and Germany. Germany wants to engage with India as part of its fledgling Indo-Pacific policy; (3) 
Defence and Security: India-Germany Defence Cooperation Agreement (2006) provides a framework 
for bilateral defence cooperation. India and Germany have shared views on fight against terrorism. 
Germany supports India led movement for the adoption of Comprehensive Convention on 
International Terrorism; (4) Science & Technology: India and Germany had signed 
the Intergovernmental S&T Cooperation Agreement in 1971 and 1974. There are more than 150 joint 
S&T research projects and 70 direct partnerships between Universities of both countries; (5) G4 
Grouping: Germany supports India’s permanent candidature to the UN Security Council through G4 
along with Japan and Brazil; (6) Other Areas: India and Germany have established a green 
partnership based on trade, investment, technology, functional collaboration, skill development, 
and sustainability. For example, Indo-German energy forum, environmental forum, partnership on 
urban mobility etc.   
 
How should the relationship proceed further? – (1) India’s relationship with Germany has remained 
low profile despite many convergences. The Intergovernmental Consultations (IGC) have been held 
once every two years since 2011. The frequency may be made annual to bring greater pace in 
consultations. A biennial ministerial forum is being introduced under the IGC. Hopefully, it will 
provide ‘high-level coordination and political direction to the Partnership’; (2) Germany has deep 
economic ties with Russia. The crisis in Europe has forced a rethink in Germany to reduce this 
dependence. India can be a reliable partner for Germany in terms of market, investments and trade. 
Both nations should seize the opportunity and take the relationship to next level. 
 
 

#4 India-Nordic Relationship 
 
What is the significance of Nordic 
Countries for India? – Nordic 
Countries consists of 5 Countries: 
Denmark, Finland, Sweden, 
Norway and Iceland. They have 
significant importance:  (1) Nordic 
countries collectively represent an 
economy of more than US$ 1.6 
trillion; (2) Total bilateral trade in 
goods and services between India 
and the Nordic countries is US$ 13 
billion; (3) All these countries 
figure among the top achievers in 
several areas of human 
development, particularly 
innovation, clean energy, green technologies, and education; (4) All Nordic countries are members of 
Arctic Council. The Arctic region is gaining importance as ice caps are melting with global warming. It 
will open up new shipping lanes between Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. The region is also rich in natural 
resources. The Nordic states have also recognised India’s increasing involvement in Arctic affairs and 
provided India permanent observer status in the Arctic Council. 
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What is the current status of India-
Nordic relationship? – (1) India has 
realized that Nordic Countries can make 
significant contribution to India’s 
development. Nordic Countries had 
invested UD$ 3 billion in India between 
2000-18. Most of the investments came 
from Sweden (US$ 1.4 billion). Indian IT 
companies have significant presence in 
Nordic. Cumulative investments by Indian 
companies exceed US$ 1.5 billion; (2) 
The First India-Nordic summit was held 
in 2018. US is the only other country with 
which the Nordic nations engage at the 
summit level. This highlights the significance of the partnership. The First Summit produced a 
framework for an ambitious bilateral agenda on technological innovation and sustainable 
development; (3) The 2nd Indo Nordic Summit was held in May 2022 in Copenhagen (Denmark). The 
summit primarily focused on post-pandemic economic recovery, climate change, renewable energy, 
and the evolving global security scenario; (4) The emerging situation in Europe with Russia-Ukraine 
conflict will be a test for India’s diplomacy. Sweden and Finland are pushing for entry into the NATO. 
India has to balance its relationship with Russia as well as Nordic Countries which will be challenging. 
 
India has to bring in more nuance to its approach with Europe. India should work to prevent any 
differences with the West. India needs to manage a delicate balancing act. India should be mindful of 
Europe’s concerns but at the same time be able to assert its right to pursue its national interests and 
strategic autonomy in foreign policy. Despite India’s stand on Russia, Europe cannot overlook India’s 
role as a major power and largest democracy in the world.  
 

 

General Studies Paper I 
 

#1 Digital Gender Gap and the Impact on Women’s Economic Participation 
 
 
 
What are the various ways 
in which Digital Gender 
Gap manifests itself? – 
According to a study by 
the Observer Research 
Foundation (ORF), the 
gendered digital divide is 
born out of triple 
disadvantage for women; 
(1) Rural-Urban Digital 
Divide: Rural broadband 
penetration is only 29% 
against a national average 
of 51%. Across states, 
women in rural areas are 
less likely to own mobile phones; (2) Income-based Digital Divide: According to ORF, 1 GB of data costs 

News: The Digital Gender Gap limits the ability of women to participate in economic activities. It is 
necessary to bridge the gap to ensure economic and entrepreneurial gender parity. 
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low-income households 3% of their monthly income versus 0.2% for middle-income households. 
Consequently, Women in low-income households are less likely to have access to broadband network; 
(3) Intra-household Digital Divide: Intra-household discrimination prevents women from equitably 
accessing digital devices within the domestic sphere. 
Women have found themselves excluded from the growing digital economy, especially when aspiring 
for online schooling, skill training, entrepreneurship, and work opportunities. Digital illiteracy and lack 
of familiarity with digital platforms has deterred women entrepreneurs from moving to online 
marketplaces. 
 
What are the impacts of Digital Gender Gap? – (1) Economic Participation: The contribution of women 
to India’s GDP is estimated at just 17% as compared to the global average of 37%. Promoting women’s 
participation in employment and entrepreneurship can increase the India’s GDP by US$ 0.7 trillion by 
2025. With the expansion of digital economy, digital gap will further limit economic participation of 
women. This directly impacts their financial independence; (2) Reinforces Inequality: Gender Digital 
Gap reinforces inequality e.g., women are unable to access education. This limits their digital literacy. 
Thus it becomes a vicious cycle; (3) Impacts Women Empowerment: Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) tools have emerged as a vital avenue to empower women. Digital Gap limits the 
efficacy of such initiatives.  
 
What steps have been taken to bridge the Gap and promote Women Entrepreneurship? - Gender 
equality and digital development are intimately linked, making the adoption of digital solutions by 
women entrepreneurs imperative; (1) Government Initiatives: Digital Literacy Mission, Pradhan Mantri 
Grameen Digital Saksharta Abhiyan, Digi Dhan Abhiyan etc. have focused on enhancing digital literacy; 
(2) NITI Aayog’s Women Entrepreneurship Platform is a one-stop-shop for women entrepreneurs to 
access information, learning modules. It also provides loans, support and mentorship digitally; (3) 
Corporate-led initiatives have also have worked to bridge gaps in internet access and generate 
awareness among women entrepreneurs. These include: (a) Google’s Internet Saathi; (b) EdelGive 
Foundation’s UdyamStree campaign; (c) Facebook’s Pragati etc.; (4) Banks and other financial 
institutions have also conducted ‘going-digital’ camps aimed at helping micro-entrepreneurs gain 
access to digital financial means. 
The FICCI-FLO Empowering the Greater 50% mission also lays a special emphasis on the digital 
inclusion of women; (4) Global level: The Digital Development Global Practice adopted by the World 
Bank recently focuses on these five pillars of women’s digital empowerment: (a) Digital infrastructure; 
(b) Public platforms; (c) Financial services; (d) Businesses; (e) Skills. 
 
What more can be done? – The UNICEF Gender and Innovation Brief recommends; (1) Address 
Gender Barriers: Initiatives to increase women’s access and use of digital technology should address 
the gender barriers, particularly the social norms. Digital literacy training for parents can enable them 
to better understand the value of girls’ digital adoption; (2) Gender Lens in Policymaking: National 
governments and policy makers should ensure that legal frameworks for online safeguarding, security 
and data privacy use a gender lens. They should offer protection measures specifically focused on 
women; (3) Women-Centric Designs: Putting women front and centre in the design process will ensure 
that the products and services meet their needs and their digital realities. It will also build women’s 
skills and confidence; (4) Digital Education at Primary Level: Education policies should emphasize 
digital skills at young age. Digital skill training should be included in formal school curricula from 
primary level, so girls are reached at an early age and can build skills over time. 
In addition, there is a need for better adoption of initiatives being undertaken at the grassroots level. 
This will empower women entrepreneurs across the country. If the India is to realize its vision of 
achieving a US$ 5 trillion economy, digital technology must henceforth be an integral part of all its 
entrepreneurial development programmes for women. 
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#2 The Debate Regrading Abortion and Issues related to the MTP Act, 2021 
 
 
 
 
What is abortion? - An abortion is 
a medical procedure that ends a 
pregnancy. It is a basic healthcare 
need for millions of women, girls 
and others who can become 
pregnant. It can be effectively 
managed by a wide range of health 
workers using medication or a 
surgical procedure. 
Comprehensive abortion care 
includes provisions of 
information, abortion 
management and post-abortion 
care. 
 
Why is lack of access to safe 
abortion a global healthcare 
issue? – (1) According to the WHO, 
almost half of all pregnancies - 121 
million pregnancies every year - 
are unintended. Around 73 million 
induced abortions take place 
worldwide each year. 61% of all 
unintended pregnancies, and 29% 
of all pregnancies, end in induced 
abortion; (2) Global estimates from 
2010–2014 demonstrate that 45% 
of all induced abortions are 
unsafe. Of all unsafe abortions, ~33% are performed under the least safe conditions, i.e., by untrained 
persons using dangerous and 
invasive methods; (3) Developing 
countries bear the burden of 97% 
of all unsafe abortions. More than 
half of all unsafe abortions occur in 
Asia, most of them in south and 
central Asia. More than a quarter 
of abortions (27%) in India are 
performed by the woman herself 
at home; (4) Every year, 4.7–13.2% 
of maternal deaths can be 
attributed to unsafe abortion. In 
developing regions, an estimated 
220 women die for every 100 000 unsafe abortions; (5) Estimates from 2006 show that complications 
of unsafe abortions cost health systems in developing countries US$ 553 million per year for post-
abortion treatments. In addition, households experienced US$ 922 million in loss of income due to long-

News: The recent controversy over the possible overturning of Roe vs Wade Judgment by the US 
Supreme Court has reignited the debate regarding abortion. Some experts have expressed concerns 
regarding some provisions of Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 2021. 
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term disability related to unsafe abortion; (6) All these deaths and economic costs are preventable with 
safe, timely affordable and respectful abortion care. 
 
What is the legal Status of 
abortion in India? - (1) Legal 
Backing: Under the IPC, 
voluntarily causing (if not caused 
in a good faith) a woman to 
miscarry is an offence attracting a 
jail term of up to 3 years or fine or 
both. The Medical Termination of 
Pregnancy (MTP) Act 1971 was 
enacted to legalise access to 
abortion in certain circumstances. 
The Act allowed abortion till 20 
weeks of pregnancy. The Act was 
amended in 2021; (2) Special 
Circumstances: The 2021 Act 
extended the upper limit for 
permitting abortions from 20 
weeks to 24 under special 
circumstances: Victims of 
abuse/incest, rape survivors, the 
differently-abled, change of 
marital status during pregnancy 
(widow/divorce) and minors; (3) 
Requirement of Permission: For 
termination of pregnancy up to 20 
weeks, opinion of one Registered 
Medical Practitioner (RMP) is 
required. For termination between 
20-24 weeks, opinion of 2 RMPs is 
required; (4) Foetal Abnormalities: 
Pregnancy can be terminated 
beyond 24 weeks in case of foetal 
abnormalities. However, the 
opinion of a Medical Board 
constituted by the State Government is necessary. 
 
What are issues with the MTP Act? – (1) Lacks Bodily Autonomy for Women: The law requires opinion 
of medical practitioner(s) before abortion. It doesn’t acknowledge the right of bodily autonomy of 
women; (2) Limitation on Gender: The Act also fails to consider the abortion rights of intersex, 
transgender, and gender diverse persons; (3) Procedural Challenges: Pregnant women in remote areas 
may lack access to Medical Board. Also, no time limit is set for the board to respond to the requests; (4) 
Right to Privacy/Life: After the right to privacy judgment, it has been argued that the right of a 
pregnant person to continue a pregnancy or not has to be part of the right to privacy and the right to 
life. The Act is not in sync with this judgment; (5) POCSO Act: Mandatory reporting requirements under 
the POCSO Act impact privacy and hinder access of adolescents to safe abortion services. 
 
What should be the approach going forward? – (1) The discourse on abortion needs to be changed. 
Abortions need to be treated as sexual health and reproductive rights issue. The approach should be 

Source: Centre for Reproductive Rights 
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adopted to bring suitable amendments to the MTP Act; (2) Healthcare infrastructure need to be 
improved, especially in rural areas to ensure access to safe abortions; (3) The WHO guidelines on safe 
abortion practices should be adopted across the healthcare system (Refer EPIC March 2022); (4) In the 
long term, a societal change is required, where women’s right to bodily autonomy is recognized and 
abortion does not remain a stigma. 
 

#3 The Issue of Uniform Civil Code 
 
 
 
What is Uniform Civil Code? – (1) At present, several 
aspects of personal lives like marriage, divorce, 
inheritance, adoption and maintenance are governed by 
the personal laws. Personal Laws are generally based on 
scriptures and customs of the religions and are separate 
for different religious communities; (2) Uniform Civil 
Code (UCC) will replace these personal laws and will 
bring in a uniform civil law. The uniform law will be 
applicable to all the citizens irrespective of the religion; 
(3) The origin of UCC dates back to colonial India. A British Government report (1835) stressed the need 
for uniformity in the codification of Indian law relating to crimes, evidence, and contracts. But the 
report specifically recommended that personal laws of Hindus and Muslims be kept outside such 
codification. The motive was to divide the communities; (4) The demand for a Uniform Civil Code was 
first put forward by women activists in the beginning of the twentieth century, with the objective of 
women's rights, equality and secularism; (5) The Constituent Assembly had put the UCC under the 
Directive Principles of State Policy (DPSP). The Assembly considered the UCC as desirable but 
voluntary.  
 
What is the stand of the Union Government? – (1) A 
PIL had been filed in the Delhi High Court in 2019 to 
direct the Government of India to draft the Uniform 
Civil Code. In response, the Ministry of Law (in January 
2022, through an affidavit to the Court) opined that it is 
the prerogative of the Legislature to enact the UCC. 
It is beyond the jurisdiction of the Court to issue 
directions in this regard; (2) The Affidavit also 
observed that the object of the UCC is to strengthen 
the ‘secular democratic republic’ as enshrined in the Preamble. It further noted, “This provision is 
provided to effect integration of India by bringing communities on the common platform…Citizens 
belonging to different religious and denominations follow different property and matrimonial laws which 
is an affront to the nation’s unity”; (3) The 
Government had referred the matter to Law 
Commission (in 2016) for an in-depth study and 
wider consultation. The Commissions’ report is 
awaited; (4) Ministers in the State Governments of 
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh 
have given statements in the public that they are 
contemplating enactment of UCC in their respective 
States. 
 

News: The Chief Ministers of several States have said that they are contemplating the 
implementation of Uniform Civil Code (UCC). This has re-ignited the debate on Uniform Civil Code. 

PT BOX 
Personal Laws related to Marriage 
Presently, there is a Hindu Marriage Act 
1955, a Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) 
Application Act, 1937, a Christian 
Marriage Act 1872 and a Parsee Marriage 
and Divorce Act 1937. Hindu Marriage Act 
applies to any person who is a Hindu, 
Buddhist, Jain or Sikh by religion. 
 

PT BOX 
Uniform Civil Code in the Constitution 
Article 44 under Part IV (Directive Principles 
of State Policy) of the Constitution of India 
talks about the Uniform Civil Code (UCC). 
The State shall endeavour to secure for the 
citizens a uniform civil code throughout the 
territory of India. 
 
 

PT BOX 
Item 5 Concurrent List (Seventh Schedule)  
Marriage and divorce; infants and minors; 
adoption; wills, intestacy and succession; joint 
family and partition; all matters in respect of 
which parties in judicial proceedings were 
immediately before the commencement of this 
Constitution subject to their personal law. 
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What has been the view of 
Judiciary on Uniform Civil 
Code? - (1) Mohd. Ahmed 
Khan v. Shah Bano Begum 
and Ors (1985): The 
Supreme Court directed 
the Government to enact 
Uinform Civil Code. The SC 
observed that UCC will 
help the cause of national 
integration; (2) Sarla 
Mudgal v. Union of India 
(1995): The Supreme Court 
directed the Government 
to reflect the steps taken 
and efforts made, towards securing a UCC for the citizens of India; (3) Pannalal Bansilal Patil v. State 
of Andhra Pradesh (1996): The Supreme Court observed that while a uniform law is desirable, its 
enactment in one go might be counter-productive to the unity and integrity of the nation. Gradual 
progressive change should be brought about; (4) John Vallamattom and Ors. v. Union of India (2003): 
The Supreme Court of India held that there is no necessary connection between religious and personal 
law in a civilized society. Matters of secular character like marriage cannot be brought within the 
guarantee enshrined under Art. 25 and 26.  
 
What are the advantages of Uniform Civil Code? – (1) UCC will help prevent discrimination based on 
religion, race, caste, gender, etc. It will also help prevent discrimination on issues related to succession, 
inheritance, marriage, divorce, adoption, and guardianship of children; (2) It will eliminate the 
complexity that arises in understanding and implementing the distinct personal laws of different 
religion; (3) It will help prevent the violence against women and secure their fundamental rights 
related to divorce and maintenance, succession and inheritance etc.; (4) UCC will grant women the 
equality in personal matters; (5) UCC will help establish a secular Indian society. 
 
What are the issues associated with the 
UCC? – (1) Several critics feel that the UCC 
will interfere with the religious customs 
of various communities. It will be in 
conflict with their fundamental right to 
practice their religion. For example, 
Special Marriage Act, 1954 (A Secular Law) 
prohibits marriage between first cousins. 
This a common practice in the Muslim 
community; (2) Political parties also exploit 
the issue of UCC by using it as a lever of 
political mobilization, which prevents 
consensus between the communities on 
adoption of the UCC; (3) Some critics also 
say that UCC is duplicating the Western Model of Law. India should refrain from following it blindly 
as India’s diverse culture is much different and complex compared to that of the Western World; (4) 
The existing codified laws like Hindu Succession Act, 1955 are also discriminatory to women e.g., under 
the Act the wife is still not the coparcener. Property devolves to Class-I heirs and in their absence to 
Class-II heirs. Heirs of Sons are Class-I while heirs of daughters are not. In case of issueless couples, 

PT BOX 
Right to Religious Freedom under the Art 25, 26 
Art. 25 of the Constitution provides freedom of 
conscience and free profession, practice and 
propagation of religion to all persons.  
Art. 26 provides for Freedom to manage religious affairs. 
Every religious denomination shall have the right to 
establish and maintain institutions for religious and 
charitable purposes; and manage its own affairs in 
matters of religion. They can own and acquire movable 
and immovable property. 
Both the rights are subject to public order, morality and 
health. 
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self-acquired property goes to husband’s parents and wife’s parents do not get anything from the 
property of their issueless daughter. UCC will have to rectify such disparities which necessitates a 
comprehensive review. 
 
What can be the possible solutions? – (1) The Government’s approach as reflected from the affidavit in 
the Delhi High Court is pragmatic. There should be an in-depth study and wider consultation 
involving all stakeholders including academia, constitutional experts, religious and political leadership 
etc.; (2) The Government can adopt a progressive, gradual and incremental approach in introducing 
the reforms rather than implementing all aspects in single legislation. Matters related to marriage, 
divorce, inheritance, etc. can be dealt separately taking up one issue/matter at a time. Moreover, it 
should be ensured that religious/cultural customs that are not discriminatory are not interfered in the 
uniform law; (3) The State of Goa already has uniform laws on most aspects (Portuguese Civil Code, 
1860 that prescribes compulsory marriage registration, prohibition of polygamy, uniform age of 
marriage for men and women, consent of men and women to perform a marriage, consent of both men 
and women to attain lawful separation). More awareness can be generated among the citizens in rest 
of the States and set the stage for wider adoption.  
 
#4 Managing Urbanization in India 
 
 
 
 
What is the scale of urbanisation in 
India? – (1) India is the second-largest 
urban system in the world. 11% of the 
total global urban population is living 
in Indian cities. With 450million+ 
people, India’s urban population 
exceeds the total population of the 
US; (2) According to the World Bank, 
proportion of India’s urban population 
has increased from 28% in 2000 to 
35% in 2020; (3) The UN estimates 
that around 416 million people will be 
added as urban dwellers in India 
between 2018 and 2050, and the country will be more than 50% urban by 2050.  
 
What are the challenges associated with urbanization in India? – (1) Classification: The urban system 
of India consists of 7,933 settlements, comprising statutory and census towns. There are 3,892 census 
towns which are classified as urban in the census. However, they continue to be governed as 
villages and do not have urban local bodies. It is estimated that another 2,231 census towns have come 
up between 2011-2021 census. These census towns account for almost 72 million ‘urban’ population and 
remain under the ambit of ‘uncatered’ or ‘ignored’ urbanisation. (2) Master Plans: Almost 50% of 
India’s statutory towns are expanding in an unplanned and unscientific manner. None of the census 
towns has a master plan to guide their growth. This is leading to haphazard growth with piecemeal 
interventions leading to urban sprawl; (3) Low Floor Space Index (FSI): The maximum Floor Space 
Index (FSI) is 25 in Singapore, 20 in Tokyo and 15 in New York. In contrast, it is only 3.5 in Delhi, 2 in 
Ahmedabad, 1.33 in Mumbai and 1.25 in Pune. Low FSI has several negative impacts: (a) Distorts the land 
market; (b) Pushes development to the peri-urban areas; (c) Reduces availability of serviced land within 
cities, particularly for low-income groups; (d) Increases commuting distances and their environmental 
costs; (4) Water Scarcity: Rapid urbanization has resulted in fast depletion of resources in these regions 

News: The World Bank has projected that 70% population will be urban by 2050. Urbanization will be 
single biggest agent of growth in India in coming decades. There is need to design optimum policies 
to make the process inclusive and sustainable. 

PT BOX 
Census Town 
A Census Town is an area that is not statutorily notified and 
administered as a town, but has urban characteristics like: (a) 
A minimum population of 5,000; (b) At least 75% of the male 
main working force engaged in non-agricultural activities; (c) 
Population density of at least 400 persons per sq.km. 
Statutory Town 
A Statutory Town is one with a municipality, corporation, 
cantonment board or notified town area committee. The rules 
vary with States. In West Bengal, conditions for Statutory 
Town status include a minimum population of 30,000 while for 
Himachal Pradesh it is 2,000. 
 
 
 
As per 2011 Census, there are 4,041 statutory towns.. 
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especially water. Water scarcity has become a perennial problem in Indian cities. It is expected to 
worsen in the coming times with depleting water tables and encroachment of lakes and other water 
bodies. 
 
How can sustainable 
Urbanisation be ensured? 
– (1) Creating Master 
Plans: Scientific master 
plans must be developed 
for all statutory towns that 
should govern and regulate 
the urbanization process. 
Census towns should also 
have planning bodies to 
create the plans; (2) 
Transit Oriented 
Development (TOD): 
Master Plans must focus 
on TOD. Planned development along the mode of a rapid transit network has multi-fold benefits: (a) 
Reduces the need for private vehicles for commutation; (b) Increases walkability and bike-ability; (c) 
Brings people and offices closer to each other through compact and vertical development. This leads 
to agglomeration and enhanced productivity. Urban planning must support Bus Rapid Transit (BRTS), 
Light Rapid Transit, Mass Rapid Transit (MRTS) and Non-motorised Transit Systems like cycling and 
walking; (3) Increase FSI: There is a need to densify the cities and build them vertically. It will help 
reap agglomeration benefits of enhanced economic productivity and lower transaction costs. FSI 
should be corrected to global standards; (4) Sustainable management of water: There is need for cities 
to collect, treat and reuse used water on a vast scale. Cities also need to be fully sewered to collect all 
used water. Thus there is a need to: (a) Construct separate drainage and sewerage systems to facilitate 
water reuse; (b) Rational and pragmatic policy for pricing water. The pricing mechanism should be 
based on ‘pay as you use’ with direct benefit transfer of a subsidy for those who cannot afford to pay; 
(5) Strengthen urban governance: States need to build up a cadre of professional urban managers and 
create an ecosystem of optimal regulations, reform building bye-laws and use technologies like 
geospatial systems. Moreover, states need to provide greater financial autonomy and administrative 
freedom to cities. 

 

General Studies Paper II 
 

#1 Pendency of Cases of Constitutional Importance 
 
 
 
 
What is a Constitution Bench? – Under Article 145(3) of the Constitution, the Supreme Court of India 
forms Constitution Benches to adjudicate on matters: (a) ‘Involving a substantial question of law as to 
the interpretation of the Constitution’; (b) Reference made by the President under Article 143. These 
Benches may comprise 5 or more Judges.  
 

News: The pendency of cases in the Judiciary are at a historical high level. There are several cases 
of Constitutional Importance that are pending in the Supreme Court. The pendency has severe 
implications on Jurisprudence as well on Governance. 
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What is the status of 
pendency of cases of 
Constitutional Importance? – 
(1) The Vidhi Centre for Legal 
Policy has developed a 
comprehensive tracker of all 
the pending cases before the 
Constitution benches of the 
Supreme Court. The pending 
main cases are: (a) 5-Judge 
Bench: 25; (b) 7-Judge Bench: 5; 
(c) 9-Judge Bench: 5; (2) These cases relate to significant constitutional and legal matters that can 
have serious repercussions on the fundamental rights of ordinary citizens and the core democratic 
values. There are another 500+ cases related to these main cases that are pending before the Supreme 
Court; (3) Some of these cases have been pending for a long time. For example, the 5 main cases pending 
before the 9-judge Benches of the Supreme Court have been pending for an average of 7,804 days (> 
21 years), and these 5 cases affect the fate of 130 other connected matters. 
 
What is the need to resolve the pendency of cases? – (1) Pendency Reduction: The Constitutional 
Bench cases have main matters as well as many connected matters. Resolution of cases would help in 
bringing down the overall pendency of cases in Supreme court. For instance, disposing of the 
Sabarimala Case (Kantaru Rajeevaru v. Indian Young Lawyers Association) will dispose of 64 connected 
matters. Disposal of Mineral Area Development Authority etc. v. M/S Steel Authority (Does royalty 
mean tax?) will dispose of 80 connected matters; (2) Judicial Credibility: Speedy disposal would help 
in enhancing the credibility of judiciary in masses. It allows the SC to duly play its role of the Custodian 
of Constitution; (3) Maintain Federal Equilibrium: Resolution of cases like revocation of Article 370 
would give more clarity on the extent of power exercised by Union over State governments (especially 
when Art. 356 is imposed); (4) Protecting the Democratic Structure: Free and Fair Elections underpin 
the democracy. Questions regarding legality of Electoral Bonds must be settled to maintain the 
credibility; (5) Ensuring Accountability: Issues around the federal structure, elections, and many 
others, all involve questions of power and accountability. The longer the Court takes to resolve such 
cases, the more there is possibility of misuse of power. 
 
What are the reasons 
behind the high pendency 
before Constitution 
Benches? – (1) Slow 
Disposal Rate vis-a-vis 
Institution Rate: Even 
though the Court is 
disposing of cases, it is not 
able to keep up with the 
inflow of new cases. 
Further, there has been a 
rise in the number of 
connected matters attached with main matters; (2) Time Crunch: The Supreme Court functions both, 
a Court of Appeal as well as a Constitutional Court. The decades since 1970 have seen the appeal 
function steadily cannibalize the judicial time of the Court. Between 1950-54, ~15% of the cases decided 
by the Supreme Court were decisions of Constitution Benches. It was 0.12% between 2005-09. In 2021, 
there were only 3 Judgments by Constitution Benches; (3) Burden of PILs: An analysis by the Supreme 
Court Observer shows that on an average, over 26,000 PILs were filed annually between 1985 and 2019, 
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totalling over 900,000 PILs in all; (4) Trivial Matters: The SC has given preference to adjudicate trivial 
matters e.g., the SC has heard cases like whether SUVs should be taxed more for entering Delhi or 
whether a particular brand of beverage is a lemonade or fruit-based drink; (5) No decision on merits: 
A Constitution Bench can decide on the question of law but a decision on the merits, for the main and 
connected cases, might be pending. This enhances pendency; (6) Identification issues: There is an 
incoherent understanding of what constitutes a ‘main case’ by the Supreme Court. Issues of tagging, 
re-tagging and cross-tagging of cases, also further complicates these numbers. 
 
What steps should be taken to reduce the pendency? – (1) The Supreme Court should conduct a 
thorough and targeted assessment of the number of cases pending before it and comprehensively 
identify the set of pending issues; (2) The Government should consider enhancing the overall strength 
of judges in the Supreme Court; (3) A consensus over memorandum of procedure should also be built 
between the Executive and Judiciary. This will ensure timely appointment of Judges; (4) The SC should 
also reconsider the duration of its vacations. The Court typically works for 180 days and remains on 
summer vacation for 60+ days, excluding public holidays and weekends; (5) The Government and 
Judiciary should consider setting-up a National Court of Appeal. The Supreme Court should consider 
Constitutional matters; (6) Focus should be on establishing more courts. Further, the Alternative 
Dispute Resolution mechanism should be strengthened to reduce burden on Courts; (7) The 
Government had made changes in the Code of Civil Procedure to put timelines on the number of 
adjournments among others reforms. The provisions should be duly implemented.  
 

#2 The Supreme Court Puts Sedition Law (Section 124A of the IPC) on Hold 
 
 
 
What are the latest developments? – (1) Several petitions 
before the Supreme Court had challenged the 
constitutional validity of Section 124A of IPC. The Section 
deals with sedition; (2) The Government submitted in an 
affidavit that it will re-examine the Section against 
allegations of ‘abuse’; (3) The SC has accepted the 
Government’s affidavit. It has suspended pending criminal 
trials and court proceedings under Section 124A till the 
Central Government completes the exercise to re-
examine the provision; (4) The SC said that it expects the 
Union and State Governments to restrain from registering 
FIRs under this Section till the time it is under review. 
 
What is the Sedition Law? – (1) Section 124A of the IPC defines sedition as any action that brings or 
attempts to bring contempt or hatred or disaffection towards the Government established by law in 
India; (2) It categorizes 4 sources of seditious acts: (a) Spoken or Written Words; (b) Signs; (c) Visible 
representations; (d) Other Sources; (3) Sedition cases are punishable with a maximum sentence of life 
imprisonment; (4) It is classified as ‘cognisable‘ (No need of Court warrant to arrest the person) and a 
‘non-bailable‘ and ‘non-compoundable‘ offence. 
 
What has been the history of Sedition Law in Colonial India? – (1) Sedition Law was inserted into the 
IPC in 1870; (2) The purpose of the law was to check anti-British Government activities by nationalist 
Indians; (3) Several prominent Indian Nationalist leaders were tried under this law. This includes 
Jogendra Chandra Bose (1891), Bal Gangadhar Tilak (1897), Savarkar (1909), Mahatma Gandhi (1922) and 
Bhagat Singh (1929). 
 

News: The Supreme Court has suspended the pending criminal trials and Court proceedings under 
Section 124A of the Indian Penal Code. It has agreed to Government’s suggestion to reconsider the 
law. 
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What are the arguments in favour of the Sedition Law? – (1) Freedom of speech, protected through 
Article 19(1), is not absolute. Speech can be used as a tool to destabilise country’s polity and to promote 
enmity in the society; (2) It protects the elected governments from attempts to overthrow with violence 
and illegal means. The protection promotes stability of the State; (3) India faces several security 
threats. Maoist insurgents and rebel groups openly advocate the overthrow of the government by 
revolution. Section 124A is important for national security; (4) Supports of this section argue that if 
contempt of court invites penal action, contempt of government should also attract punishment. 
 
What are the arguments 
against the Sedition Law? 
– (1) Impact on Freedom of 
Speech: The vague 
definition of 'disaffection’, 
‘hatred’ allows misuse of 
the law. Critics argue that 
Union and State 
Governments use this law 
to muzzle free speech and 
dissent. The Governments 
have invoked the section 
against activists and writers critical of the Government. This undermines Article 19; (2) Frequent 
Misuse: Recent reports show that the number of cases of sedition under Section 124A increased by 
160%. However, the rate of conviction has dropped to 3.3% in 2019 from 33.3% in 2016; (3) 
International Commitments: For instance, the section is at odds with the ‘Open Societies’ statement 
signed by India. It commits signatories to freedom of expression; (4) Alternative Provisions: Experts 
believe many other provisions of IPC and Unlawful Activities Prevention Act are sufficient for 
protecting national integrity; (5) Limited only to Government: The law does not take into 
consideration disaffection towards the: (a) Constitution; (b) Legislatures; (c) Administration of justice, 
all of which would be as disastrous to the security of the State; (6) Colonial Legacy: Critics also argue 
that the law was enacted by the British to quell the Independence movement. Same law shouldn’t be 
used against citizens; (7) Global Precedent: Mature democracies across the World like the UK, Australia, 
New Zealand, Singapore have repealed sedition laws. Even the provisions dealing with treason in the 
US Code are rarely enforced to uphold free speech. 
 
What should be the way ahead? – The Affidavit submitted by the Union Government in the SC noted 
that the PM has “expressed his clear and unequivocal views in favour of protection of civil liberties, respect 
for human rights and giving meaning to the constitutionally cherished freedoms by the people of the 
country.” The Government should act with this spirit and take a hard relook at the law. Most legal 
experts have overwhelmingly supported the abolition of the law.  
 

#3 The Issue of Death Penalty 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the case about? – (1) Balwant Singh was one of the main accused of assassination of the then 
CM of Punjab, Beant Singh in 1995. (2) He was convicted and awarded death sentence in 2007; (3) A 
mercy petition on his behalf was submitted by the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee (SGPC) 
in 2012; (4) The petition has been pending since then. He has spent 27 years in jail with 15 years awaiting 

News: The Supreme Court has extended the deadline (by 2 months) for decision on mercy petition 
of a convict on death sentence. The mercy petition has been pending since 2012. This has 
reinvigorated the debate on Capital Punishment. The SC also initiated a Suo motu writ petition to 
frame guidelines on the mitigation analysis in the cases pertaining to sentencing of death penalty. 
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his death. Human Rights activists argue that this is violation of human rights because the convict is 
undergoing an undefined period of imprisonment coupled with a fear of future execution. 
 
What is the current status 
of Death Penalties 
awarded in India? – (1) 
According to the ‘Death 
Penalty in India Report’ (by 
Project 39A, National Law 
University, Delhi), the 
number of prisoners on 
death row was 488 in 2021. 
This is the highest in 17 
years; (2) Trial courts 
imposed 144 death 
sentences in 2021, High Courts decided only 39 matters in the same period; (3) The Supreme Court 
decided only 6 cases in 2021 compared to 11 in 2020 and 28 in 2019. The SC had listed death penalty 
cases on priority in September 2021. 
 
What are arguments in 
favour of Death Penalty? – 
(1) Maintaining 
Deterrence: The 
proponents of death 
sentence argue that 
criminals are restrained 
from committing crimes 
for fear of death sentence; 
(2) National 
Security: Some acts like 
waging war against the State, terrorism etc. threaten the very existence of the country and the people. 
Such acts deserve capital punishment; (3) Acts that shake the collective conscience: Some crimes are 
so heinous that they shake the collective conscience of society. For instance, The Vinay Sharma v. the 
Union of India (2020) case (Nirbhaya gang-rape case), had shocked the conscience of the whole 
country. The accused were hanged in 2020. The popular sentiment had favored death sentence; (4) 
Criminals beyond redemption: Some criminals are beyond redemption (e.g., some accused of multiple 
rape cases). They show no remorse or repentance for their actions. They can’t be reformed and should 
be awarded death sentence for the safety of citizens. 
 
What are the arguments in favour of 
abolition of Death Penalty? – (1) High 
Degree of Subjectivity: According to a 
report ‘Matters of Judgment’ (Project 39A) 
there is no uniformity in the award of a 
death sentence. Judges have not been able 
to balance the mitigating and aggravating 
factors. Another report ‘Death Penalty 
Sentencing in Trial Courts’ pointed out that the courts have been lax in assessing the aspect of 

PT BOX 
Aggravating Factors: Pre-planned murder, calculated and 
cold-blooded murder, helpless state of victim, horrendous 
and shocking nature of the crime committed etc. 
Mitigating Factors: Mental or emotional status of the 
culprit; Age of the accused, whether young or old; ability 
to reform the accused; acting under coercion etc. 
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reformation while 
undertaking 
the sentencing 
exercise;; (2) 
Disproportionately 
awarded to Poor: 
According to the 
Death Penalty India 
Report 2016, ~75% of 
all convicts 
sentenced to death 
in India are from 
socio-economically 
underprivileged 
categories, such as 
Dalits, OBCs and 
religious minorities; 
(3) Mental Stress: In 
many cases the 
convicts have to 
undergo prolonged 
imprisonment before 
execution. Project 
39A’s report 
‘Deathworthy’ shows that the segregated, alienated and stigmatized experiences of being on a death row 
for a longer time result in mental illness. This violates the human rights of convicts; (4) Irreversible in 
Nature: In some cases, individuals are wrongly convicted and are eventually acquitted e.g., recently 
Allahabad High Court overturned the conviction of a man after 40 years. In case of execution, reversal of 
wrong convictions would be impossible; (5) Inhumane: Human rights activists argue that death sentence 
is a violation of the right to life. Human rights and dignity are incompatible with death penalty; (6) Global 
Precedent – No correlation with the low crime rates: Scandinavian nations like Norway, Sweden and 
Finland have one of the lowest crime rates in the world without death penalty. The focus is on reforming 
the criminal rather than deterring him with stricter and harsh punishments. More than 100 nations have 
already abolished death sentence for all offences.  
 
What is the way forward? – (1) Clear Guidelines: The SC should release updated guidelines on how to 
balance the mitigating and aggravating factors. This will help in reducing subjectivity in awarding death 
penalty; (2) Criminal Justice System Reforms: The focus should be on ensuring certainty of punishment 
rather than quantum of punishment. Swift justice will act as a more potent deterrent; (3) The Union 
Government should also act swiftly on mercy petitions based on merits. Undue delay in decision violates 
the fundamental rights; (4) Broad Discussion: The Law Commission in its 262nd report proposed that the 
death penalty should be abolished for all crimes excluding terrorism-related offences and war. The 
experience of the Scandinavian countries also supports this view. There should be wider deliberations 
and discussion among all stakeholders (Government, Judiciary, Civil Society and Activists) to move 
forward in this regard. 
 

#4 Delhi High Court’s Verdict on Marital Rape 
 
 
 

News: The Delhi High Court has delivered a split verdict regarding the exception to Marital Rape 
under the IPC. 
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What Judgement has been delivered by the 
Bench? – The 2-Judge Bench has delivered a 
spilt verdict: (1) The Judge heading Bench has 
declared the exception to Section 375 of the IPC 
as unconstitutional; (2) However, the other 
Judge rejected the plea to criminalise marital 
rape pointing out that any change in the law has 
to be carried out by the legislature since it 
requires consideration of social, cultural and 
legal aspects. 
 
What are the points of differences between the Judges? – The Judges differed on; (1) Difficulty in 
getting evidence; (2) The importance of consent; (3) Whether the state’s concerns about safeguarding 
the institution of marriage were valid; (4) If other laws against sexual violence protected married 
women, the issues involved may have to be ultimately adjudicated with the help of a third judge or a 
larger Bench of the High Court or the Supreme Court. 
 
What has been the stance of the Central Govt on the issue? – (1) The Union government has been 
opposing the removal of the exception to marital rape; (2) In 2016, it had rejected the concept of 
marital rape, saying it “cannot be applied to the Indian context” due to various reasons, not least 
because of the “mindset of society to treat marriage as a sacrament”; (3) However, in the final hearing, 
the Union government did not take a stand on the issue. 
 
What are the opinions of the Delhi HC Bench? – (1) Justice Shakdher’s opinion: Unconstitutional; (a) 
What is defined as rape in law should be labelled as such, irrespective of whether it occurs within or 
outside marriage; (b) The marital exception violates equality before law, as well as deprives women of 
the right to trigger a prosecution for non-consensual sex; (c) It also discriminates among women based 
on their marital status and robs them of sexual agency and autonomy; (2) Justice Hari Shankar’s 
opinion: His opinion, de-emphasises the element of consent and highlights the importance of 
preserving the institution of marriage to such an extent that he holds that any legislation that keeps 
rape out of a marital relationship “is immune to interference”. 
 
What is the way forward? – If marriage is regarded as a partnership between equals, an exception in a 
162-year-old law should have had no place. There are other laws governing civil relationships that 
legitimise conjugal expectations, but these cannot be seen as giving a free pass for violence within 
marriage. Sex without consent is a violent act. The Government must step in and remove this anomaly. 
Else the Judiciary might have to step-in a deliver a progressive verdict. (Refer EPIC January 2022 for detailed 

coverage). 
 

#5 Delimitation Exercise in Jammu and Kashmir 
 
 
 
 
What is delimitation? – (1) Delimitation is the exercise of redrawing boundaries of Lok Sabha or State 
Assembly Constituencies to represent changes in population over time; (2) The exercise is undertaken 
by a Delimitation Commission appointed for this purpose. The Commission for delimitation in J&K was 
set up in March 2020.  
 
What is a Delimitation Commission? – (1) The Delimitation Commission is appointed by the President 
of India. It works in collaboration with the Election Commission of India; (2) The Commission is headed 

News: The Delimitation Commission established to undertake delimitation exercise in the UT of 
Jammu and Kashmir has submitted the report. The Commission has listed new names, boundaries, 
and number of constituencies in Jammu and Kashmir. 

PT BOX 
Exception to Section 375 
Section 375 of the IPC defines the act of Rape. 
Exception to Section 375 states that, “Sexual 
intercourse by a man with his own wife, the wife not 
being under fifteen years of age, is not rape”. Hence, 
forceful sex without consent between spouses is not 
considered punishable offence under IPC. 
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by a retired Supreme Court Judge. The Chief Election Commissioner and the respective State Election 
Commissioners are ex-officio Members; (3) The Commission is mandated to: (a) Determine the number 
and boundaries of constituencies to make the population represented by each seat be same throughout 
the State (as far as practicable); (b) Identify seats reserved for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, 
wherever their population is relatively large. The Constitution mandates that the orders of Commission 
are final and cannot be questioned before any Court. 
 
What was the need for 
delimitation in J&K? – 
Prior to abrogation of 
Article 370, the delimitation 
of Parliamentary 
Constituencies was 
governed by the 
Constitution of India. The 
delimitation of Assembly 
seats was carried out by the 
State government under 
the Jammu and Kashmir 
Representation of the 
People Act, 1957. After the 
abrogation, both will be 
governed by the Constitution of India. 
The need for delimitation was felt because: (1) The erstwhile J&K State had 111 seats — 46 in Kashmir, 37 in 
Jammu, and 4 in Ladakh — plus 24 seats reserved for Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK). The UT of J&K 
(after separation of Ladakh) was left with 107 seats. The Jammu and Kashmir Reorganization Act, 2019 
increased the seats to 114 — 90 for Jammu & Kashmir, besides the 24 reserved for PoK; (2) The delimitation 
process would ensure that constituencies become coterminous with the district boundaries. This would 
eventually enhance parity in the region; (3) Delimitation is crucial for re-starting the political process in 
J&K.  
 
What recommendations have been made by the Commission? – (1) Assembly: The Commission has 
increased 7 Assembly seats — 6 in Jammu (now 43 seats) and 1 in Kashmir (now 47). It has also made 
changes in the structure of the existing Assembly seats; (2) Lok Sabha Constituencies: The Commission 
has redrawn the boundaries of Anantnag and Jammu seats; (3) Reservations: The Commission has 
recommended ‘provision of at least two members from the community of Kashmiri Migrants 
(Kashmiri Hindus) in the Legislative Assembly’. It has also recommended that Centre should consider 
giving representation in the J&K Legislative Assembly to the ‘displaced persons from Pakistan-
occupied Kashmir, who migrated to Jammu after Partition’. The Commission has reserved nine 
Assembly seats for Scheduled Tribes. 
 
What are the concerns associated with the recommendations? – (1) Freeze on Delimitation: 
Constituency boundaries are being redrawn only in J&K when delimitation for the rest of the country 
has been frozen until first Census after 2026 (i.e., after 2031 Census). In 2002, the then J&K government 
amended the J&K Representation of the People Act to freeze the delimitation exercise until 2026, as in 
the rest of the country; (2) Constitutional Validity of Reorganization Act: Political parties in Jammu 
and Kashmir have opined that the Delimitation Commission is mandated by the Reorganization Act 
(2019). The validity of the Act is sub-judice in the Supreme Court; (3) Non-Uniform Representation: 
There are concerns that the readjustment of seats violate the uniformity and equal importance of 
every vote in the region. Under the new arrangement, Jammu with a population of 53 lakh (43% of the 
total population of 1.22 crore) will have 47.8% seats, while Kashmir which has a population of 68 lakh 
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(56%) will have 52.2% of the seats. In the earlier set-up, Kashmir had 55.4% of the seats and Jammu had 
44.5% of the seats; (4) The Commission did not specify whether the seats for Kashmiri Pandits should 
be reserved from among the existing seats, or whether they should be given additional seats; (5) Criteria 
of Delimitation: Delimitation as a rule is carried out on the basis of the population in the Census. The 
Commission has taken certain other factors into consideration for J&K, including size, remoteness and 
closeness to the border e.g., the Commission has merged Rajouri and Poonch (from Jammu division) 
with the Anantnag constituency in the Kashmir region. The new constituency has been renamed as 
Kishtwar-Rajouri. There are concerns that it might act as a barrier to the constitutional and legislative 
homogenisation of J&K; (6) Democratic Sanction: It will be the first delimitation award in India’s 
legislative history that will not be placed before the legislative assembly of the UT that has been 
delimited. Tabling the award would have given it a democratic sanction. 
 
What is the way ahead? - (1) Delimitation is the first step towards conduct of elections in the region. It 
is a crucial step in the possible restoration of statehood for Jammu and Kashmir. The Union Home 
Minister had already stated that the statehood of Jammu and Kashmir will be restored ‘once the 
situation becomes normal’; (2) The Union Government will notify the date from which the delimitation 
order will come into effect; (3) The ECI will rationalise the polling stations and revise the electoral rolls. 
Though many mainstream parties in the J&K have criticized the report, it is likely that this will make 
space for political engagement in the region. 
 

#6 Issues Associated with the Demolition Drives 
 
 
 
 
What are the issues associated with the demolition drives? – (1) Violation of Right to Housing: The right 
to housing is a fundamental right recognised under Article 21 of the Constitution of India. It is also a right 
under the International Human Rights Law Framework, which are binding on India. These are: (a) 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR): Article 12 (Prohibition on Arbitrary Interference on 
Individual’s Right to Property), Article 25 (Right to Standard of Living including housing); (b) International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR): Article 17 (Right to own Property); (c) International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR): Article 11.1 (Right to Adequate Standard of 
Living), Article 4 (Restrictions on Rights only through a Law); (d) Office of the High Commissioner of 
Human Rights: An integral element of the right to adequate housing is ‘protection against forced 
evictions’; (2) Lack of Due Process: Demolition drives are alleged to not have followed the due process. 
The principle of ‘innocent until proven guilty’ has been neglected. In case of demolition drive in Delhi, 
MCD Act requires that notice should be served before taking action. The Act allows demolition of illegal 
buildings with a minimum notice period of 5-15 days; (3) Against Natural Justice: No opportunity was 
provided to the victims to appeal against the decision of authorities contravening principles of natural 
justice; (4) Violation of Judicial Rulings: In Ajay Maken vs Union of India (2019), the Delhi High Court had 
invoked the idea of the ‘Right to the City’ and the ‘Right to Adequate Housing’. No authority shall carry out 
eviction without conducting a survey and consulting the population on eviction and rehabilitation for 
those eligible. In Sudama Singh vs Government of Delhi (2010), The Delhi High Court mandated that the 
state should comply with fair procedure before undertaking any eviction.  
 
What should be the way forward? – (1) Follow Due Process: The Government is well within its rights to 
remove illegal encroachments. However, the due process must be followed in all cases; (2) Judicial 
Intervention: The Judiciary has to step-in wherever there is a violation of law and the due process; (3) 
Urban Planning: There is a need to rethink the urban planning process. According to the Delhi Economic 
Survey 2008-09, only about 24% of the city lived in planned colonies and the rest lived in unplanned 

News: Several State Governments have resorted to demolition of illegal encroachments including 
houses of criminals. While the Government must free its land from illegal encroachments, the 
method adopted by the Governments has come under criticism. 
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areas. City Master Plans and other rules should be strictly implemented so that there are no 
encroachments.  
 
#7 Providing Constitutional Status to Regulators 
 
 
 

 
What are the arguments supporting Constitutional Status? – (1) Lack of Independence: Regulatory 
bodies are susceptible to pressure from the Executive. This impacts their regulatory functioning e.g., 
critics argue that RBI is pressurised by Government for favourable monetary policy; (2) Lack of 
Transparency and Accountability: Sometimes decision making is arbitrary e.g., in 2016, the Supreme 
Court had called TRAI’s regulation on issue of ‘call drops’ as ‘arbitrary, unreasonable and non-
transparent’. This impacts regulatory efficiency and outcomes; (3) Bodies which have Constitutional 
Status like the Election Commission, CAG or the UPSC have performed better because of the 
Constitutional safeguards. Extension to all regulatory bodies will enhance regulation. 
 
Which bodies are granted Constitutional Status? 
– (1) Legislative Bodies: They are given 
Constitutional status because they secure the 
people’s right to elect their representatives. The 
Constitution establishes the broad governance 
principles and system e.g., how the Union and 
State Legislatures are to be elected, the majority 
needed to form the government, the composition 
and tenure of both houses of the Legislature etc., 
(2) Bodies Ensuring Checks and Balance: These bodies exercise checks and balance on the Legislative 
and the Executive Bodies. They check the abuse of power e.g., Constitutional safeguards have been 
provided to Judiciary, CAG, Election Commission etc. 
 
What are the challenges in granting 
Constitutional Status to Regulatory Agencies? 
– (1) Amendment to Provisions: Constitutions 
are hard to amend. Constitutional Status will 
make it hard for the Legislature/Executive to 
change any provision related to governance of 
the regulatory body with changing times; (2) 
Coordination with Executive: Regulatory 
bodies have to work in close cooperation with 
the Executive. Policymaking is the prerogative 
of the elected Government. Regulative Agency 
can’t be ‘too independent’ so as to disregard the 
elected Government; (3) Global Experience: 
Very few Central Banks have Constitutional 
status. In fact, some of the most independent and efficient central banks like Federal Reserve of the US 
and the Bank of Japan even have private shareholding. 
 
What are the alternatives to secure Independence of Regulatory Bodies? – (1) The law establishing 
the regulatory body should have fair contract terms. The incentives of Head of the Regulatory Agency 
should be aligned with public interest; (2) Ensure Transparency: The laws should have strict 
transparency measures, E.g. Regulatory Agencies in the US regularly participate in Congressional 

News: The independence and efficiency of Regulators is often questioned. Certain experts argue 
that providing Constitutional Status to regulators will remedy these shortcomings. However. there 
are several downsides of this approach. 
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hearings that are open to public. Regulatory agencies should be asked to explain their actions to the 
public (or their representatives in the Parliament). The practice of the US (regular meetings between 
Legislature and Agency) can be adopted in India; (3) Accountability: Regulator Agencies should be held 
responsible for regulatory efficacy and outcomes. Control can be given to Legislature (instead of 
Executive) to check arbitrary removal. 
Provisions to secure transparency and public accountability in enforcement powers will go a longer 
way in securing true independence for a regulator than conferring constitutional status on it. 
 

#8 Notification of Minority Status 
 
 
 
Who are the minority communities at national level? - 6 communities are currently notified as 
minority communities at the national level — Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists, Parsis and Jains. 
 
Who declares the minority status? – (1) The PIL has questioned the validity of Section 2(f) of the 
National Commission for Minority Educational Institutions or NCMEI Act 2004. The PIL has termed 
it arbitrary and contrary to Articles 14, 15, 21, 29 and 30 of the Constitution; (2) Section 2(f) defines 
minority as a community notified as such by the Central Government; (3) Section 2(c) of the of National 
Commission for Minorities (NCM) Act, 1992 also gives similar powers to the Union Government; (4) In 
2005, the Union Government had notified 5 communities — Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and 
Parsis — as minorities at the national level. In 2014, Jains were also included in the minority list. 
 
What are the arguments put forward by the PIL? – (1) In T.M.A. Pai Foundation vs State Of Karnataka 
(2002), the SC had held that, ‘for the purpose of determining minority, the unit will be State and not 
whole India’. Hence, Union Government’s decision was arbitrary; (2) The Government’s notification 
has created an anomalous situation. The communities declared as minorities enjoy the status even in 
States/UTs where they are in majority (e.g., Muslims in Jammu and Kashmir and Christians in 
Nagaland). Followers of Hinduism (in some States), Judaism and Bahaism who are minorities are not 
accorded the same status under the Act; (3) The petition seeks the SC to: (a) Curtail the Union 
Government’s power to notify national minorities; or (b) Direct the Government to notify followers 
of Hinduism, Bahaism and Judaism as minorities in States/UTs where they are in minority; or (c) Direct 
that only those communities that are ‘socially, economically and politically non-dominant’ besides 
being numerically smaller in States/UTs be allowed the status of minorities. 
 
What has been the response of the Government? – (1) The Union Government has filed 2 affidavits in 
the case. In both, it said that it had the power to notify minority communities; (2) 1st Affidavit: The 
Government has defended the concept of minorities at the national level. It has pointed out that it had 
concurrent powers with States to take measures for the welfare of minorities. States could have 
minorities notified as such within their jurisdiction. (Maharashtra has recognised Jews as a minority); 
(3) 2nd Affidavit: The Government has remained silent on the concept of minorities at national level. It 
has reiterated its power to notify communities as minorities under Central Acts. 
The Government has said it would come back after consideration of several sociological and other 
aspects. Any stand without detailed deliberations with stakeholders may result in an unintended 
complication for the country. Though the power is vested with the Central government, it would 
consult the States and other stakeholders. 
  

News: A PIL has challenged the power of the Union Government to notify minority communities at 
the nation level. The PIL is under the consideration of the Supreme Court. 
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#9 The Issue of COVID-19 Deaths in India 
 
 
 
 
 
What are the 
findings of the 
WHO? – (1) ~1.5 
Crore people are 
estimated to have 
died globally due to 
COVID-19 
(direct/indirect) in 
the two years of 
pandemic (2020 
and 2021); (2) This is 
almost thrice the 
official global 
count of 54 lakhs. 
There were almost 
1 Cr ‘excess deaths’; 
(3) The high-income countries account for 15% of these deaths, upper middle income countries 28%, 
lower middle income countries 53%, and low income countries 4%; (4) Almost 47 lakh people died in 
India. According to the official Government data, 4.81 Lakh deaths occurred due to COVID-19 in 2020 
and 2021. Thus, ~90% of deaths in India have gone unreported; (5) ~8.3 lakh deaths are estimated to 
have happened in 2020. The official count for 2020 is 1.49 lakh. 
 
How are the death related data maintained in India? – (1) There are two systems: Civil Registration 
System (CRS) and the Sample Registration Survey (SRS). Both maintain data on annual basis; (2) The 
SRS uses a door-to-door survey in a few thousand sample towns and villages to produce an estimate 
of the total number of births and deaths in the country every year; (3) The CRS is a database of all births 
and deaths that get registered. CRS only has death registration data, and not every death in the country 
is registered. However, more people are now registering their births and deaths. Consequently, the CRS 
numbers are converging closer to the SRS estimates. The Registrar General of India maintains the CRS 
and conducts the SRS; (4) According to the Government, the registration of deaths with CRS has 
improved from ~70% in 2013 to ~99.9% in 2020. 
 
Why are the reasons for difference between WHO estimates and India’s official Data? – (1) The 
Government data are still under revision and being updated regularly. For instance, Kerala is updating 
its death toll almost every day. Recently, Assam added 1,300 deaths on a single day; (2) India has 
consistently questioned WHO’s own admission that data in respect of 17 Indian states was obtained 
from some websites and media reports. The same data were used in their mathematical model. This 
reflects a statistically unsound and scientifically questionable methodology of data collection for 
making excess mortality projections; (3) Some analysts have pointed out flaws that are directly apparent 
in WHO’s estimates: (a) WHO has put the India’s COVID-19 deaths at 8.41 lakhs for 2020. There were 
81.2 Lakh deaths in India in 2020 (CRS). Thus, non-COVID-19 deaths were ~73 Lakhs. India’s total death 
toll for a year has never been below 80 lakhs since 2007 till when data are available. Thus, the number 
of 8.41 lakh deaths in 2020 is questionable; (b) Kerala is said to have the best healthcare system in India. 
Kerala’s COVID-19 death rate is ~1900/million population. If this rate is extrapolated to pan-India level, 

News: A report released by the WHO has estimated that there were 4.7 million COVID-19 deaths in 
India in 2020-21. This is almost 10 times the official count. However, some experts have raised 
questions about the methodology of the WHO. This has triggered a debate regarding the actual 
deaths. 
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the death-toll would be ~26 Lakhs which is nearly half of WHO estimates; (c) A comparison with claims 
filed for compensation related to COVID-19 death show that WHO estimates might be exaggerated; (4) 
On the other hand, there are several experts who argue that WHO’s methodology has been robust, and 
the estimates are correct. 
 
What is the need for accurate information on COVID-19 deaths? – (1) It is crucial to address the 
shortcomings of public health facilities and framing responses to future medical emergencies; (2) It will 
help in the adequate distribution of compensation to deceased and their family members; (3) It will help 
in assessing Government’s performance in tackling the pandemic; (4) It will help in comparison of 
different States. Better performing States can share their learning with other States; (5) High quality 
data will help in modelling of spreads future pandemics. 
 
What should be the approach going ahead? – Although there might be disagreement with WHO 
estimates, there is no denial that not all COVID-19 deaths have been recorded. There is an urgent need to 
overhaul the public health data and record systems. Robust data will be useful in better understanding 
of health pattern across India. It will also help in providing early alarms of any impending healthcare 
emergency. This will also enhance policy on healthcare interventions. Data records should be made 
more transparent while maintaining privacy. 
 

 

General Studies Paper III 
 

#1 High Inflation in India: Causes, Effects and Remedies 
 
 
 
 
What has been the recent 
trend in inflation? – (1) India’s 
retail inflation (CPI) has risen to 
7.8% in April 2022. The prices of 
food items have risen by 8.4%, 
while fuel prices have risen by 
11%; (2) This is almost double of 
RBI’s Inflation target of 4% and 
2 percentage points above the 
upper limit of RBI’s acceptable 
inflation range (2%-6%); (3) The 
inflation has been rising since 
the onset of pandemic in 
2020. It briefly subsided in 
2021 as the global supply 
chains opened up post 
lockdowns. However, it has 
risen again sharply since last 
quarter of 2021. In April 2022, 
it has reached its highest level 
in the last 8 years (refer 
graph).; (4) According to the 
World Bank, global inflation 
levels at 3.4%, are the highest 

News: Inflation, both Consumer and Wholesale, has witnessed a steep rise in recent times. The 
phenomena is not limited to India alone. The RBI has increased interest rates. However, raising of 
interest rates alone may not address the issue. 
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since 2012. In fact, price levels in some developed economies have been the highest since the oil crises in 
1970s. 
 
What are the reasons for high inflation? – (1) Russia Ukraine Conflict: The conflict has created 
shortages of various commodities like wheat, oil and gas, sunflower oil etc. This is due to fall in exports 
from both Russia, Ukraine and the economic and trade sanctions on Russia; (2) Pandemic: The 
lockdowns led to disruption in supply chains leading to supply crunch; (3) Global Food Prices: There 
have been crop failures in many countries which has raised global food prices e.g., poor soyabean 
output in Argentina and canola oil shortage in Canada due to drought. Global wheat prices are also at 
their highest due conflict in Europe. FAO’s food price index is at the highest level since the series began 
in 1990.  All these factors have led to supply driven inflation; (4) Fiscal and Monetary Policies: 
According to the Dr. C Rangarajan (former RBI Governor), the Central Banks had adopted loose 
monetary policies with low interest rates to support the economy during the pandemic. The 
Governments also provided fiscal support through increased public expenditure. This has created 
excess demand and excess liquidity in the system causing inflation. 

 
What are the impacts of inflation? – (1) Reduces Purchasing Power: As goods become expensive, 
consumers are able to buy less amount with same amount of money; (2) Decrease in Demand: 
Consumers cut down expenses to buy only essential items; (3) Erodes value of savings: High inflation 
reduces real interest rates e.g., at present bank savings deposit rates are ~5% while inflation is 8%. So 
real interest rate is -3%, investors of saving deposits are actually losing money. Conversely, high 
inflation helps borrowers; (4) Impact on Corporates: Small firms lose out due to lower demand and fall 
in profitability; (5) Disproportionate impact on Poor: The poor are the worst affected because they 
have little buffer to sustain through long periods of high inflation; (6) Worsens Exchange Rate: High 
inflation means the rupee is losing its purchasing power. Foreign Investors will be reluctant to invest, 
reducing demand for rupee and worsening exchange rate; (7) Fiscal Deficit Target of Government: 
Inflation causes rise in nominal GDP due to rise in prices. As Fiscal Deficit uses nominal GDP, a rise in 
inflation helps Government meets its target of Fiscal Deficit as % of GDP. 
 
What are the remedial measures? – Most 
experts contend that the inflation is supply 
driven i.e., shortage of goods due to supply 
constraints, not high demand. So, the focus has 
to be on removing supply side constraints: (1) 
Agriculture Production: The Government 
should announce the kharif 
MSPs with credible procurement plans for 
oilseeds and pulses. The Government should 
ensure timely availability of seed, fertiliser, crop 
protection chemicals and credit; (2) Subsidies 
and Food Distribution: The PDS and PMGKAY 
have helped cushion the food price shock to 
some extent. The arrangement should 
continue. The Government should also ensure 
that rise in global fertilizer prices does not impact India’s farm prices; (3) Substitute Wheat: Rice can be 
used as a substitute for wheat in the NFSA and PMGKAY. Direct cash transfer can also be considered in 
lieu of grains; (4) Augment Supply Chains: Indian farmers should be allowed to access global markets to 
augment their incomes. The Government must facilitate minimising marketing costs and investing in 
efficient logistics for exports to develop more efficient export value chains; (5) Absorb Oil Price Shock: 
Some experts recommend that Government can absorb the oil price shock by reducing the taxes on fuel; 
(6) Monetary Policy: Dr. C Rangarajan is of the opinion that RBI has been late in raising the interest rates. 
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RBI should continue to raise the interest rates till the excess liquidity is removed from the system. RBI has 
raised the Repo Rate by 40 basis points from 4% to 4.4% and more rate hikes are expected. 
 
Is raising Interest Rates a prudent measure? – The opinion is divided. Some economic experts believe 
that raising of interest rates will not curb such supply-side inflation. Higher Interest rates will reduce 
investment and fiscal consolidation (reducing Government expenditure) will squeeze consumption. 
Both are the main sources of aggregate domestic demand. This might stifle growth further.  
If the government policies do not strike a balance between managing inflation and stimulating 
growth, it might lead to stagflation. 
 

#2 An Alternative Avenue to Raise Revenues for the Government 
 
 
 
 
How do Governments of Singapore and China generate wealth via markets? – (1) The Government of 
Singapore Investment Corporation (GIC) invests internationally in equities. As of March 2022, it owns 
shares worth INR 1.09 Lakh Crore in India alone. Its global portfolio is worth INR 55 Lakh Crore. It is 8th 
largest wealth management fund in the world. The profits generated by GIC are used for public welfare; 
(2) Another arm of the Singapore government, Temasek Holdings, has investments worth INR 22 lakh 
crore; (3) Companies owned by the Chinese Governments have invested INR 67.5 Lakh Crore in 
overseas companies. This is almost 27% of India’s GDP. 
 
How much is the Government 
holdings in Indian companies? - 
The total market value of holdings 
of the Indian Government is only 
INR 13 lakh crore, far less than 
China or even Singapore. Overseas 
holding is almost negligible. The 
Government is selling its stake in 
these PSUs, bringing down its 
holding. 
 
What is the current policy 
followed by India? - The prevailing 
ideology is that the Government 
has no business to be in Business. 
This is used to justify 
disinvestment. The Government is 
cushioning the fiscal deficit 
through proceeds of disinvestment. The Government is following the Western model. However, world’s 
top asset-holding Government entities are mostly from the U.S., China, Canada and the European 
Union. 
 
What policy should be adopted by India? – (1) The smaller and loss-making PSUs can be disinvested; 
(2) The Navratna PSUs should invest overseas, increase their wealth, and create greater economic 
influence like China; (3) The profitable PSUs can be reformed by altering archaic rules and removing 
political interference; (4) Human Resources can be brought from private sector as well. Salaries for 
key top personnel should be in line with worldwide best practices. This should be accompanied by 
accountability. 

News: Governments in Singapore and China raise revenues through prudent wealth management 
by investing in overseas assets. On the other hand, major source of revenue for the Government of 
India is taxes. The Government must explore this alternate avenue to raise more revenues. 

PT BOX 
Navratna and Maharatna 
Maharatna status is granted to a Navratna company fulfilling 
following criteria: (a) Listed on Indian stock exchange; (b) An 
average annual turnover of more than INR 25,000 crore during 
the last 3 years; (c) An average annual net worth of more than INR 
15,000 crore during the last 3 years; (d) An average annual net 
profit after tax of more than INR 5,000 crore during the last 3 
years; (e) Should have significant global presence/international 
operations. 
Navratna is granted to those PSUs which are Miniratna I and have 
obtained ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’ rating in 3 of the last 5 years. 
They should have a composite score of 60 or above in following 
six selected performance indicators: (a) Net Profit to Net worth; 
(b) Manpower Cost to total Cost of Production; (c) Profit Before 
Income Tax (PBIT) to Capital employed; (d) PBIT to Turnover; (e) 
Earning Per Share; (f) Inter Sectoral Performance 
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What are the learnings from the experience of Singapore? – (1) Knowledge economy has emerged as 
new source of wealth apart from land, natural resources etc. Assets are largely in the financial markets 
today. Replicating the strategy of Singapore can create large wealth for Government of India. Government 
must explore wealth management and dividends as source of revenue; (2) Singapore invests in long-term 
assets, and does not take risky decisions; (3) Talent from financial markets can be brought in to manage 
Government’s funds. Several of Government’s initiatives had already brought talent from the private 
sector e.g., the UIDAI project or the ongoing ONDC project show that private talent can be harnessed for 
public good. 
 

#3 Fall in Extreme Poverty in India 
 
 
 
What factors have 
contributed to reduction 
of poverty in rural areas? – 
According to a prominent 
Civil Servant who has 
worked in Social Sector, 
following factors 
contributed to decline in 
rural poverty: (1) The 
identification of deprived 
households on the basis of 
the Socioeconomic and 
Caste Census (SECC) 2011 
across welfare 
programmes. The SECC 
used key deprivation criterion. This led to greater coverage of SC and ST communities and the backward 
regions in Bihar, MP, Rajasthan, UP, Jharkhand, Odisha, Chhattisgarh, Assam, Rajasthan and rural areas of 
Maharashtra; (2) The PRI-SHG partnership catalysed changes. Further, Aadhar enabled an eco-system 
for curbing corruption at several levels. This partnership increased coverage of women under the 
Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana etc.; (3) Finance Commission transfers were made directly to gram 
panchayats. This helped in creation of basic infrastructure like pucca village roads and drains etc. at a 
much faster pace in rural areas. The infrastructure creation programme created greater opportunities for 
employment in rural areas; (4) The focus on livelihood diversification (both farm and non-farm 
livelihoods) and availability of credit increased in the rural areas under the NRLM. The social capital of 
SHGs was leveraged. The credits were provided by banks, micro-finance institutions and MUDRA loans; 
(5) The schemes for gas and electricity connections, LED bulbs, accident insurance, life insurance, bank 
accounts and immunisation were well implemented due to community-led action under the Gram 
Swaraj Abhiyan in 2018; (6) There was thrust on universal coverage for individual household toilets, LPG 
connections and pucca houses; (7)  Large amounts of public funds were transferred to rural areas for 
development efforts; (8) There was thrust on a ‘people’s plan campaign’, ‘Sabki Yojana Sabka Vikas’ for 
preparing the Gram Panchayat Development Plans from 2017-18 onwards. This laid the foundation for 
robust community participation involving panchayats and SHGs, especially in ensuring accountability; 
(9) Social and concurrent audits were organized to ensure full utilization of the funds and resources; (10) 
The programmes like the MGNREGS were upgraded to create durable and productive assets. This helped 
marginal and small farmers in improving their homesteads, and diversifying livelihoods; (11) Nearly all 
states and UTs focussed on improving livelihood diversification in rural areas and on improving 
infrastructure significantly.  

News: A Research Paper published by the World Bank has observed that extreme poverty in India 
has declined by 12.5 percentage points in India between 2011-2019. 
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All these factors contributed to improved ease of living of deprived households and improved their asset 
base.   
 
COVID-19 and Russia-Ukraine Crisis has created new challenges for poverty reduction programmes. 
Any let-off in the efforts might undo all the progress made in reducing poverty. The focus of the Union 
and State Governments should be on further enhancing the efforts towards poverty reduction. 
 

#4 Establishing Digital Banking Units (DBUs) 
 
 
 
What is a Digital Banking Unit (DBU)? – (1) Specialized Units for Digital Services: DBU is a specialized 
business unit of a bank that houses certain minimum digital infrastructure for providing digital banking 
products and services; (2) A bank can offer specialized digital products from these units and also provide 
existing financial services products; (3) Eligible Banks: Commercial banks (other than regional rural banks, 
payment banks and local area banks) are permitted to open DBUs in tier-1 to tier-6 centres without taking 
permission from the RBI. The Bank must have past digital banking experience; (4) Services Offered: 
According to the RBI, each DBU must offer certain minimum digital banking products and services. Such 
products should be on both liabilities (like deposits) and assets side (like credit) of the balance sheet. The 
services include savings bank accounts under various schemes, current accounts, fixed deposits and 
recurring deposit accounts, digital kit for customers, mobile banking, Internet banking, debit cards, credit 
cards UPI QR code and point of sale (PoS). 
 
What are the benefits of Digital Banks? – (1) DBUs can enable last-mile financial inclusion. The Bank 
can reach a wider customer base in a more cost-effective manner through DBUs; (2) DBUs have the 
potential to provide services in remote corners where traditional brick-and-mortar banks can’t reach; (3) 
According to a NITI Aayog paper on Digital Banks, they’ll reduce the high transaction costs of traditional 
banking; (4) According a NITI Aayog Discussion Paper on Digital Bank, a substantial fraction of 63.88 
million MSMEs remain outside the ambit of formal finance. The total addressable market demand for 
credit by the MSME sector is INR 37 trillion. Banks and NBFCs supply only about INR 10.9 trillion. The total 
addressable credit gap in the MSME segment is INR 26 trillion. Digital Banks can plug this gap. 
 
What is the scope of digital lending in India? – The RBI data indicate that ‘faceless’ digital lending has 
grown exponentially. It has contributed well over 50% of all NBFC loans and around 6% of bank loans. All 
eligible Scheduled Commercial Banks and NBFCs are expected to enter the DBU space because they must, 
to remain competitive. It is also expected that the convenience of digital banking will induce more retail 
customers to adopt digital banking services. 
 
What are the limitation of DBUs? – (1) There is low internet penetration in smaller cities. This will create 
issues in accessing services; (2) Lack of digital literacy might result in low awareness and low usage of 
services; (3) There are concerns related to privacy and cyber security. Lack of digital literacy make the 
users more vulnerable to cyber thefts through phishing etc.  
 
What should be approach going ahead? – (1) The RBI must closely oversee DBUs to ensure acceptable 
levels of interoperability, compatible standards, data protection, and cyber-security; (2) The Government 
should ensure minimisation of red tape in establishing and running DBUs; (3) There is need to enhance 
telecom infrastructure so that that higher data flows can be handled, especially in rural and remote areas. 
  

News: The Union Minister of Finance recently reiterated the Budget announcement of setting-up 
75 Digital Banking Units in 75 Districts. 
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#5 Benefits of Direct Sowing of Paddy  
 
 
 
What are the issues in present rice cropping practice? – At present, around 40-45% of the water used 
for irrigation goes to paddy alone. Rice farmers use much more water than the crop actually needs. There 
is a mistaken belief that paddy is an aquatic plant that needs waterlogged fields. But they do not 
necessarily need flooding all the time. Overuse of water has following negative impacts; (1) Loss of 
Nutrients: The constant submergence causes loss of applied plant nutrients due to leaching; (2) Spread 
of diseases: It also encourages the proliferation of pests and diseases; (3) Emission of Methane: It 
increases emissions of methane into the environment. Nearly 10% of the methane emission come from 
paddy fields; (4) Declining Water Table: The water table is declining rapidly especially in Punjab. The rate 
of fall is about 1 meter every year. 
The problem has been exacerbated by the provision of free electricity to farmers. It leads to overuse of 
water pumps and overexploitation of groundwater.  
 
What are the solutions? – (1) Changing Cropping Pattern: The cropping pattern should be adjusted 
according to the agro-ecological zone. Paddy can be replaced with less water-consuming but equally 
lucrative crop. The challenge is with the policy of rice procurement at pre-determined price that skews 
the cropping pattern; (2) Direct Paddy direct seeding method: This method can replace the method of 
transplantation. This can promote economical and efficient use of water.  
 
About the direct seeding method 
In transplanting, farmers prepare nurseries where the paddy seeds are first sown and raised into young 
plants. These seedlings are then uprooted and replanted 25-35 days later in the main field. 
Under the direct seeding system, dry or pre-germinated seeds are sown straight in the fields with the 
help of seed-drill machines. The laser land leveling equipment should be used to level the farmland. In 
addition, the menace of weeds can be tackled by spraying herbicides prior to sowing or after seed 
planting. 
This technique originally experimented for medium to heavy textured soils. But it could be used even on 
relatively light-textured sandy loam and loam soils as well. Therefore, this can be adopted by farmers in 
a large part of the country including the rain-dependent areas. 
 
What are the benefits of Direct Seeding method? – (1) It lowers consumption of water by 20-35%; (2) It 
reduces the labor cost. Large manual labor is required in nursery planting, soil puddling, and seedling 
transplanting in the transplanting method. Direct Saving helps save, 3540 man-days of labour for every 
hectare of cropland; (3) It cuts the requirement of diesel and power by 40%; (4) It involves lower cash 
inputs; (5) It improves soil health and fertiliser-use efficiency; (6) It reduces methane emission from 
paddy fields; (7) The method also allows the crop to mature 7 to 10 days earlier than normal. Therefore, 
farmers have more time to appropriately manage paddy stubbles instead of torching them to cause air 
pollution; (8) It offers avenues for groundwater recharge as it prevents the development of hard crust 
just beneath the plough layer due to puddled transplanting. 
 
What is the way forward? - The system is already gaining popularity in unirrigated lands in many states. 
It got a major boost during the Covid-19 pandemic. As there was paucity of labour due to reverse 
migration. Therefore, farmers were forced to look for less labour-intensive ways of growing rice. For 
instance, In Punjab, about 600,000 hectares of paddy was planted with this method last year. The 
governments can offer incentives to promote direct seeding of rice in areas where agro-ecological 
conditions permit the deployment of this technology. 
 

News: Haryana Government has announced an incentive of INR 10,000 per hectare for the direct 
planting of rice. 
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#6 Concerns Regarding safety of Dams in India 
 
 
 
 
What are the issues with the dam infrastructure in India? – 80% of the dams are more than 25 years 
old. 6% are more than 100 years old and 18% are 50-100 years old. Maintenance in lot of dams is 
irregular because of various constraints. Thus, there are risks of breach, flooding and the consequent 
damages. 
 
What are the deciding factors of dam safety? 
- The long-term safety of a dam depends on: 
(a) The extent of degradation of its materials; 
(b) Weakening of the foundations; (c) 
Seismological threats. 
 
What efforts have been taken to ensure dam safety in India? – (1) The Dam Safety Organisation 
(DSO) was established under the Central Water Commission (CWC) in May 1979 to convince the states 
about dam safety; (2) The first major programme initiated was the Dam Safety Assurance and 
Rehabilitation Project implemented with support from the World Bank from 1991 to 1999 in 4 states 
(Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu); (3) The second programme was the World Bank 
funded Dam Rehabilitation and Improvement Project (DRIP), from April 2012 to March 2021 with a 
much larger budget outlay. This scheme has rehabilitated 223 dams located in 7 states — Jharkhand, 
Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, Tamil Nadu and Uttarakhand; (4) Based on the success of 
DRIP, the Ministry of Jal Shakti has initiated DRIP Phase II and Phase III. These new schemes have 19 
states, and three central agencies (Bhakra Beas Management Board, CWC and Damodar Valley 
Corporation) on board; (5) The Dam Safety Act, 2021, has been passed by the Parliament. This legislation 
provides for surveillance, inspection, operation and maintenance of specified dams. It also provides for 
the establishment of a National Committee on Dam Safety, National Dam Safety Authority, State 
Committee on Dam Safety, and the State Dam Safety Organization. 
 
What needs to be done? - The physical rehabilitation of dams involves two clear streams of activity: 
(a) De-siltation: To restore the original reservoir capacity; (2) Safety: Encompassing structural, 
hydrological and operational safety. The issue of dam de-commissioning also needs to be brought into 
the action-agenda. Demands for de-commissioning have already been raised for the Mullaperiyar dam 
in Kerala, Dumbur dam over the Gumti river in Tripura and Jayakwadi dam in Maharashtra. 
 

#7 Draft Battery Swapping Policy for Electric Vehicles: Provisions, Benefits and Challenges 
 
 
 
 
What are the key provisions of the Policy? – (1) General Requirements: This Policy stipulates the 
minimum technical and operational requirements that battery swapping ecosystems would need to 
fulfil; (2) Incentives: It highlights the possible ways through which government agencies may provide 
financial support to Battery Providers (for the cost of batteries) and EV users (for the upfront cost of 
purchasing EVs). It also proposes development of a subsidy disbursement platform; (3) Battery Reuse 
and Recycling: BIS or other relevant organizations shall develop regulations and standards for 
minimum battery performance, durability, re-use or re-purposing of the batteries and safety etc.; (4) 
Implementation: It proposes implementation in two phases: (a) 1st Phase: In all major metropolitans 

News: NITI Aayog has released the Draft Battery Policy for EVs. The Policy has been formulated with 
the aim to promote adoption of EVs in India. It is expected to enable an effective, safe and reliable 
battery swapping ecosystem in India. However, there are some concerns that need to be addressed. 
 
 

News: The Jal Shakti Minister recently told the Rajya Sabha that since 1979, there were 42 instances 
of dam failures. The most recent incident happened in November 2021 in Kadappa (Annamayya) 
Andhra Pradesh, that led to death of 20 people. 
 
 

PT BOX 
Number of Dams in India 
India has the 3rd largest number of dams in the 
world at 5,701. China has the largest with 23,842 
dams followed by the US with 9,261. 
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with more than 4 million population; (b) 2nd Phase: Major cities, State Capitals and UTs. The Bureau of 
Energy Efficiency (BEE) will be responsible for the rollout of the swapping networks nationwide. 
 
What are the advantages 
of the policy? – (1) It will 
create a framework 
for greater 
interoperability in the EV 
Battery ecosystem; (2) It 
will boost the adoption of 
EVs in India. This will 
reduce the demand of oil, 
eventually reducing the 
import bill; (3) It will help 
in fulfilling India’s 
commitments for tackling 
climate change. EV 
adoption will decarbonize 
the transport sector in the 
country; (4) This policy 
will encourage private 
sector participation in the 
EV sector and boost the 
inflow of foreign 
investment in India. 
 
What are the challenges associated with battery swapping? – (1) Fixed Battery Model: Most 
companies offering EVs for personal buyers have already moved to the fixed battery model. Changes 
would require the vehicle to be re-engineered, thereby entailing more investment; (2) Standardization: 
Batteries are the biggest cost components of a vehicle, and key differentiators for 
automakers. Standardization of batteries will eliminate this advantage and disincentivize automakers; 
(3) Convenience of Swapping: Large passenger vehicles are not amenable to swapping as batteries 
weighing 250 kg or more would require automation of swapping process. It is an exercise demanding 
precision, and fraught with huge investments and risks; (4) Financing of vehicles: Battery-as-a-service, 
even for E2Ws and E3Ws, faces financing hurdles. Autos and bikes are typically financed (bought on 
loan) but when the auto frame and battery are separated to make the sale, financiers would be reluctant 
to fund the ‘shell’ (without battery). The frame and motor still account for half of a vehicle cost but are 
useless without the battery, and banks cannot dispose of a repossessed frame in case of a loan default. 
(limited utility of the ‘shell’ as collateral); (5) Skewed Tax Structure: It stifles battery-as-a-service. The 
GST on battery that comes with vehicle is 5%. It is 18% on batteries sold separately. This puts battery 
swapping operators at a disadvantage as they not only absorb half of the vehicle cost but also face a 
very high tax burden, thus making the business unviable; (6) Consumer Sentiment: Many consumers in 
India are sceptical about battery-swapping. They fear that they might get sub-standard battery on 
exchange instead of company-guaranteed battery. A survey by Deloitte found that 76% of Indians 
prefer charging at home. Hence, many auto sector analysts fear that adoption of battery-swapping 
option may remain low. 
 
What steps can be taken going ahead? – (1) The GST Council should consider reducing the differential 
across the tax rates on Lithium-ion batteries and Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE). This will 
aid in boosting EV adoption in the country; (2) Electricity consumption will be the major operating 
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expenditure for battery charging stations (BCS) and battery swapping stations (BSS). The government 
should consider providing subsidies and concessions in this domain. 
 
Some experts have criticized the policy. They argue that although the policy shows direction but due 
to nascent market dynamics, it lacks a constructive fixed roadmap for setting up Battery-as-a-Service 
(BaaS) infrastructure. However, there can be further amendments with time to address the challenges 
in establishing a sustainable BasS ecosystem especially for 2- and 3-Wheelers. 
 

#8 ‘Drought in Numbers’ Report and the Challenge of Droughts 
 
 
 
 
What are droughts? – (1) 
According to the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), Drought is defined as 
‘deficiency of precipitation over 
an extended period of time 
(usually a season or more), 
resulting in a water shortage’; (2) 
The NOAA notes that drought is 
the ‘absence of precipitation‘, 
rather than the presence of an 
event such as a hurricane. Hence, 
It is often described as a ‘creeping 
phenomenon’ because it slowly 
impacts many sectors of the 
economy; (3) It operates on many 
different timescales and is difficult 
to predict and monitor; (4) Scientists generally define 5 kinds of droughts. These 5 kinds of droughts 
generally proceed sequentially e.g.,  a prolonged meteorological drought can lead to hydrological 
drought. A hydrological drought can lead to agricultural drought eventually transforming to 
socioeconomic drought in the absence of any policy action. 
 
What are the findings of the UNCCD Report? – (1) Anthropogenic Origins: The number and duration 
of droughts around the world has increased by 29% since 2000. Evidence points the increase in 
frequency and severity of droughts to human induced climate change; (2) Widespread Impact: Globally, 
~55 million people are directly affected by droughts every year. By 2050, between 4.8 to 5.7 billion 
people will live in areas that are water-scarce for at least one month each year, up from 3.6 billion 
today. Climate change alone will cause 129 countries to experience an increase in drought 
exposure in the next few decades; (3) Loss of Life: More than 10 million people lost their lives due to 
major drought events in the past century. From 1970 to 2019, drought was one of the deadliest hazards 
causing ~ 650,000 deaths. More than 90% of climate-related deaths occurred in developing countries; 
(4) Loss of Biodiversity: The percentage of plants affected by droughts has more than doubled in the 
last 40 years. About 12 million hectares of land is being lost each year due to drought and desertification. 
Australia’s ‘megadrought’ in 2019-2020 contributed to ‘megafires’ resulting in deaths or displacement 
of ~3 billion animals. 84% of all terrestrial ecosystems are threatened by changing and intensifying 
wildfires. 
 
What are the harmful impacts of Droughts? 

News: The UN CCD has released the Drought in Numbers Report. The Report highlights the rising 
frequency of droughts across the world, the detrimental impact of droughts on society, and the 
measures required to mitigate the challenges posed by droughts. 
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The Report observes that droughts have deep, widespread and under-estimated impacts on societies, 
ecosystems, and economies, with only a portion of the actual losses accounted for; (1) Productivity: 
Drought can reduce the water availability and quality necessary for productive farms. It can also 
contribute to insect outbreaks, increases in wildfire, and altered rates of carbon, nutrient, and water 
cycling—impacting agricultural production. The recent 2021-22 drought in Brazil, Argentina and 
Paraguay has resulted in loss of 20 million tonnes of soy. Canada’s Canola production fell 28% last year 
due to severe drought; (2) Economic Losses: The Report estimates that India’s Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) reduced by 2-5% between 1998 and 2017 due to severe droughts in the country. Similarly, the EU 
and UK lose €9 billion annually due to droughts. The report further observes that if global warming 
causes temperatures to rise by 3°C by 2100, drought losses could be five times higher than today’s 
levels; (3) Migration: The World Bank estimates that up to 216 million people could be forced to migrate 
by 2050, largely due to droughts. Climate induced migration is going to create humanitarian crisis in 
future, with severe economic and political implications; (4) Impact on Ecosystems: ~33% of global 
carbon dioxide emissions are offset by the carbon uptake of terrestrial ecosystems. However, their 
capacity to sequester carbon is highly sensitive to drought events. The loss of biodiversity leads to loss 
of carbon sinks. Droughts will turn large proportion of terrestrial ecosystems from being carbon sinks 
to carbon sources. Photosynthesis in European ecosystems was reduced by 30% during the summer 
drought of 2003, 
which resulted in an 
estimated net carbon 
release of 0.5 gigatons; 
(5) Gender Impact: 
Research shows that 
women in emerging 
and developing 
countries suffer more 
in terms of education 
levels, nutrition, 
health, sanitation, and 
safety as a result of 
droughts. The burden 
of water collection also 
disproportionately 
falls on females (81%). 
Women may spend up 
to 40% of their caloric intake fetching water. 
 
What suggestions have been given in the report to mitigate impacts of droughts? – (1) Shift in 
Approach: The report advocates a paradigm shift from ‘reactive’ and ‘crisis-based’ approaches to 
‘proactive’ and ‘risk-based’ drought management approaches; (2) Sustainable Land Management and 
Ecosystem Restoration: Proactive measures are required to reduce risks and increase resilience of 
ecosystems and communities. In Niger, farmers have substantially reduced drought risks by creating 
new agroforestry systems on 5 million hectares over 20 years, with average costs below US$ 20 per 
hectare. The report lists several initiatives like natural forest regeneration, rotation forestry, 
regenerative agriculture etc. with some initial investments and relatively large returns; (3) Sustainable 
Water Management: The Water Management practices need to be adapted to ensure resilience against 
drought events e.g., The Integrated Resources Plan (IRP) adopted in the Southern California 
ensures supply reliability under various drought conditions through 23 local projects and 200 
conservation programs. Similarly, adopting drip irrigation and other sustainable water use practices 
can increase water use efficiency and the yield. In Vietnam small-scale farmers improved water-use 
efficiency by ~ 43% and yield by 8-15% through this method; (4) Information Technology and 

Source: UNCCD. The image depicts the regions vulnerable to droughts. The 
alarming aspect is the high vulnerability of regions in the African equatorial 
rainforests which normally receive heavy precipitation. In India, Kerala also 
has high vulnerability index which is a cause of concern. 
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Indigenous Knowledge with Intelligence (ITIKI) is a drought early warning system that integrates 
Indigenous knowledge and drought forecasting to help small-scale farmers make more informed 
decisions like on when and how to plant which crops. Trials of forecast models based on this in Kenya 
and South Africa has shown accuracy of 70% to 98% for up to 4 years; (5) Use Media to create 
awareness: A dedicated media campaign to create awareness about judicious use of water and 
minimizing wastage can bring behavioural change in masses. A case study of California in 2017 shows 
that an increase of about 100 drought stories over two months was associated with a reduction of 11-
18% in typical household water-use; (6) Mitigation and Climate Action: Limiting global warming to 
1.5oC, along with regenerative land and improved water management practices, is expected to 
substantially reduce the probability of extreme drought events. 
 
The Report observes that droughts are not sudden like earthquakes or cyclones and do not leave behind 
similar trail of damage, destruction and debris. Hence, they do not receive the news or policy priority 
like other disasters. However, they are silent killers and their impact is much more damaging in the 
long term. 
In the UNCCD COP15, global consensus emerged on boosting drought resilience by identifying the 
expansion of drylands, improving national policies and early warning. The Conference concluded with 
a global pledge to invest in land restoration for future prosperity. While these developments are 
welcome, a persistent and concerted global effort is required to combat the threat posed by droughts. 
 

#9 Coal shortage in India:  

What is the issue? Russia’s attack on Ukraine has led to a sudden rise in global commodity prices. Russia 
is the third-largest exporter of coal globally. Countries dependent on coal imports will be impacted 
owing to the numerous sanctions imposed by the West on Russia, including India, where the coal 
shortage is becoming acute.  
 
What is the current status of coal stocks?  Coal accounts for 55% of the country’s energy needs. The 
Coal resources of India are mainly available in older Gondwana Formations of peninsular India and 
younger Tertiary formations of the north-eastern region. As of 1 April 2020, the total geological reserves 
of coal in India stood at a little over 344 billion tonnes. India is the 2nd largest producer and consumer 
of coal in the world after China. As of April 2021, the thermal power plants across the country had a 
total stock of 21.9 million tonnes (MT) of coal, enough coal for eight days. In 2000-01, coal imports 
formed just 6.9% of the overall coal consumption. In 2021-22, for the period from April 2021 to February 
2022, coal imports made up around 21.7% of the overall coal consumption during the period. 
 
What are the reasons behind rising coal imports? (1) Increase in Coal Based Thermal Power plants: 
As of March 2001, the total installed capacity of these plants had stood at 60,935 MW. By February 2022, 
this had gone up to 235,929 MW, an increase of close to 300%. The plants demanded more coal for 
electricity generation. 
(2) Demand from other sectors: Coal is also used for manufacturing steel and cement, among other 
things and production of both these have gone up in 2021-22. (3) Slow growth in Domestic Production: 
Since 2001, the coal production within the country has increased at the rate of 4.4% per year. However, 
this increase was unable to meet the rising demand. 
 
How has the coal dynamics changed over the years? 
 
What are the reasons behind the current coal shortage in India?  (1) Fall in Imports: The imports in 
2021-22 stood at 198.9 MT during April 2020 to February 2021. They came down by 5% during April 2021 

News: The imported price of coal has shot up massively because of supply disruptions resulting from 
the Ukraine war. This led to a fall in imports, leading to the coal shortage. 
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to February 2022 
to 188.8 MT. This 
was primarily on 
account of coal 
prices going up 
dramatically, 
making coal 
imports unviable, 
and worsening 
post the onset of 
the Russia-Ukraine 
conflict. (2) 
Reduction in 
Domestic Supply: 
It has been 
disrupted due to 
the reduced 
availability of 
railway rakes to 
transport coal. Further, on average, Coal India produced 67.5 MT of coal in March from 2013 and 2021. 
In April, the average production was 40.6 MT or only around three-fifths of the production level in 
March. (3) Rising Demand: There has been an increase in the demand for electricity as the economy 
has recovered. Further, the early onset of summer has led to an increased usage of air conditioners, 
fans, coolers, and refrigeration. During a period of 15 days ending 10 April, the demand for electricity 
went up by 9.5% in comparison to the same period in 2021. 
 
What steps have already been taken to address the coal shortage and augment supply?  
(1) Improved Auctioning Mechanism: Auction of commercial mining on Revenue Sharing Mechanism 
was launched in 2020. Also, rolling auctions have been planned, to expedite the process and carry out 
more rounds of auction in a year. (2) Single Window Clearance: It was launched in 2021 for the coal 
sector to speed up the operationalisation of coal mines. It is a unified platform that facilitates grants of 
clearances and approvals required for starting a coal mine in India. (3) Allowed sale of excess coal 
production: The government amended the Mines and Minerals (Development & Regulation) Act in 2021, 
which paved the way for releasing of additional coal in the market by greater utilization of mining 
capacities of captive coal and lignite blocks. (4) Coal India Ltd. has envisaged a coal production 
programme of one Billion Tonne from CIL mines by the year 2023-24. CIL has taken steps to upgrade 
the mechanized coal transportation and loading system under the ‘First Mile Connectivity’ projects. 
 
What lies ahead?  
(1) The coal shortage might result in more power outages in summer and a diversion of coal away 
from non-power sectors (e.g., aluminium, cement, steel), weighing on industrial output and increasing 
electricity costs. (2) The coal shortage could become another stagflationary shock. It typically refers 
to an environment of high inflation and slow economic growth. Some of this shock can be lessened if 
railway rakes can be made available quickly. (3) Coal fuelled power generation plants that are under 
the corporate insolvency resolution process can be allowed to commence operations immediately, 
regardless of the stage of the proceedings. This will save the coal transport time and quantity 
limitations in coal transportation to non-pit head coal plants. (4) India can also enter into an 
agreement with Russia for buying coal at lower prices. (5) In the long-term focus should be placed 
on enhancing solar, wind and other renewable sources of power. This will reduce dependence on 
coal and improve pollution levels in the country.  
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India needs to augment its domestic production capacity and enter into long-term contracts with 
major coal-producing nations for ensuring a steady supply of coal. The country must acknowledge its 
huge dependency on coal and gradually scale up its clean sources of power in the spirit of the UN’s 
sustainable development goals.  
 

#10 Palm Oil Crisis and its Implications for India  

Why the ban of export of palm oil? 
Indonesia, the world’s biggest producer, exporter, and consumer of palm oil, will ban all exports of the 
commodity and its raw materials from April 28 to reduce domestic shortages of cooking oil and bring 
down its skyrocketing prices. India is already grappling with record-high wholesale inflation. The 
current palm oil crisis is going to make the situation worse for India which is the biggest importer of 
palm oil in the world.  
 
What is Palm Oil? 
Oil palm is low maintenance, high yield, perennial plantation crop. It is one of the essential food items 
and is widely used for blending refined oils. It is used as a cooking oil and is omnipresent in packaged 
and processed foods, also cosmetics, and cleaning products. It accounts for over a 3rd of India’s edible 
oil consumption and India imports 60% of its requirements.  
 
What is Palm Oil’s status 
in the Global Supply 
Chain?  
Palm oil is the world’s 
most widely used 
vegetable oil with its 
global production in 2020 
exceeding 73 million 
tonnes (MT), and output is 
estimated to be 77 MT for 
the current year. 
Indonesia (43 MT in the 
2021 crop year) and 
Malaysia together 
account for almost 90% of 
the global palm oil production. Palm oil makes up 40% of the global supply of the four most widely used 
edible oils: palm, soybean, rapeseed (canola), and sunflower oil. Indonesia is responsible for 60% of the 
global supply of palm oil.  
What factors forced Indonesia to ban exports leading to the palm oil crisis? (1) Rise in Price of Crude 
Palm Oil (CPO): rose from an already high rate of $1,131 per metric tonne in 2021 to its highest ever price 
of $1,552 in February this year due to: (a) Short supply of alternative vegetable oils: The production of 
soybean oil, is expected to take a hit this year due to a poor end season in major producer Argentina. 
The production of canola oil was hit in Canada last year due to drought; and supplies of sunflower oil, 
80-90% of which is produced by Russia and Ukraine, has been badly hit due to the ongoing conflict; (b) 
Impact of Pandemic: It brought a series of lockdowns and reduced mobility of labour that impacted 
the production of palm oil and increased global edible oil prices; (c) Global Food inflation: Food prices 
rose by almost 13% globally in March according to the United Nations, pushing the price of palm oil as 
well. (2) Ineffectiveness of Price Capping and Export Quotas: Price Capping was 14,000 Indonesian 
Rupiah (IDR) for branded oil and 11500 IDR for local products. Further, the government introduced a 

News: The export controls exercised by Indonesia in late January has led to a 38% rise in the landed 
cost of CPO (Crude Palm Oil) in India. 
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two-litre-per-person rule for buying cooking oil. However, hoarding by consumers and sellers was 
witnessed. Further, rising global prices and low domestic prices of palm oil induced exporters to obtain 
illicit export permits amid the export restrictions. All this created an acute shortage of cooking oil in 
Indonesia. (3) Growing Demand of Palm Oil in other Sectors: The cooking oil shortage could in part 
also be attributed to Indonesia using large quantities of CPO to make biodiesel. In late 2019, the country 
increased the palm oil content to be used in biodiesel to 30%.  
 
What are the possible implications of the palm oil crisis? (1) Increase in Price of other edible oils: 
After the ban, the global prices of other vegetable oils saw spikes. The price of soybean oil jumped 4.5%, 
soy oil prices have already seen a 50% rise so far this year. (2) Impact on India: India is the biggest 
importer of palm oil which makes up 40% of its vegetable oil consumption, as per the USDA. India 
meets half of its annual need for 8.3 MT of palm oil from Indonesia. Despite the rising prices of the 
commodity, India’s palm oil imports jumped 21% in March from the previous month as traders moved 
to secure alternatives to sunflower oil that could no longer be bought from Ukraine. (3) The export ban 
is expected to push the prices even further, creating additional forex burden and enhance the already 
high Fiscal Deficit of the country. (4) Further, the inflation level in the country will also increase, 
creating trouble for the Monetary Policy Committee to keep CPI in the range of 2-6%. (5) The 
inaccessibility of affordable cooking oil may enhance the level of hunger and malnutrition in the 
country. 
What steps have been taken by the Government to enhance oil palm production? (1) A comprehensive 
Centrally Sponsored Scheme named Oil Palm Development Programme (OPDP) during the 8th & 9th 
Plan (1992-2002), and the Integrated Scheme of Oilseeds, Pulses, Oil Palm and Maize (ISOPOM) during 
the 10th and 11th Plan (2002-2012). (2) To boost oil palm cultivation, the Government of India had 
implemented a Special Programme on Oil Palm Area Expansion (OPAE) under RKVY from the year 
2011-12 to 2014-15. (3) During the 12th Plan, a new National Mission on Oilseeds and Oil Palm (NMOOP) 
was launched. (4) In 2021, the government announced a National Mission on Edible Oils- Oil Palm, 
with a total outlay of INR 11000 crores and a special focus on the North-eastern region and the Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands. The mission plans to raise oil palm cultivation to one million hectares by 2025-26 
and 1.7-1.8 million hectares by 2029-30.  
 
What are impediments to boosting oil palm production in India? (1) Long gestation period and high 
level of investments: A palm is a monoculture crop with a long gestation period and requires a high 
level of investments. However, corporate sector investments in oil palm are limited compared to 
Malaysia and Indonesia. (2) Small landholding: Indian farmers generally have very small farm holdings 
which makes it non-viable to produce oil palm. More than 80% of farmers have less than 2 hectares of 
land holding. (3) Environment Degradation: Production of oil palm sometimes requires clearing a vast 
tract of forest land which leads to environmental degradation and protests by environmentalists. (4) 
Exploitative Labour Practices: The labour working in Oil palm plantations is subjected to numerous 
hardships like poor pay, long working hours, etc. due to the colonial hangover of plantation owners.  
 
What lies ahead?  
(1) India must engage in diplomatic talks with Indonesia to get a special exemption for importing palm 
oil. It should also approach Malaysia and enter into a long-term purchase agreement with the second 
biggest player. (2) India must diversify its edible oil mix which is mainly composed of soy and palm oil. 
Together, imported palm and soy oil (12 MT) account for close to half of India’s annual edible oil 
consumption. (3) Focus should be placed on enhancing domestic production by duly implementing the 
newly launched National Mission on Edible Oils- Oil Palm. Further, the government should give greater 
subsidies and support to oilseeds that are indigenous to India and suited for dryland agriculture. This 
can help achieve self-reliance without dependence on oil palm. (4) India should cooperate with other 
big buyers of Palm oil so as to create a collective pressure on Indonesia to expeditiously remove the 
export ban.  
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The palm oil crisis and India’s high degree of import dependence on Oil palm is a wake-up call for the 
nation to diversify its edible oil mix and significantly boost domestic production, for tackling any future 
disruption in oil palm supply and attaining self-reliance. 
 
#11 The State of Global Climate Report 

 
What is the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)? 
The WMO is an intergovernmental organization with a membership of 193 member States and 
Territories. It is a specialized agency of the UN and headquartered in Geneva. It is responsible for 
promoting international cooperation on atmospheric science, climatology, hydrology and geophysics. 
It facilitates the ‘free and unrestricted’ exchange of data, information, and research between its 
members. 
 
What are the key 
findings of the State of 
Global Climate 
Report? (1) Average 
global temperature: It 
was about 1.11 (± 0.13) °C 
above the pre-
industrial level in 2021. 
The report observed 
that the past 7 years 
have been the warmest 
years on record. (2) 
Greenhouse gas concentrations: The concentration of CO2 reached 413.2 parts per million (ppm) 
globally, or 149% of the preindustrial level in 2020. (3) Ocean heat: The upper 2000m depth of the ocean 
continued to be warm in 2021 and this is expected to continue in the future. (4) Ocean acidification: 
The oceans absorb around 23% of the annual emissions of anthropogenic CO2 to the atmosphere. This 
reacts with seawater and leads to ocean acidification. As per report, there is a persistent rise in ocean 
acidification. (5) Global mean sea level: It increased at an average 4.5 mm per year over the period 2013 
-2021. This is more than double the rate between 1993 and 2002, and is mainly due to the accelerated 
loss of ice mass from the ice sheets. (6) Cryosphere: Although the glaciological year 2020-2021, saw less 
melting than in recent years, there is a clear trend towards an acceleration of mass loss on multi-
decadal timescales. On average, the world’s reference glaciers have thinned by 33.5 meters (ice-
equivalent) since 1950, with 76% of this thinning since 1980. (7) Ozone Hole: The ozone hole over the 
Antarctic was unusually large and deep, reaching its maximum area of 24.8 million km. sq. (the size of 
Africa), as a result of a strong and stable polar vortex and colder than average conditions in the lower 
stratosphere.  
 
The image depicts 6 different global temperature data sets which indicate global mean temperatures 
have risen about 1.4°C above pre-industrial condition.  
 
What are the adverse impacts of rapid climate change? (1) It will enhance the magnitude of disasters 
and extreme events which inflict severe economic losses apart from taking pristine human lives. Most 
recent cases include the drought emergency in the Horn of Africa, the deadly flooding in South Africa 
and the extreme heat in India and Pakistan. For instance, flooding induced economic losses of US$ 17.7 

News: According to the World Meteorological Organization’s (WMO’s) ‘State of Global Climate 
Report’, 4 key climate change indicators – greenhouse gas concentrations, sea level rise, ocean heat 
and ocean acidification – have set new records in 2021. 
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billion in Henan province of China. (2) Some glaciers have reached the point of no return and this will 
have long-term repercussions in a world in which more than 2 billion people already experience water 
stress. (3) All ecosystems and their services, are affected by the changing climate. For instance, Coral 
Reefs are projected to lose between 70-90% of their former coverage area at 1.5°C of warming and over 
99% at 2°C. (4) Rising sea levels have major implications for hundreds of millions of coastal dwellers 
and increases vulnerability to tropical cyclones, also threatens the survival of coastal cities like Mumbai 
by enhancing the probability of submergence. (5) It is making the monsoon more and more erratic in 
nature. This will threaten food security of India. Further, the heat wave has scorched crops like wheat 
which will directly impact the productivity of food crops. (6) Hydro-meteorological hazards contribute 
to internal displacement. The countries with the highest numbers of displacements recorded as of 
October 2021 were China, the Philippines, and Viet Nam.  
 
What steps have been taken to tackle climate change? 
National- (1) NAPCCC: To counter the emerging threats from climate change, India released its National 
Action Plan to Combat Climate Change (NAPCC) with 8 sub missions (2) India Cooling Action Plan: It 
provides an integrated approach towards cooling and related areas including reduction in the cooling 
demand, reducing emissions thereby combating global warming.  
Global- (1) Paris Agreement: It seeks to keep the rise in global temperatures “well below” 2°C from 
preindustrial times, while “pursuing efforts” to limit it to 1.5°C. (2) UN SDGs: These are 17 broad goals 
for achieving sustainable development in the society. Amongst them Goal 13 exclusively focuses on 
tackling climate change. (3) Glasgow Pact: It was finally adopted by 197 parties on 13 November 2021 
during the COP26 negotiations. It has emphasized that stronger action in the current decade was most 
critical for achieving the target 1.5°C.  
 
What are challenges in tackling climate change? (1) Rising Industrialization and Urbanization: by 
developing countries for strengthening their economy, involves clearing large tracts of forests which 
reduces the carbon sinks. (2) Dearth of Early Warning Systems: They are critically required for climate 
adaptation, and yet available in less than half of WMO’s members only. (3) High Dependence on Fossil 
Fuels: Fossil fuels continue to dominate the energy mix of most countries, especially the developing 
countries, as they lack access to technologies and finance to enable green energy transition. (4) 
Financial Constraints: Many nations don’t have enough financial resources to do considerable 
investment in critical sectors such as urban infrastructure and prepare social safety nets for the most 
vulnerable populations. (5) Lack of Political Will: Climate Change is not an electoral agenda in most 
countries with no public pressure on the leadership to undertake tangible steps to address it. (6) 
Opposition from Fossil Fuel Companies: Oil and Gas companies continue to aggressively lobby against 
strict climate action. The pressure has prevented governments from drafting stringent climate policies. 
E.g.: Keystone Pipeline controversy in the US.  
 
What should be the approach going forward? (1) The countries should transform their energy systems 
and move towards renewable energy production. There should be: (a) Greater access to renewable 
energy; (b) A tripling of private and public investments in renewables; (c) An end to subsidies on fossil 
fuels. (2) This report will be used as an official document for the UN Climate Change negotiations known 
as COP27. More ambitious targets can be adopted at the summit especially by developed countries in 
the spirit of common but differentiated responsibilities principle. (3) Masses should be sensitized 
towards climate change by taking support of the NGOs. This would also help in creation of Climate 
Change based Political Parties. (4) Countries must switch to Green GDP or Green Accounting in order 
to decrease damage to the environment.  
The State of Global Climate Report shows that there is a need to focus the efforts on bold policies and 
solutions that can quickly transform the way the resources are produced and consumed, with people 
and partnerships as the central approach, to build a cleaner and greener living environment. 
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Factly 
 

Polity 
 

#1 Joint Conference of the Chief Ministers and Chief Justices of High Courts 
 
 
Key Highlights of PMs Address 
Release of Undertrials: There are over 3.5 lakh prisoners who are undertrials. Most of them are poor. 
The issue must be looked into and wherever possible bail must be granted. 
Promote local languages in the courts so that people of the country feel connected with the judicial 
process. This will enhance faith of the public in judiciary.  
Mediation as a tool to address Pendency of Cases: There is a thousand years old tradition of settlement 
of disputes through mediation in our society. It should be promoted to settle cases especially at the 
local level. 
 
Key Highlights of Chief Justice of India’s Address 
Reason for Pendency of Cases: Governments were the biggest litigant accounting for 50% of all cases. 
If the laws were passed with clarity of thought and people’s welfare in mind, litigation will be minimized 
Improving Judicial Infrastructure: There is an urgent need for improving judicial infrastructure. The 
CJI proposal included the setting up of the State Judicial Infrastructure Development Authority 
(SJIDA) with CMs and CJs of HCs as members. 
Misuse of PILs: The rise in frivolous litigation was a worry, particularly the misuse of the public interest 
litigation route which often became ‘personal interest litigation’. 
 

#2 No one can be forced to get vaccinated: Supreme Court 
 
 
 
Judgement of the Supreme Court 
A petition was filed in the Supreme Court seeking disclosure of vaccine trial data and a stay on vaccine 
mandates. The Supreme Court upheld the current vaccination policy of the Indian Government. 
However, the SC made it clear that vaccines cannot be made mandatory, and no person can be forced 
to get vaccinated against his or her wishes. This is because the right to bodily integrity of a person 
under Article 21 of the Constitution includes the right to refuse vaccination. However, when the issue 
extended to ‘communitarian health’, the government was entitled to regulate issues. 
The Courts also had the authority to review whether the government’s interventions met the ‘three-
fold’ requirements (legality, need, proportionality) as expounded in the Constitution Bench judgment 
in K.S. Puttaswamy case (2017). 
 
Set up the Virtual Public Platform 
The SC directed the Centre to set up a virtual public platform at the earliest to facilitate individuals and 
private doctors to report adverse vaccine events without compromising their privacy. 
 
Vaccine Trial Data be made public 
The SC directed the Union Government to ensure that the findings and results of the clinical trials of 
vaccines be made public at the earliest. 
 

News: The Joint Conference was held in New Delhi 

News: The Supreme Court has said that no person can be forced to get vaccinated against COVID-
19. It also asked the Union Government to make public the effects of immunization. 
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#3 The view of the Supreme Court on Pardoning Powers of Governor 
 
 

 
 
About the Case  
In 2018, the Council of Ministers of Tamil Nadu Government recommended to the Governor to release 
Perarivalan, the convict in the Rajiv Gandhi assassination case. The Governor referred the matter to the 
President. Against this delay in release, a petition was filed in the Supreme Court. 
 
Ruling of the Supreme Court 
The Supreme Court said that the pertinent question was whether the Governor had the authority to 
refer the mercy plea to the President. The SC said that the Governor is bound to act by the aid and 
advice given by the Council of Ministers, while exercising the power under Article 161 of the 
Constitution (Pardoning Power of the Governor). This means that the Governor had no authority to 
transfer the mercy plea to the President. 
In case, the governor disagrees with the State Cabinet’s decision, he can send it back to the Cabinet but 
cannot forward it to the President. 
The verdict of the SC further meant that the non-exercise of the power under Article 161 can be 
subjected to judicial review.  
Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab (1980): Death penalty should be awarded only in rarest of the rare 
cases when alternative option is unquestionably foreclosed. 
Shatrughan Chauhan & Anr. v. Union of India (2014): excessive delay in carrying out the death sentence 
was an essential mitigating factor in a plea for commutation. 
 
About Pardoning Powers 
A pardon is an Executive decision to allow a person to be absolved of guilt for an alleged crime or other 
legal offence. The scope of the pardoning power of the President under Article 72 is wider than the 
pardoning power of the Governor under Article 161. The power differs in the following two ways: (a) 
The President can pardon sentence by a Court Martial; (b) The President can pardon a death sentence. 
The Governor lacks both the powers. 
 

#4 The Supreme Court Judgment on use of Loudspeakers in Religious Places 
 
 
 
 
Key Observations from Supreme Court’s 2005 Judgment  
Freedom from Noise Pollution under Article 21 
Regulating the use of loudspeakers and timings was based on the legal principle that freedom from 
noise pollution is a part of the Right to Life under Article 21 of the Constitution. 
 
Disturbance to Neighbours 
Nobody from any religion can claim a right to create noise even on his own premises which would travel 
beyond his precincts and cause a nuisance to neighbours or others. 
 
Loudspeakers in Religious Practices 
On the use of loudspeakers in religious practices, the Supreme Court said the objective of any religion 
was not to force anyone to listen to its expressions of faith. Hence, loudspeakers are not a must to 
spread religious devotion. 

News: The Supreme Court has disagreed with the suggestion of the Union Government that the SC 
should wait till the President took a call on the mercy plea of the convict of Rajiv Gandhi’s 
assassination. The mercy plea was referred to the President by the Governor of Tamil Nadu. 

News: The Uttar Pradesh Government has launched a drive to remove loudspeakers from religious 
places. This has brought into focus the Supreme Court Judgment regarding the issue. The Judgment 
was intended to protect citizens from becoming ‘forced audience’ to noise. 
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The authority is allowed to take action if received a report from police about complaint being filed by 
any person of any ‘noise’. 
 

#5 Cost of Internet Shutdowns  
 
 
 
Internet Shutdowns in India 
Between 2016 and 2021, internet services faced 
restrictions on at least 567 instances in India. This is more 
than half of the 931 such incidents recorded globally.  
Access Now defines an internet shutdown as an 
intentional disruption, making internet communications 
inaccessible for at least an hour. In many countries, 
authorities impose such shutdowns to suppress dissent, 
silence critics, and control the flow of information. The 
global count had dipped in 2020 because of the pandemic 
but rose again in 2021. 
 
Jammu and Kashmir has borne most of the brunt of 
internet blackouts. In 2021, out of the 106 shutdowns, 85 
were imposed in J&K. According to the Government, most of these shutdowns were ordered for 
counter-terrorism measures, to quell unrest, and keep anti-national elements at bay.  
 
Impact of Internet Shutdowns 
Economic Impact: According to ToplOVPN, a global digital 
privacy and research group, Internet Shutdowns cost India 
$583 million in 2021 alone. 
Social Impact: The long internet shutdown in J&K overlapped 
with the first wave of COVID-19 affecting access to healthcare 
and education. Contact tracing was hindered and doctors 
struggled to communicate. Online classes were difficult as 
bandwidth was curtailed. It disrupts the transportation 
system especially ride-sharing applications. 
Impact on governance: Hampers digital India, Universal 
payments, cashless India, etc. 
Technical Impact: Collateral damages including over-
blocking of website and content, also exposes users to privacy and security risks. 
 

#6 World Press Freedom Index 2022  
 
 
About the World Press Freedom Index 
It is released by Reporters Without Borders. Its aim is to assess the state of journalism in 180 countries 
and territories. The index ranks countries based on five indicators: (a) Political context; (b) Legal 
framework; (c) Economic context; (d) Sociocultural context; (e) Security. 
The index has defined press freedom as the effective possibility for journalists as individuals and as 
groups to select, produce and disseminate news and information, independently without political, 
economic, legal and social interference and without threats to their physical and mental safety. 
 

News: According to Access Now, India has recorded highest number of internet shutdowns for the 
4th year in a row. 

News: The World Press Freedom Index has been released. 
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Key Findings of the Index  
Top Positions: Norway (1st), Denmark (2nd), Sweden 
(3rd), Estonia (4th) and Finland (5th) are at the top. 
North Korea remained at the bottom of the list. The 
index has found a 2-fold increase in ‘polarization’ 
amplified by information chaos, i.e., media 
polarization fuelling divisions within countries as well 
as polarization between countries at the international 
level. 
India has fallen down to 150th position in 2022 from 
142nd in 2021 due to increased violence against journalists and politically partisan media which has 
landed press freedom in a state of ‘crisis’ in India. 
 
 

Policy 
 

#1 Draft National Youth Policy 
 
 
 
Need for the new National Youth Policy  
At present, youths between the ages of 15 and 29 are estimated to constitute more than 34% of the total 
population in India. The numbers is expected to decline in the coming years. But the youth will still 
account for almost 24% of India’s population or 365 million people in 2030. India has the advantage of 
being in a position of strength with the potential to drive economic growth with its youth.  
 
About the Draft National Youth Policy 
It has been prepared by the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports. 
 
Vision: The policy articulates a ten-year vision for youth development that India seeks to achieve by 
2030. The policy is also aligned with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and serves to ‘unlock 
the potential of the youth to advance India’.  
 
Priority Areas: The policy seeks to 
catalyze widespread action on 
youth development across five 
priority areas: (a) Education; (b) 
Employment and 
entrepreneurship; (c) Youth 
leadership and development; (d) 
Health, fitness and sports; (e) 
Social justice.  
Each priority area is underpinned 
by the principle of “social 
inclusion” — enabling equitable progress by including the most marginalized sections in the design, 
planning and implementation of all schemes and programmes. 
 
#2 Implement SoP for Care and Protection of Children in Street Situation 2.0: Supreme Court 
 
 
 

News: The Government has reviewed the National Youth Policy 2014 to prepare a new Draft 
National Youth Policy. 

News: The SC has directed the States and UTs that have not yet framed the policies to rehabilitate 
Children in Street Situation (CISS) to immediately implement the Standard Operating Procedure for 
Care and Protection of Children in Street Situation 2.0 
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About Standard Operating Procedure for Care and Protection of Children in Street Situation 2.0 
It has been prepared by the National Commission for Protection of Children’s Rights in collaboration 
with Save the Children, a non-profit organization. Its aim is to strengthen the processes and 
interventions that work towards the welfare of children on the streets and their families. It noted that 
till date information regarding only 17,914 street children has been provided while their estimated 
number is 15-20 lakhs. 
 
Categories: The street children have been divided into three broad categories: (a) Living on the streets 
all alone and with no support; (b) Spend most of their time on the streets but go home to a slum at 
night; (c) Entire families live on the streets. 
 
Challenges Faced by Street Children: (a) Missing care and protection of responsible adults; (b) Forced 
to work to eat every day; (c) Work in risky occupations on the streets; (d) Poor health and illness due to 
poor living condition; (e) Exposure to drug and substance abuse; (f) Low level of access to medical care 
or education; (g) Lack of Identity to link with Social Security Schemes. 
 
Key Guidelines: The core principle adopted in the procedure is looking at the child in the context of 
the family since family is the first resort for a child. It also focuses on providing social protection to 
children with and without families. It also talks about an individual care plan for street children and 
families strengthening with schemes. 
 

#3 Medical Education in Vernacular Language 
 
 
 
Arguments in favour of using vernacular language  
(a) This will help counter the hegemony of English in professional education. Countries like Germany 
and China have done so successfully for long; (b) It can help increase access to medical 
education beyond the English-knowing population.  
 
Arguments against using vernacular language 
(a) The measure would entail significant costs; (b) The implementation would require regulatory and 
administrative changes e.g., translation of educational materials, training of trainers, etc.; (c) This would 
erode the competitive advantage which Indian graduates have in the global scientific arena. English 
medium medical graduates can find jobs across the country and the world; (d) English is firmly 
entrenched in India. Therefore, vernacular medical education may fail to generate enough demand. 
This has already been witnessed in the case of engineering courses; (e) Postgraduate medical 
courses and other medical courses would also need to be conceived in regional languages; 
(f) A considerable proportion of medical graduates who have studied in English are employed in allied 
sectors (research, pharmaceuticals, administration etc.). Graduates in vernacular language are unlikely 
to be adjusted in these allied sectors; (g) The diversity and multiplicity of languages across and within 
states thwarts the vernacularisation of medical education; (h) Implicit hierarchy between English & 
non-English medium medical graduate 
 
National Medical Council (NMC) clarified that there is no plan to amend norms to allow medicine 
courses in languages other than English. 
 
Way Forward 
Going for a select few languages with a large following could be an optimum middle-path.  

News: The Government of Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh have declared their intention to 
provide the MBBS course in Hindi. 
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An incremental approach should be adopted in providing medical education in regional languages. For 
example, the government can start providing paramedical courses in the regional language. Such 
paramedical workers are often less mobile and function closer to the patients.   
 

Economy 
 

#1 Ecowrap Report by SBI 
 
 
Key Findings of the Ecowrap Report 
India’s GDP growth is expected to be in the range of 8.2% to 8.5 % in FY22. 
States opting for Freebies 
Several states in the country are resorting to offering freebies like farm loan waivers and restoring the 
old pension system. Telangana has committed 35% of revenue receipts to finance populist schemes. 
Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh and others have all committed to spend 5-19% of their 
revenue receipts on similar schemes. These populist schemes are economically unsustainable and also 
limit states flexibility to spend on development projects. With the GST compensation from the Center 
ending in June, the states need to re-prioritise expenditure in accordance with the revenue receipts. 
 
Higher Fiscal Deficit of States 
The fiscal situation of states has been impacted owing to the COVID-19 pandemic. For 18 states, the 
average fiscal deficit (as % of GSDP) has been revised upwards by 50 bps to 4.0% for FY22, with 6 states 
reporting a fiscal deficit of more than 4% of GSDP. 
 
Dichotomy in Growth Numbers 
States such as Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Gujarat, Haryana, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Telangana and West 
Bengal have shown their real GSDP growth much higher than the overall GDP growth of the country. 
However, the report pointed to a dichotomy in the numbers, wondering how the GSDP for 17 states is 
higher than the growth in the national GDP. 
 

#2 World Economic Outlook Report 
 
 
About the World Economic Outlook Report 
The report is published by the IMF twice a year:  in April and October. It also provides updates to these 
two reports in January and July. The aim of the report is to provide analysis and forecasts of economic 
developments of member countries and highlight risks and uncertainty. 
 
Key Highlights from the Report 
Global Growth: Global growth is projected to 
slow down from an estimated 6.1% in 2021 to 
3.6% in 2022 and 2023. This is 0.8 and 0.2% 
points lower for 2022 and 2023 than in the 
January World Economic Outlook Update. The 
downgrade is largely due to: (a) the Russia-
Ukraine war; (b) Sanctions on Russia; (c) 
Sharper-than-anticipated deceleration in 
China; (d) Renewed flare-up of the pandemic; 
(e) Rising medium-term inflation expectations; (f) Ongoing climate emergency. 

News: State Bank of India’s Economic Research Department has released the Ecowrap Report. 

News: The International Monetary Fund has released the World Economic Outlook Report. 
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Recommendations: Multilateral efforts to respond to the humanitarian crisis, prevent further 
economic fragmentation, maintain global liquidity, manage debt distress, tackle climate change and 
ending the pandemic are essential. 
 
About India 
IMF has slashed the growth forecast for India for the current financial year by 80 basis points to 8.2%. 
With import bills rising due to high commodity and fuel prices, the IMF estimates India’s current 
account deficit to widen to 3.1% in FY 2022-23 from 1.6% in FY 2021-22. 
Additionally, deceleration in global growth would also lead to lower demand for Indian exports. 
 

#3 Pyramid Schemes 
 
 
 
 
About the Pyramid Scheme 
A pyramid scheme is a sketchy and 
unsustainable business model where a 
few top-level members recruit newer 
members.  
Those members pay upfront costs up 
the chain to those who enrolled them. 
As newer members in turn recruit 
underlings of their own, a portion of 
the subsequent fees they receive is 
also kicked up the chain.  
In a pyramid scheme, the major profit 
comes from the recruitment fees 
rather than the sale of the actual 
products. 
Multi-Level Marketing operations 
(MLMs) are similar to pyramid 
schemes with one difference: they 
involve the sale of tangible goods. 
 
As per the Consumer Protection (Direct Selling) Rules, 2021, the government bars direct selling 
companies from promoting pyramid schemes. 
 

#4 Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs) 
 
 
 
About the Special Purpose Acquisition Companies SPACs 
A SPAC or a Blank-Cheque Company is an entity specifically set up with the objective of acquiring a 
firm in a particular sector. A SPAC aims to raise money in an Initial Public Offering (IPO) without any 
operations or revenues.  The money that is raised from the public is kept in an escrow account which 
can be accessed while making the acquisition. If the acquisition is not made within two years of the 
IPO, the SPAC is delisted and the money is returned to the investors. 
 

News: The Enforcement Directorate has provisionally attached assets worth INR 758 crores 
belonging to M/s Amway India Enterprises Pvt. Ltd. According to the ED, the company was 
perpetrating a scam by running a pyramid ‘fraud’. 

News: The Government of India is considering a regulatory framework for SPACs to lay the ground 
for the possible listing of Indian Companies through this route in future. 
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Advantages of SPACs 
A company can go public through 
the SPAC route in a matter of 
months, while the conventional 
IPO process is an arduous process 
that can take anywhere from six 
months to more than a year. 
SPACs are essentially shell 
companies. But a key factor that 
makes them attractive to investors 
is the people who sponsor them. 
Globally, prominent names such as 
Dell CEO has participated in SPACs. 
The owners of the target company may be able to negotiate a premium price when selling to a SPAC 
because the latter has a limited time window for making a deal.  
 
Risks Associated with SPACs 
An investor in a SPAC IPO is making a leap of faith that its promoters will be successful in acquiring or 
merging with a suitable target company in the future. However, due to a reduced degree of oversight 
from regulators, coupled with a lack of disclosure from the typical SPAC will mean that retail investors 
run the risk of being saddled with an investment that could be massively overhyped or occasionally 
even fraudulent. 
 

#5 Special 301 Report by the USTR 
 
 
 
About the Special 301 Report 
The purpose of the report is to identify trading partners that do not effectively protect and enforce 
Intellectual Property (IP) rights. It also covers countries that deny market access to U.S. innovators 
and creators that rely on the protection of their IP rights. 
The report places countries into: (a) Priority Watch list countries: Countries that have serious IP rights 
deficiencies and require increased United States Trade Representative (USTR) attention; (b) Watch List 
countries: Countries that have serious intellectual property rights deficiencies but are not yet placed 
on the Priority Watch list. 
 
Key Findings of the Report 
Priority Watch List Countries: Argentina, Chile, China, India, Indonesia, Russia and Venezuela. 
Report on India: India remains one of the most challenging major economies with respect to the 
protection and enforcement of intellectual property 
India’s accession to the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Performances and 
Phonograms Treaty and WIPO Copyright Treaty in 2018 and the Nice Agreement in 2019 and also 
National IPR Policy, Cell for IPR Promotion & Management (CIPAM) were positive steps. 
However, the potential threat of patent revocations, lack of presumption of patent validity and 
narrow patentability criteria under the Indian Patents Act impact companies across different sectors. 
For instance, in the pharmaceutical sector, the United States continues to monitor the restriction on 
the patent-eligible subject matter in Section 3(d) of the Indian Patents Act and its impacts. 
 

#6 Pharma Sector Growth in India 
 
 

News: The Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) has released the Special 301 
Report 2022. 

News: According to the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, India’s Pharma exports have witnessed 
a growth of 103% since 2014-22 
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About Indian Pharmaceutical Exports 
Pharma Exports: Indian pharma exports witnessed a growth of 103% between 2013-14 and 2021-22. The 
exports grew by ~US$ 10 billion in 8 years. The Pharma trade balance continues to be in India’s favour.  
Pharmaceutical Production: India’s global rank is 3rd for pharmaceutical production by volume and 
14th by value. The current market size of the Indian pharmaceutical industry is around US$ 50 billion. 
60% of the world’s vaccines and 20% of generic medicines come from India at present.    
Pharma Export Destinations: India’s top 5 pharma export destinations are the USA, UK, South Africa, 
Russia and Nigeria. 
Around 55 % of pharma exports from India cater to highly regulated markets. For instance, the largest 
number of FDA approved plants outside the US are in India. 
 

International Relations 
 

#1 SIPRI Report on Defence Spending in 2021 
 
 
 
Key Findings of the Report 
Largest Military Spenders: The 5 largest 
military spenders in 2021 were the US, China, 
India, the UK and Russia. These countries 
together accounted for 62% of expenditure. 
Military Expenditure: The total global 
military expenditure has reached an all-time 
high of US$ 2.1 trillion. 
India’s military spending amounting to $76.6 
billion in 2021 grew by 0.9% from 2020 and by 
33% from 2012.  
Reason for increase in India’s spending 
Amid ongoing tensions and border disputes 
with China and Pakistan that occasionally spill 
over into armed clashes, India has prioritized 
the modernisation of its armed forces and 
self-reliance in arms production. For instance, 
in a push to strengthen the indigenous arms 
industry, 64% of capital outlays in India’s 
defence budget for 2021 were earmarked for acquisitions of domestically produced arms. 
 
#2 Resolution in UN General Assembly for Justification of Veto in UN Security Council 
 
 
 
Purpose of the Resolution 
The resolution would require the 5 permanent members (US, China, Russia, France, UK) of the UN 
Security Council to justify their use of the veto in future. It says that the UN General Assembly will be 
convened within 10 working days after a veto to hold a debate on the situation as to which the veto 
was cast. The UN assembly is not required to take or consider any action, but the discussion could put 
veto-wielders on the spot and let other countries be heard. 
 
Significance of the Resolution 

News: The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) has released a report on global 
military spending in 2021. 

News: The UN General Assembly has adopted a resolution titled ‘Standing Mandate for a General 
Assembly Debate When a Veto is Cast in the Security Council’. 
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The resolution is intended to make veto-holders more accountable while exercising their power and 
make them pay a higher political price. It will also shed light on the use of the veto and on the blockages 
within the Security Council. 
 
Criticism Against the Resolution 
The resolution is non-binding and nothing prevents a country that has used its veto from declining to 
explain its actions to the General Assembly. 
Many analysts feel that this resolution is directed against Russia. This is because the resolution came 
as the UN Security Council has proven incapable of condemning Russia’s invasion of Ukraine because 
of Moscow’s veto power. 
It is highly likely that countries could propose controversial texts they know their rivals swill veto only 
to force them to justify their stance publicly and will divide the UN further. 
 
#3 Kuril Islands Dispute between Japan and Russia 
 
 
 
About the Dispute 
The South Kuril Islands comprise Etorofu 
island, Kunashiri island, Shikotan Island, and 
Habomai island. The Kuril Islands are 
stretched from the Japanese island of 
Hokkaido to the southern tip of Russia’s 
Kamchatka Peninsula. These islands are 
claimed by Japan but occupied by Russia as the 
successor state of the Soviet Union. 
 
Attempts to Resolve the Dispute 
Since 1991, there have been many attempts to 
resolve the dispute and sign a peace treaty. 
Both countries had agreed to have bilateral 
negotiations based on the 1956 Japan-Soviet 
Joint Declaration. Russia was willing to give 
back two islands, the Shikotan Island and the 
Habomai islets. But the offer was rejected by 
Japan as the two islands constituted only 7% of 
the land in question. 
 
Japan’s Reason to raise the Dispute now 
Japan has probably been spurred by its fears of 
a Russia-China alliance as Japan itself has 
territorial disputes and an uneasy history with 
China.  
Japan might have felt that this is a good 
opportunity to further isolate Russia and paint 
it as a “habitual offender” of international law. 
Russia has also deployed missile system in the region. 
These islands are surrounded by rich fishing grounds. 

 
 

News: Japan has for the first time said that Russia has illegally occupied 4 islands near Kamchatka 
Peninsula. Japan calls them Northern Territories while Russia calls them Kuril Islands. 
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#4 Security Deal between China and Solomon Islands 
 
 
About the Deal 
Solomon Islands may request China to send police, armed police, military personnel and other law 
enforcement to the Solomon Islands. This is to assist the island in maintaining social order and 
protecting people’s lives and property. It also provides for China’s naval vessels to utilize the islands for 
logistics support. 
 
About Solomon Islands 
The Solomons are an archipelago of hundreds of 
small islands in the southern part of the Pacific 
Ocean. It is located approximately 2,000 km from 
Australia. The Solomon Islands sit on critical 
shipping routes in the Pacific. 
Officials from the United States, Australia, Japan, 
New Zealand, and other Pacific countries expressed 
concerns because they fear that the agreement 
could open the door to a Chinese naval base in the 
country, hence posing serious risks to a free and 
open Indo-Pacific, and actually increase 
destabilization within the islands. 
 
 
 

Science and Technology 
 

#1 Sagittarius A* Black Hole 
 
 
 
About Sagittarius A* (SgrA*) 
Sagittarius A* is a supermassive black hole at the center 
of our galaxy i.e., the Milky Way. It is located near the border 
of the constellations Sagittarius and Scorpius. 
SgrA* possesses 4 million times the mass of the Sun and is 
located ~26,600 light-years from Earth. 
The diameter of Sagittarius A* is about 17 times that of the 
Sun, meaning it would sit within the innermost planet 
Mercury’s solar orbit. 
Event Horizon Telescope project is an Earth-sized telescope 
array consisting of a global network of radio telescopes. 
In 2019, the EHT released the first-ever image of a black hole 
M87* – the black hole at the centre of another galaxy Messier 
87 which is a supergiant elliptic galaxy. 
 
Event Horizon 
Black holes are extraordinarily dense objects with gravity so strong that not even light can escape, 
making viewing them extremely challenging. A black hole’s event horizon is the point of no return 
beyond which anything—stars, planets, gas, dust and all forms of electromagnetic radiation—gets 
dragged.  

News: Scientists from the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) facility have revealed the first image of 
the black hole named Sagittarius A* at the center of Milky Way. 
  

News: China has signed a security deal with the Solomon Islands 
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The image of SgrA* gave support to the idea that the compact object at the center of our galaxy is 
indeed a black hole, strengthening Einstein’s Theory of Relativity.  
 
#2 Signs of Life on Europa: A Moon of Jupiter 
 
 
 
About Europa 
Europa is the 6th-largest moon in the solar system 
and Jupiter’s 4th-largest satellite. It was discovered in 
1610 by Galileo Galilei. Europa is slightly smaller than 
Earth’s moon and its diameter is about one-fourth 
that of the Earth. Europa’s surface is mostly solid 
water ice. It is crisscrossed by fractures. 
Europa has a very thin oxygen atmosphere. It is 
considered one of the most promising places in the 
solar system to find life beyond the Earth. 
It is also believed that underneath Europa’s icy 
surface the amount of water is twice that on Earth. 
The researchers have found that double ridges found 
on Europa’s surface are similar to those seen on 
Earth’s Greenland ice sheet. The researchers suggest 
that it could indicate that shallow liquid water is 
present over Europa’s ice shell 
 
Future Missions to Europa 
NASA is expected to launch its Europa Clipper in 2024. The module will orbit Jupiter and conduct 
multiple close flybys to Europa to gather data on the moon’s atmosphere, surface and its interior. 
 

#3 Standard Model of Physics 
 
 
 
 
 
About the Standard Model of Elementary Particles 
The Standard Model of Elementary Particles is a 
theoretical construct in physics that describes 
particles of matter and their interaction. It is a 
description that views the elementary particles of the 
world as being connected by mathematical 
symmetries, just as an object and its mirror image are 
connected by a bilateral (left-right) symmetry.  
 
Fundamental Particles of Standard Model 
This model describes the universe in terms of the 
following 17 fundamental particles: 6 quarks (3 
families of 2 each); 6 leptons (3 families of 2 each): the 
massless photon (carrier of electromagnetic force); 
the massive W (charge neutral), Z0 bosons (carriers of 
the weak nuclear force); massive Higgs boson (which 

News: A team of researchers from the Stanford University have said that Europa might have an 
abundance of water pockets beneath formations called double ridges. 
  

News: Researchers from the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) Collaboration in the US have made 
an announcement about the precise measurement of the mass of W-Boson. The experimentally 
observed mass is heavier than theoretical prediction by the Standard Model of Elementary Particles. 
This has raised questions about the incompleteness of the Standard Model. 
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gives mass to all massive particles) and the massless gluons (carriers of the strong nuclear force) and 
their anti-particles. 
 
Incompleteness of Standard Model  
It gives a unified picture of only 3 of the 4 fundamental forces of nature: electromagnetic, weak 
nuclear and strong nuclear forces. It is not able to explain gravitational force. 
The model does not include a description of dark matter particles. So far these have been detected only 
through their gravitational pull on surrounding matter. 
 
About W Boson 
Discovered in 1983, the W boson is a fundamental particle. Together with the Z boson, it is responsible 
for the weak force, one of four fundamental forces that govern the behaviour of matter in universe. The 
W boson, which is electrically charged, changes the very make-up of particles. It switches protons into 
neutrons, and vice versa, through the weak force, triggering nuclear fusion and letting stars burn. 
 

#4 GAGAN: Satellite Based Augmentation System 
 
 
 
 
About GAGAN 
It has been developed by ISRO and the 
Airports Authority of India (AAI). It is a 
satellite-based augmentation system 
(SBAS) developed to provide the best 
possible navigational services over the 
Indian FIR (Flight Information Region) with 
the capability of expanding to 
neighbouring FIRs.  
While GAGAN is primarily meant for 
aviation, it can provide benefits to several 
other segments such as intelligent 
transportation, maritime, highways, 
railways, security agencies, and telecom 
among others. 
 
Working of GAGAN 
GAGAN uses a system of ground reference stations – in Delhi, Guwahati, Kolkata, Ahmedabad, 
Thiruvananthapuram, Bengaluru, Jammu and Port Blair – to provide necessary augmentation to the GPS 
navigation signal.  
These are positioned across the country collect GPS satellite data. Using this information, the master 
control centre in Bengaluru generates messages to correct any signal errors.  
These correction messages are then broadcast through geostationary communication satellites to 
receivers onboard aircraft using the same frequency as GPS. 
Coverage Area: GAGAN covers the area from Africa to Australia and has the capability to cater to 45 
reference stations for expansion to neighbouring countries.  
The system is interoperable with other international SBAS systems like the American Wide Area 
Augmentation System (WAAS), the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) and the 
Japanese MTSAT Satellite Augmentation System (MSAS). 
 

News: An ATR 72-600 Aircraft operated by Indigo Airlines has made a landing in Kishangarh Airport 
using an approach process guided by GAGAN (GPS-aided GEO Augmented Navigation). With this 
trial, India has joined US, Japan and EU with its own Satellite-based Augmentation System (SBAS). 
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#5 Global Declaration on the Future of Internet 
 
 
 
 
About the Declaration for the Future of the Internet 
The declaration has been signed with a vision to champion a single interconnected communications 
system for all of humanity amid surging state-sponsored or condoned malicious behaviour. It is focused 
to advance a positive vision for the Internet and digital technologies. 
Principles of the Declaration 
(a) Commitments to protecting human rights and fundamental freedoms of all people; (b) Promote a 
global Internet that advances the free flow of information; (c) Advancing ‘inclusive and affordable’ 
connectivity; (d) Promote trust in the global digital ecosystem including through the protection of 
privacy; (e) Protecting and strengthening the multistakeholder approach to governance that keeps the 
Internet running for the benefit of all. 
These principles are not legally binding but should rather be used as a reference for public policymakers 
as well as citizens, businesses and civil society organizations.  
 
Significance of this declaration 
There has been a recent rise in the repression of Internet freedoms by some authoritarian 
governments, the use of digital tools to violate human rights, the growing impact of cyberattacks, the 
spread of illegal content and disinformation and the excessive concentration of economic power. In the 
backdrop of this, this declaration was needed to have free and open internet. 
 

#6 Exploitation of Old Computers and Connected Devices as Botnets 
 
 
 
 
About Botnets 
The words ‘robot’ and ‘network’ together 
give rise to the term Botnet. Botnet refers 
to a network of hijacked internet-
connected devices that are installed with 
malicious codes known as malware. Each 
of these infected devices is known as Bots, 
and a hacker or cybercriminal known as 
the ‘Bot herder’ remotely controls them.  
Botnets can be used to 
perform Distributed Denial-of-Service 
(DDoS) attacks, steal data, send spam and 
allow the attacker to access the device and 
its connection. 
 
India as a host of Botnets  
According to a report published by US-based cyber security firm A10 Networks, India hosts 10% of the 
world’s bot networks, the second-highest in the world after China. The target sectors for Botnet based 
DDoS attacks include telecom firms, government infrastructure, healthcare providers and even big 
technology firms. 

News: The US and 60 other countries have signed a declaration called the ‘Declaration for the 
Future of the Internet’. India, China and Russia are among the countries who haven’t signed the 
declaration. 
  

News: Unpatched Computers (with obsolete software lacking security features) and misconfigured 
smart and connected devices in India are being used as botnets by hackers to run Distributed Denial 
of Service (DDoS) attacks. 
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The report has also found that State-run telco BSNL was the 4th most exploited company in the world 
in terms of its cyber infrastructure being used for botnets. Around 5% of the world’s botnets originated 
from devices with BSNL’s internet protocol (IP) addresses.  
Experts have said that the lack of adequate cybersecurity awareness or standards among small 
companies and government organizations along with the use of old and outdated Windows machines 
is leading to the growth in compromised devices. 
 

#7 CERT-IN Directive regarding VPNs 
 
 
 
 
About the Directive 
The directive mandates the service providers of Virtual Private Network (VPN) services to maintain all 
the customer data for 5 years. This includes the information like the purpose for which the customers 
used their services, their validated addresses and contact numbers, and the ownership pattern of the 
customers. 
 
About IP Address 
Any and all devices connected to the internet are a part of a large network of computers, servers and 
other devices spread across the world. To identify each device connected to the internet, service 
providers globally assign a unique address to each such device called the Internet Protocol (IP) 
address. It is this IP address that helps websites, law enforcement agencies and even companies track 
down individual users and their accurate location. 
 
About Virtual Private Network 
(VPN) 
A VPN when switched on, 
essentially creates a safe network 
within the larger global network of 
the internet and masks the IP 
address of the user by rerouting 
the data. Acting as a tunnel, a VPN 
takes data originating from one 
server and masks it in a different 
identity before delivering it to the 
destination server. In essence, a 
VPN creates several proxy identities for the data and delivers it safely without disturbing the content 
of the data. 
 
#8 Using Genetically Modified Mosquitoes to Control Vector-borne Diseases 
 
 
 
About Genetically Modified Mosquitoes (GMM) 

News: Oxitec, a UK-based company has said that the first open-air study of Genetically Modified 
Mosquitoes (GMM) in the US has yielded positive results. 
  

News: A new directive from Computer Emergency Response Team mandates the VPN service 
providers to maintain all customer data for 5 years. Service providers argue this will impact privacy 
of users. 
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GM mosquitoes have their genome 
altered using recombinant DNA 
technology. Their genome is altered in a 
way to favour the few desired 
physiological traits and the generation 
of desired biological products. 
Aedes Aegypti mosquitoes spread viruses 
including dengue, Zika, and 
chikungunya. 
Among them, only female mosquitoes 
bite. They need a blood meal to produce 
eggs. Male mosquitoes do not bite. They 
feed on nectar from flowers. Hence, to 
reduce the spread of these viruses, GM 
Mosquitoes have been developed. 
GM mosquitos are mass-produced in a 
laboratory to carry 2 types of genes: 
1. A self-limiting gene- prevents female mosquito offspring from surviving to adulthood.  
2. A fluorescent marker gene- glows under special red light and allows the researcher to identify them 
in wild. 
 
About the Experiment 
Scientists have programmed male mosquitoes to carry a gene that will be passed onto their offspring 
when they mate in the wild.  The gene is designed to kill female offspring. The male offspring live on 
to pass the gene along when they mate. As each generation mates, more females die, and the A. 
aegypti population in the area will decrease. 
 
The concerns range from the modified mosquitoes harming people, their impact on mosquito-eating 
species and other unintended consequences such as the emergence of a deadly virus.  
 
#9 The Threat of Monkeypox Disease 
 
 
 
About Monkeypox 
It is a viral zoonotic disease (a disease that is transmitted from infected animals to humans) that 
occurs primarily in tropical rainforest areas of Central and West Africa. It is occasionally exported to 
other regions. 
Monkeypox belongs to the orthopoxvirus, which is a genus of viruses that also includes the variola 
virus which causes smallpox. 
It was first discovered in 1958 following two outbreaks of a pox-like disease in colonies of monkeys kept 
for research — which led to the name ‘monkeypox’. The first human case was recorded in 1970 in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) during a period of intensified effort to eliminate smallpox. 
 
The human-to-human transmission is limited. However, transmission can occur through contact with 
bodily fluids, lesions on the skin or on internal mucosal surfaces, such as in the mouth or throat, 
respiratory droplets and contaminated objects. It begins with a fever, headache, muscle aches, 
backache, exhaustion etc. It also causes the lymph nodes to swell (lymphadenopathy), which smallpox 
does not. 
Incubation Period: The incubation period (time from infection to symptoms) for monkeypox is usually 
7-14 days but can range from 5-21 days. 

News: The Monkeypox disease has spread to 19 countries with more than 130 confirmed cases, as 
of 4th week of May 2022. 
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Mortality Rate: According to the WHO, the proportion of patients who die has varied between 0 and 
11% in documented cases, and has been higher among young children. 
Treatment: There is no safe, proven treatment for monkeypox yet. The WHO recommends supportive 
treatment depending on the symptoms. Awareness is important for the prevention and control of the 
infection. 
 
#10 Burden of Cancer in India 
 
 
 
Cancer Cases in India in 2021 
The number of Indians suffering from cancer in 2021 was around 26.7 million. The highest incidence 
was in the North (2,408 patients per 100,000) and the Northeast (2,177 per 100,000). Cancer cases were 
higher among men.  
7 types Cancers accounted for more than 40% of the total disease burden: lung (10.6%), breast (10.5%), 
oesophagus (5.8%), mouth (5.7%), stomach (5.2%), liver (4.6%) and cervix uteri (4.3%). 
Mizoram, Delhi and Meghalaya had the highest cancer Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) and the 
most vulnerable demographic are people in the 65–69-year age group. DALY is a measure of overall 
disease burden expressed as the number of years lost due to ill-health, disability or early death. 
 
Future Projections on Cancer Cases in India 
The number of Indians suffering from cancer is projected to increase to 29.8 million in 2025. 
 
Major factors Contributing to the Increased Risk of Cancers 
(a) Tobacco and alcohol consumption; (b) Increasing consumption of packaged food with harmful 
preservatives and junk food; (c) Obesity; (d) Radiation from mobile phone towers; (e) Vegetables grown 
in toxic water like rivers near industries; (f) Adulteration in food and artificial colouring of food and 
vegetables. 
 
 

Environment 
 

#1 Artificial Groundwater Recharge Project in Tamil Nadu 
 
 
 
About the Project  
The project has been launched by the Ministry of Jal Shakti in collaboration with the Netherlands, in 
the doab of Araniyar and Korattailaiyar Rivers in Tamil Nadu. Under the project, the groundwater is 
being recharged using the treated water. 
 
Significance of the Project 
This is a first of its kind project in the world that involves use of treated water to recharge groundwater. 
This has been avoided till now as groundwater is used for all purposes including drinking. If this pilot 
project is successful, the method is likely to be replicated in other parts of the country as well. 
 
Water Situation in India 
According to a 2018 estimate by NITI Aayog, 600 million people in India face high to extreme water 
stress and about 200,000 people die every year owing to inadequate access to safe water. NITI Aayog 
has projected that by 2030, India’s water demand will be twice the available supply.  
 

News: The Government is planning to implement the Pilot Artificial Groundwater Recharge Project 
in Tamil Nadu. 

News: The Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) has released a report titled ‘Burden of 
Cancers I India’. 
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#2 Impact of Climate Change on Cyclones 
 
 
 
Key Findings of the Study 
Increase in Tropical Cyclones 
Tropical cyclones could become fiercer and more frequent due to climate change. The global cyclone 
count could double by 2050 from the current 80-100 annually. The cyclone wind speeds could increase 
by 20%. 
 
Opposite Impact on the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea 
Climate change will have opposite effects on the frequency of strong tropical cyclones along the 
western and eastern coasts of India by 2050 i.e., will reduce in the Bay of Bengal and will increase in 
the Arabian Sea.  
A possible explanation for this is a shift in the cyclone formation regions towards the Indian and Sri 
Lankan landmasses. 
This shift is likely to cause the cyclones to make landfall sooner. It is also likely to shorten the time 
needed to intensify into severe tropical cyclones. 
Scientists at the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune, had also observed a 52% increase in 
the frequency of cyclonic storms over the Arabian Sea between 2001 and 2019 and an 8% decrease 
over the Bay of Bengal. 
 

#3 The State of World’s Forests Report, 2022 
 
 
 
Key Highlights from the Report 
India & China could emerge as the biggest hotspots for new zoonotic viral diseases. 
Loss of Forests: Forests cover 31% of the Earth’s land surface (4.06 billion ha) but the area is shrinking 
fast. 420 million ha of forests were lost through deforestation between 1990 and 2020. The rate of 
deforestation is declining but was still 10 million ha per year in 2015–2020. 
Infectious Diseases linked to forests: 15% of 250 emerging infectious diseases (dengue & malaria) have 
been linked to forests. 30% of new diseases, reported since 1960 can be attributed to deforestation and 
land-use change. 
Rise in Poverty: Approximately 124 million more people fell into extreme poverty after COVID-19. This 
may have longer-term impacts on forests due to the increase in use of wood-based fuel (firewood, and 
charcoal) in some countries during the pandemic. 
Forests are crucial for mitigating climate change: Trees and forests are major means for combating 
climate change. Forests contain 662 billion tonnes of carbon, which is more than half the global carbon 
stock in soils and vegetation. Despite a continued reduction in area, forests absorbed more carbon than 
they emitted in 2011–2020 due to reforestation, improved forest management and other factors. 
Consumption of Natural Resources: The world population is projected to reach 9.7 billion people by 
2050. The annual global consumption of all-natural resources combined is expected to more than 
double from 92 billion tonnes in 2017 to 190 billion tonnes in 2060. This will put more pressure on forest 
resources. 
Dependence on Forests: It is estimated that more than half of the world’s gross domestic product (US$ 
84.4 trillion in 2020) depends moderately (US$ 31 trillion per year) or highly (USD 13 trillion per year) on 
eco-system services, including those provided by forests.  
 
Recommendations of the Report 

News: A study has been published in the Science Advances estimating the impact of Climate Change on 
cyclones. 

News: The UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has released the State of the World’s 
Forests Report, 2022 
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3 interrelated pathways involving forests and trees for achieving green recovery and tackling 
environmental crisis. These are: (a) Halting deforestation and maintaining forests; (b) Restoring 
degraded lands and expanding agroforestry; (c) Sustainably using forests and building green value 
chains. 
Increase in Funding: A massive uptick in funding will be required, specifically, a 3-fold increase by 
2030. Establishing and maintaining forests may cost US$ 203 billion every year by 2050. 
Supporting local producer organizations and protecting land tenure rights are also crucial for 
allowing small communities and Indigenous groups to continue sustainably managing their forests. 
 

#4 Global Annual to Decadal Climate Update by the WMO 
 
 
 
Key Findings of the Report  
Global 
Temperature reaching 1.5 °C: There is a 50-50 chance of the annual average global temperature 
temporarily reaching 1.5 °C above the pre-industrial level for at least 1 of the next 5 years. The 
probability of breaching 1.5 °C was close to zero back in 2015 when the Paris Agreement was adopted, 
but it has risen steadily since then to 50% now. 
Warmest Year: There is a 93% likelihood of at least one year between 2022-2026 becoming the 
warmest on record and dislodging 2016 from the top ranking. 
La Nina: Back-to-back La Niña events at the start and end of 2021 had a cooling effect on global 
temperatures, but this is only temporary and does not reverse the long-term global warming trend. Any 
development of an El Niño event would immediately fuel temperatures, as it did in 2016, which is until 
now the warmest year on record. 
India 
The year 2022 will be cooler (compared to the 1991 – 2020 average) over India, along with Alaska and 
Canada. One of the primary reasons for the lowering of temperatures over India from next year is the 
possible increase in rainfall activity in this decade. India Meteorological Department (IMD) had also 
said that the Indian monsoon will soon enter the positive epoch after remaining under a negative 
epoch since 1971. 

 

#5 New Gas Plant in Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
 
 
 
Background 
In 2019, the Government of India had notified the Island Coastal Zone Regulation (ICRZ). It declared 
certain coastal stretches as ‘Coastal Regulation Zone’ and imposed restrictions on setting up and 
expanding industries, operations and processes within such protected zones. In 2021 National Coastal 
Zone Management Authority (NCZMA) recommended amending the ICRZ rules to allow gas-based 
power plants within the Island Coastal Regulation Zone area, only in islands with geographical areas 
greater than 100 sq. km. 
This was needed to meet the energy requirement of the islanders while reducing the dependence on 
highly polluting sources such as conventional Diesel Generator (DG) sets. The Government has 
amended the ICRZ rules now. 
 
Gas Power Plant in Andaman 
A 50 MW Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)-based power project will be commissioned at Hope Town, Port 
Blair. It will be a dual-fuel power plant—that runs on both diesel and LNG. The plant will be developed 
by the National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC). 

News: The Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change has approved gas-powered plants 
to be set up in A&N Islands. 

News: The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has released the Global Annual to Decadal 
Climate Update Report. 
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The development in Andaman is part of a Policy Push by NITI Aayog. As part of the plan, the Greater 
Andaman region or the southernmost stretch of islands is to be developed through projects like a trans-
shipment port (TSP), parallel-to-the-coast mass rapid transport system, free trade zone and 
warehousing complex. 
 
#6 Parliamentary Committee Report on Amendments to Wildlife Protection (Amendment) Bill 
 
 
 
Suggestions given by the Committee 
On Standing Committee of the State Board for Wild Life (SBWL)  
The Bill provides for the creation of the Standing Committee of the State Board for Wildlife (SBWL) to 
make the functioning of the SBWL more purposive. However, experts have raised concerns that such a 
body would be packed with official members, exercise all powers of the SBWL and take decisions 
independent of the SBWL itself. 
Suggestion: The Committee should have at least one-third of the non-official members of the SBWL, 
at least three institutional members and the Director of the Wildlife Institute of India or his/ her 
nominee. 
 
On Human-Animal Conflict 
The Bill did not address the issue of Human-Animal Conflict. The Parliamentary Committee has 
recommended the formation of a Human-Animal Conflict (HAC) Advisory Committee to tackle 
growing incidents of human-animal conflict. This Committee is to be headed by the Chief Wildlife 
Warden. It also recommended to provide an explanation of provisions for transport of live captive 
elephants. 
The HAC Advisory committee can make effective site-specific plans/mitigation strategies including 
recommendations on changing cropping patterns and taking critical decisions at short notice. 
 
#7 Regulations on Noise Pollution 
 
 
 
About Noise Pollution 
Any unwanted sound (CPCB) that causes annoyance, irritation and pain to the human ear is termed 
‘noise’. Section 2(a) of the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 includes noise in the 
definition of ‘air pollutant’. Noise pollution and its sources are regulated under The Noise Pollution 
(Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000 under The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.  
The Act has defined ambient acceptable noise levels, silence zones, restrictions on the use of 
loudspeakers, horns, sound-emitting construction equipment, and bursting of crackers. 
 
Acceptable level of noise 
Rules have defined the acceptable levels of noise across areas during day and night time. Silence Zones 
include areas comprising not less than 100 meters around hospitals, educational institutions and courts 

Type of Area Limit during Day (dB) Limit during Night (dB) 
Residential 55 45 

Commercial 65 55 

Industrial 75 70 

Silence Zones 50 40 

 
Rules on the use of Loudspeakers 

News: The Parliamentary Committee on Environment, Forests and Climate Change has submitted 
its report on the Proposed Wildlife Protection Amendment Bill, 2021. 

News: There has been an ongoing controversy regarding use of loudspeakers at religious places. It 
is contended that use of loudspeakers at high volume contributes to noise pollution. 
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The noise level at the boundary of the public place, where a loudspeaker or any other noise source is 
being used shall not exceed 10 dB (A) above the ambient noise standards for the area or 75 dB (A), 
whichever is lower. 
The rules also state that a loudspeaker or a public address system shall not be used except after 
obtaining written permission from the designated authority. The violation of norms can result in 
seizure of the equipment and a fine of INR 10,000. 
However, the State government can provide an exemption to these rules during any cultural or 
religious festive occasion of a limited duration not exceeding 15 days in all during a calendar year. 
 
#8 The State of World’s Birds Report 
 
 
About the Report 
State of the World’s Birds is an annual review of environmental resources. It is released by partnership 
of 10 Government and non-Governmental organizations. 
 
Key Findings of the Report 
Global 
Approximately 48% of existing bird species worldwide are known or suspected to be undergoing 
population decline. Population of 39% of species remain stable, just 7% show increasing population 
trends. Trends in 37 species are still unknown. 13.5% of species threatened with global extinction. 
More threatened bird species (86.4%) are found in tropical latitudes. Hot spots for threatened species 
are concentrated in the tropical Andes, southeast Brazil, eastern Himalayas, eastern Madagascar, and 
southeast Asian islands 
India 
Trends have been computed for 146 species in India. Of these, nearly 80% are declining in numbers and 
almost 50% plummeting strongly. Just over 6% of the species studied show stable populations and 14% 
show increasing population trends. Among the most threatened species were endemic species, birds 
of prey and those living in forests and grasslands. 
 
Reasons for Declining Bird Species 
Populations of almost half of all bird species are declining globally because of human-influenced 
factors such as loss or degradation of habitats, changes in land use, overexploitation and climate 
change. 
 
Recommendations given by the report 
(a) Conducting reliable estimates of population abundance and change; (b) Novel and more effective 
solutions applied at scale for demand reduction for overharvested wild birds; (c) Monitoring green 
energy transitions that can impact birds if inappropriately implemented; (d) Eradication of populations 
of invasive alien species; (e) Shifting human societies to economically sustainable development 
pathways. 
 

#9 Use of Green Manure 
 
 
 
About Green Manure 
Green Manure are crops grown specifically for maintaining soil fertility and structure. They are 
normally incorporated back into the soil, either directly, or after removal and composting. There are 
three main varieties of green manure, including Dhaincha, Cowpea, Sunhemp. Some crops such as 

News: The State of the World’s Birds Report has been released.  

News: The Punjab Government is promoting the cultivation of green manure by providing a subsidy 
on the seeds at the rate of INR 2000/quintal.  
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summer moong, mash pulses and guar also act as green manure. They must be leguminous in nature 
and bear maximum nodules on its roots. 
It is obtained in two ways: growing green manure crops or collecting green leaves (along with twigs) 
from plants grown in wastelands and forests. 
 
Benefits of Green Manure 
(a) Enhances the organic matter in the soil; (b) Meets the deficiency of the micronutrients; (c) Reduces 
the consumption of inorganic fertilizers; (d) Conserves the nutrients, adds nitrogen and stabilizes the 
soil structure; (e) Decomposes rapidly and liberates large quantities of carbon dioxide and weak acids, 
which act on insoluble soil minerals to release nutrients for plant growth. 
 
Need of Green Manure in Punjab 
Punjab’s per hectare fertilizer consumption is around 244 kg. This is one of the highest in the country. 
Green manure can curtail the consumption by 25 to 30% and can save huge input costs for the farmers. 
Moreover, the PH level of the soil in several parts of Punjab is more than 8.5. Green manure can help 
reduce the alkalinity of soil.  
 

History, Art and Culture 
 

#1 New Discoveries at Rakhigarhi 
 
 
About Rakhigarhi 
Rakhigarhi is a village in Hisar 
District of Haryana and an 
archaeological site belonging to the 
mature phase of the Indus Valley 
Civilisation, dating to 2600-1900 
BCE. The site is located in the 
Ghaggar-Hakra River plain. 
 
Recent Significant Discoveries 
made at Rakhigarhi 
Skeletal Remains: The skeletons of 
two women, believed to be nearly 
5,000 years old, were found in 
Mound No. 7. Pots and other 
artefacts were found buried next to 
the remains, part of funerary rituals 
back in Harappan era. DNA samples 
might provide clues about the ancestry and food habits of people who lived in the region thousands of 
years ago.  
Signs of Settlement: This is the first time, excavations have been done on Mound No. 3 which has revealed 
what appears to be ‘an aristocratic settlement’ with burnt brick wall; In all Harappan sites excavated so 
far, there have been similar signs of three tiers of habitation — ‘common settlements’ with mud-brick 
walls, ‘elite settlement’ with burnt brick walls alongside mud-brick walls, and possible ‘middle-rung 
settlement’. 
Jewellery Unit:  A large number of steatite beads, beads of semi-precious stones, shells, and objects made 
of agate and carnelian have been recovered. This discovery signifies that trading was also done from the 
city.  

News: The Archaeological Survey of India has made significant discoveries at the Rakhigarhi Site. 
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Other noteworthy finds include steatite seals, terracotta bangles, terracotta unbaked sealing with relief 
of elephant, and the Harappan script. The team also recovered some Harappan sealings (impression of a 
seal on a surface) indicating that seals were used to mark objects belonging to a set of people or 
community as they are today. 
 

#2 Use of Iron Ore in Ancient Tamil Nadu 
 
 
 
About the new excavations 
Researchers conducted excavations at the Mayiladumparai site near Krishnagiri in Tamil Nadu. It is 
an important site with cultural material dating back between the Microlithic (30,000 BCE) and Early 
Historic (600 BCE) ages. Researchers recovered Iron Items from this site. The carbon dating of these 
iron items pushes evidence of iron being used in India back to 4,200 years ago (2172 BCE). 
Before this, the earliest evidence of iron use in India was from 1900-2000 BCE (~4,000 years ago). Iron 
is not known to have been used in the Indus Valley. The use of copper in India is said to have originated 
in Indus Valley (1500 BCE).  
 
Use of Iron-Ore: Earlier Discoveries 

Place of Excavation Date of Origin  
Ahar (Rajasthan) 1300 BCE 

Bukkasagar (Karnataka) 1530 BCE 

Raipura (Mid-Ganga Valley) 1800 BCE 

Malhar (Varanasi, UP) 2000 BCE 

Brahmagiri (Karnataka) 2000 BCE 
 
With the latest evidence tracing India’s Iron Age to 2000 BCE, 
it can be assumed that Tamil’s cultural seeds were laid in 2000 
BCE.  
And the benefit of these socio-economic changes and massive 
production triggered by the iron technology gave its first fruit 
around 600 BCE — the Tamil Brahmi scripts. 
 
#3 Contributions of Shri Basavanna 
 
 
About Basava Jayanti 
Basava Jayanti is a festival celebrated by Lingayats in Karnataka (3rd Day of Shukla Paksha of Vaisakha 
Month). The day marks the birth anniversary of Lord Basavanna. 
 
About Shri Basavanna 
He was a 12th-century poet and philosopher and was the founder of Lingayatism. He was a Hindu 
Shaivite social reformer. He served as a Chief Minister during the reign of the Kalyan Chalukya or 
Kalachuri-dynasty king Bijjala I. 
The Lingayats (Followers of Lingayatism) are a Hindu sect with a wide following in southern India that 
worships Shiva as the only deity. 
 
Contributions of Basavanna 
(a) Believed in a society free of the caste system, with equal opportunity for all; (b) Preached about 
manual hard work; (c) Introduced new public institutions such as the Anubhava Mantapa (or, the “hall 
of spiritual experience”), which welcomed men and women from all socio-economic backgrounds to 

News: The Union Home Minister paid homage to Shri Basavanna on the occasion of Basava Jayanti 

News: Carbon dating of excavated items in Tamil Nadu pushes evidence of iron-use in India back 
to 4,200 years ago. 
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discuss spiritual and mundane questions of life, in the open; (d) Used poetry, known as Vachanaas, to 
spread social awareness and bring equality to the 12th-century society. (e) introduced ishtalinga 
necklace-with shiva linga image as contant reminder of one’s bhakti. 
 

#4 Life and Contributions of Guru Tegh Bahadur, 9th Guru of Sikhs 
 
 
About Guru Tegh Bahadur 
The Guru was born in Amritsar in 1621 to Mata Nanki and Guru Hargobind, the 6th Sikh guru. He 
was the 9th of 10 Gurus who founded the Sikh religion. He is venerated as the ‘Protector of Humanity’ 
(Srisht-di-Chadar) by the Sikhs. He was a learned spiritual scholar and a poet whose 115 hymns are 
included in Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the main text of Sikhism.  
He was also an avid traveller and played a key role in setting up preaching centres. He sacrificed his life 
to protect religion and human values, ideals and principles. He was executed for supporting the 
religious freedom of Kashmiri Pandits on the orders of Mughal ruler Aurangzeb.  
His death anniversary is commemorated as Shaheedi Divas every year on 24 November. Sikh holy 
premises Gurudwara Sis Ganj Sahib and Gurdwara Rakab Ganj Sahib in Delhi mark the places of 
execution and cremation of Guru Tegh Bahadur. 
 
 

Miscellaneous 
 

#1 International Religious Freedom Report 2022 
 
 
 
About the International Religious Freedom Report 
It is released by the USCIRF, an independent, bipartisan U.S. government advisory body separate from 
the U.S. Department of State. The report assesses religious freedom violations and progress in 27 
countries and makes independent recommendations for U.S. policy.  
The Report’s primary focus is on two groups of countries: (a) ‘Country of Particular Concern (CPC)’ is 
a designation of a nation engaged in severe violations of religious freedom under IRFA (International 
Religious Freedom Act of 1998); (b) A ‘Special Watch List’ country is deemed not to meet all of the CPC 
criteria but engages in or tolerates severe violations of religious freedom. The recommendations of 
USCIRF are not binding on the US government. 
 
Key Findings of the Report 
Country of Particular Concern (CPC): USCIRF has put India under the CPC list for 2nd time in a row. 
The other countries under this category are Afghanistan, Burma, China, Eritrea, Iran, Nigeria, North 
Korea, Pakistan, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Vietnam. 
Special Watch List: Algeria, Cuba, and Nicaragua were placed in 2021. Others include Azerbaijan, CAR, 
Egypt, Indonesia, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Turkey, and Uzbekistan. 
 
Concerns raised by the report on India 
The report highlighted: (a) The Government of India had ‘repressed critical voices’ especially minority 
communities and individuals reporting on them; (b) NGOs are facing challenges, especially regarding 
foreign funding (c) Issues with anti-conversion laws. 
 
Likely impact of the USCIRF’s recommendation on India 

News: The United States Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) has released the 
International Religious Freedom Report, 2022. 

News: The 401st Birth Anniversary of Guru Teg Bahadur was celebrated recently. 
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The U.S State Department hasn’t acted on such recommendations so far. But India may come under 
greater pressure this time given its divergence from the US position on the Ukraine war and refusal to 
endorse US-backed resolutions against Russia at the UN. 
 

#2 Impact of Disasters on Women: Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk Reduction 
2022 
 
 
 
Key Findings of the Report 
Disasters 
Every year between 350 and 500 medium to large-scale disasters took place over the past two decades. 
The number of disaster events is projected to reach 560 a year – or 1.5 each day – by 2030. 
Disasters disproportionately impact developing countries which lose an average of 1% of GDP a year 
to disasters, compared to less than 0.3% in developed countries. 
 
Impact of Disasters on Women and Children 
Violence against women and girls increases in the aftermath of disasters. At the extreme end this 
takes the form of intentional homicides. 
This strong correlation between the number of people affected by disaster and the number of female 
victims of intentional homicide was found to be the highest in central and South Asia, followed by East 
and Southeast Asia. 
The report highlighted a ‘shadow pandemic’ of gender-based violence globally during the COVID-19 
pandemic. A study on the impact of COVID-19 lockdowns and associated economic losses found a high 
correlation between stresses and violence within the home affecting women. 
 

#3 Slowing Down of Sea Floor Spreading 
 
 
 
About Sea Floor Spreading 
Seafloor spreading is a geological process that creates crusts, the outermost shell of Earth. In this 
process, new oceanic crust forms continuously along rifts thousands of miles long on the seafloor 
driven by plate tectonics. As subduction pulls old crust down, rifts open up like fissures in an effusive 
volcano, drawing hot crust toward the surface. Once at the surface, the crust begins to cool and gets 
pushed away from the rift, replaced by hotter, younger crust. Determining the rate of this process is 
crucial because seafloor spreading influences sea level and the carbon cycle. Faster rates mean more 
volcanic activity, which injects greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. 
 
About the Study 
Researchers studied magnetic records for 18 of the world’s largest spreading ridges using seafloor ages 
and their areas to calculate how much ocean crust each ridge has produced over the last 19 million 
years.  
The seafloor is spreading at rates of around 140 millimetres per year, this is down from around 200 
millimetres per year just 15 million years ago in some places.   
But not all ridges moved alike: Some sped up while others almost slowed down. The effects were 
particularly pronounced at ridges along the eastern Pacific. Some ridges in the region were roughly 100 
millimetres per year slower compared to 19 million years ago, lowering the world’s average. 
 
 
 

News: The UN Office for Disaster Risk Reduction has released a report titled ‘Global Assessment 
Report on Disaster Risk Reduction 2022: Our World at Risk’. 

News: According to a study that analyzed data from the last 19 million years, seafloor spreading 
rates have slowed by roughly 35% globally. 
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Possible Reasons for Slowdown  
Growing mountains might be one of the factors driving the slowdown. The other factor might be 
changes in mantle convection. Mantle convection transports heat from the earth’s interior to the 
surface.  
 

#4 Twin Cyclones 
 
 
 
About Twin Cyclones 
They are induced by equatorial Rossby waves (named after famous meteorologist Carl-Gustaf 
Rossby), and formed due to the rotation of the Earth. They are huge waves in the ocean with 
wavelengths of around 4,000–5,000 kilometers. This system has a vortex in the Northern Hemisphere 
and another in the Southern Hemisphere, and each of these is a mirror image of the other. The vortex 
in the north spins counter-clockwise (+ve spin), while the one in the Southern Hemisphere spins in 
the clockwise direction (-ve spin). Both have a positive value of the vorticity which is a measure of the 
spin. 
 
Process behind the formation of Twin Cyclones 
When the vorticity is positive in both Northern and Southern hemispheres, as is the case with Rossby 
waves, the air in the boundary layer, which is moist, is lifted slightly. That is enough to set off a feedback 
process. 
When the air is lifted slightly, the water vapour condenses to make clouds. As it condenses, it lets out 
the latent heat of evaporation. The atmosphere warms, this parcel of air rises, and positive feedback is 
set off by this process. The warmer parcel of air can rise further because it is lighter than the 
surrounding air, and it can form deeper clouds. Meanwhile, moisture comes in from both sides. This 
leads to the formation of a cyclone if certain conditions are present. 
 
About Madden-Julian Oscillation 
Karim and Asani are ‘twin’ cyclones not only because they formed at the same time in the same general 
area but also because they were formed primarily from the same ‘parent’ circulation: the Madden-Julian 
Oscillation or MJO. The MJO is a large cluster of clouds and convection, around 5000-10,000 kilometres 
in size. 
It is composed of a Rossby wave and a Kelvin wave, which is a type of wave structure that was seen in 
the ocean. On the eastern side of the MJO is the Kelvin wave, while on the western, trailing edge of the 
MJO, is the Rossby wave, once again with two vortices on either side of the equator. 
  

News: A pair of tropical cyclones, Asani and Karim, one on each of the equator, were formed recently 
in the Indian Ocean. 
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Pointly 
 
 

1. Transnistria (Pridnestrovian Moldavian Republic) 
Transnistria is a narrow strip of land between Moldova 
and western Ukraine. It is an unrecognized break-away 
state that left Moldova after the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1990. It has de-facto independence, but it is not 
recognized so by the UN. Transnistria has close ties to 
Russia. Russia has long sought to keep Moldova in its 
political sphere of influence.  
Moldova is located between Romania and Ukraine.  
Moldova applied for European Union membership in 
March 2022. However, the presence of Russian troops in 
Transnistria prevents Moldova from fully controlling its 
own borders. Without border and territorial control, 
Moldova cannot join the EU. This is one of the conditions 
for EU membership. 
 
 

2. Falkland Islands (Islas Malvinas) Dispute 
The Government of Argentina has launched a campaign in India demanding negotiation with the UK to 
settle the territorial dispute over the Falkland Islands. Falkland Islands is an archipelago in the South 
Atlantic Ocean. The Islands have internal self-
governance, and the UK takes responsibility 
for their defence and foreign affairs. The 
dispute has been continuing since the early 
19th century. Both countries fought a war in 
1982 over the dispute. The result was UK’s 
victory. 
At present, Falkland Island continues to 
operate as a self-governing British Overseas 
Territory. 
 

3. INS Vagsheer 
It is the 6th and last of the Scorpene-class submarines made under Project 75. It can join the Navy fleet 
within 12-18 months. It has been manufactured by Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited (MDL) in 
collaboration with Naval Group, France. It has been named after the sandfish, a deep-sea predator. It 
is a diesel attack submarine. It can reach a top speed of 11 knots (at surface) and 20 knots (submerged). 
It is also enabled with Anti-Torpedo Countermeasure system. Its superior stealth features include 
advanced acoustic absorption techniques and low noise levels. 
 

4. Air-Independent Propulsion (AIP) Systems 
AIP technology allows a conventional submarine to remain submerged for much longer than ordinary 
diesel-electric submarines. Conventional submarines have to come to surface to run their generators 
which recharge the batteries that allow the boat to function underwater. However, this makes them 
susceptible to detection. AIP allows a submarine to remain submerged for more than a fortnight 

compared to two to three days for diesel-electric boats. Under the P-75I project, India is looking for 
AIP based on fuel cells.  
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5. Sarmat Missile 
Sarmat is an Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) developed by Russia. It has been named after 
nomadic tribes that roamed the steppes of present-day Southern Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan. It is 
designed to elude anti-missile defence systems. It is a 3-stage, liquid-fuelled missile with a range of 
18,000 km. 
 

6. Advanced Towed Artillery Gun System (ATAGS) 
It is a large calibre Gun system with 
the capability to program and fire 
future Long-Range Guided Munitions 
(LRGM) to achieve precision and deep 
strike. It has been developed by 
Defence Research and Development 
Organization (DRDO) and 
manufactured by Bharat Forge and 
Tata Power SED. It has a firing range of 
48 kilometres. It can fire three rounds 
in 15 seconds in burst mode, and as 
many as 60 rounds in 60 minutes in 
sustained mode. 

 

 

 

7. National Cyber Security Incident Response Exercise 
It is conducted by the National Security Council Secretariat (NSCS) in association with Data Security 
Council of India (DSCI) as the knowledge partner. The exercise supported by the DRDO. It aims to train 
senior management and technical personnel of Government/Critical Sector organizations and 
agencies on contemporary cyber threats and handling cyber incidents and response. 
 

8. Shinku-La Tunnel 
The Shinku-La tunnel will be built at Shinku La 
Pass at an altitude of 16,580ft. The tunnel will be 
4.25 km in length. It will provide all-weather 
connectivity between Ladakh and Himachal 
Pradesh. It will be built by Border Roads 
Organization (BRO) under Project Yojak by 
2025. It will be the world’s longest and highest 
tunnel. Shinku-La Pass is a mountain pass 
between Zanskar Valley in Ladakh and Lahaul 
Valley in Himachal Pradesh. This pass may be 
considered as an entry point to Lugnak Valley in Zanskar. 
 

9. Trilateral Development Corporation (TDC) Fund 
It has been launched by the Ministry of External Affairs. Its aim is to provide an alternative to the 
Chinese development partnership model that has pushed parts of the developing world into a debt 
trap. The fund would involve private sectors with state support for big-ticket investments in the Indo-
Pacific region as well as other geographies. India’s Global Innovation Partnership (GIP) (launched in 
association with the UK) will provide a template to use the TDC Fund for trilateral projects. Countries 
like Japan, Germany, France and the EU are willing to work with India on the field of development and 
innovation. 
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10. Global Innovation Partnership  
It has been launched by the Government of India and the UK in 2021. Its purpose is to support Indian 
innovators to scale up their innovations in third countries. Under GIP, Indian entrepreneurs and 
innovators will receive seed funding, grants, investments and technical assistance. 
 

11. Global Security Initiative 
The Chinese President has proposed a Global Security Initiative. It is China’s initiative to make up for 
the ‘global security deficit and guard world peace and tranquillity’. The initiative seeks to counter the 
U.S. Indo-Pacific strategy and the Quad. 
 

12. Blue Straggler Stars 
Blue Straggler Stars are hot, blue, massive stars and seem to have a different trajectory of evolution 
from the norm. Generally, they grow brighter and hotter when they are expected to cool down. They 
are called stragglers because they lag other stars in evolution. 
 

13. SOFIA Telescope 
SOFIA stands for Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy. It is a 2.7-meter infrared telescope 
sitting inside a Boeing 747SP airplane. The plane flies at an altitude of 38,000-45,000 feet above the 
surface of earth. It is the world’s largest flying telescope. The telescope has made important discoveries 
like presence of water on Moon in Clavius Crater (2020). It also discovered helium hydride; the first 
molecule formed in the Universe almost 14 billion years ago. NASA has decided to shut down the SOFIA 
Telescope.  
 

14. Marsquake 
NASA has reported that its InSight Mars Lander has detected the largest quake ever observed on 
another planet i.e. Mars. On Earth, quakes are caused by shifts in tectonic plates. Mars does not have 
tectonic plates and its crust is a giant plate. NASA notes that ‘marsquakes’ are caused due to stresses 
that cause rock fractures or faults in their crust. 
 

15. InSight Mission 
The Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and Heat Transport (InSight) mission 
is a robotic lander designed to study the interior of the planet Mars. It is part of NASA’s Discovery 
Program. The objective of the Mission is to determine the rate of Martian tectonic activity and 
meteorite impacts. 
 

16. ‘Earendel’ Star 
NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope has discovered the farthest star ever seen to date. It has been 
nicknamed as Earendel. It means ‘morning star’ in Old English. The star is more than 12.9 billion light-
years away and likely existed within the first billion years after the beginning of the universe. The star 
has been discovered by phenomena of ‘gravitational lensing’. 
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17. Gravitational Lensing 

Einstein’s General Theory 
of Relativity predicts that 
light can be bent by gravity. 
Gravitational Lensing occurs 
when a huge amount of 
matter, like a cluster of 
galaxies, creates a very 
strong gravitational field. 
This field distorts and 
magnifies the light from 
distant galaxies that are 
behind it but in the same line of sight. The effect is like looking through a giant magnifying 
glass. This effect allows researchers to study the details of early galaxies too far away to be 
seen with current technology and telescopes. 
 
18. India Patents Report 
The National Association of Software and Services Companies (NASSCOM) has released the India 
Patents report. Indian companies have filed 1.38 lakh tech patents in India from 2015 to 2021. Start-
ups have been key contributors in terms of technology innovation. Over 60% of the technology patents 
were filed by Indian companies and start-ups while 16.7%  of the tech patents were filed by Individual 
Inventors and Academia/Research. Artificial Intelligence (AI) continues to lead in terms of total 
patents filed under various emerging technology domains.  
 

19. Plasma based COVID-19 Disinfectant 
Researchers have developed a plasma-based disinfectant. It can act as a green decontaminant for 
COVID-19. This disinfectant has the potential to deactivate SARS-CoV-2 spike protein which binds to 
human ACE2 receptors for inducing viral infection. It has been generated with the help of Cold 
Atmospheric Pressure Plasma (CAP). It can limit the spread of infectious diseases through contact. 
Plasma is the 4th state of matter which makes up most of the universe. When produced in controlled 
conditions in the lab is termed as Cold Atmospheric Pressure Plasma (CAP). 
 

20. ‘PK2’ Molecule for Treatment of Diabetes 
Researchers at IIT Mandi have identified a drug molecule called ‘PK2’ that can be used to treat diabetes. 
Diabetes is associated with insufficient insulin release by the beta cells of the pancreas in response to 
blood glucose levels. PK2 is able to trigger the release of insulin by the pancreas and can potentially 
be used as an orally administered medicine for diabetes. 
 

21. Tomato Flu 
Tomato Flu got its name from the tomato-shaped blisters it causes on the body. The flu is affecting 
children below the age of 5 in Kerala. The affected child can get blisters, high fever, body ache, joint 
swelling and fatigue. Tomato fever is contagious. This flu is a self-limiting and there is no specific drug 
for this. This means that the symptoms will resolve over time on their own if supportive care is given. 
 

22. Blue Blob 
It is a cold patch of Sea located south of Iceland and Greenland. The cold patch was most prominent 
during the winter of 2014-2015 when the sea surface temperature was about 1.4oC cooler than normal. 
According to a study, the Blue blob may have helped temporarily stall the melting of Arctic sea ice. 
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However, the study has also stated that the effects of climate change will catch up to the massive ice 
chunks if temperatures are not kept in check. 
 

23. Pantanal Wetland  
Pantanal Wetland is a natural region 
encompassing the world’s largest tropical 
wetland area and the world’s largest flooded 
grasslands. It is located in Brazil, with slight 
extensions in Bolivia and Paraguay. The 
vegetation of the Pantanal often referred to as 
the ‘Pantanal complex’ is a mixture of plant 
communities: moist tropical Amazonian 
rainforest plants, semiarid woodland plants, 
and savanna plants. The apple snail is a 
keystone species in Pantanal’s ecosystem. 
Some parts of the Wetland fall under 
UNESCO’s World Heritage List and UNESCO 
Biosphere Reserve. The wetland is at the risk of collapse due to a series of decisions that aims to open 
up the wetland to more intensive uses that collectively threaten the long-term survival of the 
ecosystem. 
 

24. India’s First Green Hydrogen Plant 
Oil India Limited (OIL) has commissioned India’s First pure Green Hydrogen pilot plant at its Jorhat 
Pump Station in Assam. The plant produces Green Hydrogen from the electricity generated by the 
existing 500kW Solar plant using a 100 kW Anion Exchange Membrane (AEM) Electrolyser array. The 
use of AEM technology is being used for the first time in India. 
 

25. Anion Exchange Membrane (AEM) Technology 
Electrolysis is the process of splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen. An electrolyzer is a system that 
uses electricity to break water into hydrogen and oxygen through electrolysis. Typically, electrolyzers 
use proton exchange membranes (PEMs) to produce hydrogen. This method needs expensive metals 
like platinum and ruthenium to remain in an acidic environment. Anion Exchange Membranes (AEMs) 
is an alternate to this method. It uses alkaline conditions, so there is no need for expensive metals. The 
materials involved in AEMs are thus some 3,000 times less expensive than PEMs. 
 

26. Government Order 111 (GO 111) on Lakes in Hyderabad 
In 1996, the then Government of Andhra Pradesh had issued GO 111 prohibiting development or 
construction works in the catchment area of the Osman Sagar and Himayat Sagar lakes up to a radius 
of 10 km. It was done to protect the catchment area and to keep reservoirs pollution-free. The lakes 
were the main source of drinking water for the Hyderabad city at the time. The city no longer depends 
on these two reservoirs for water supply. The Government of Telangana has withdrawn the order now. 
The decision is being criticized by environmentalists. Environmentalists have said that these 
reservoirs are still an important water source for the city. 
The Murugavani National Park between the twin reservoirs and the entire area acts as a heat 
absorption unit for the city. Loss of green cover will increase intensity of heat waves. 
  

27. Osman Sagar and Himayat Sagar Lakes 
Osman Sagar and Himayat Sagar were built in 1920 and 1927, respectively, under the last Nizam-era 
ruler Mir Osman Ali Khan. They were built after the devastating 1908 floods in Hyderabad. The 
reservoirs were created by building dams on the river Musi (Musi is also known as Moosa or 
Muchkunda. It is a major tributary of the Krishna River). 
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28. Grey Slender Loris 
The Grey slender loris belongs to the family Loridae. 
Its IUCN Red List Status is Near Threatened and is 
classified in Appendix II of CITES. It comes under 
Schedule I of Wildlife (Protection) Act of India, 1972. 
It is commonly found Southern India and Sri Lanka. 
It has long and slender limbs, large ears, a pointed 
snout and eyes circled with black or dark brown. The 
fur is soft and wooly. The colour varies from dark grey 
to earthy brown. It is a nocturnal and a slow-moving 
animal. It is an insectivorous animal, though it eats 
berries also. The loris has become threatened mainly 
because of habitat loss. 
 

29. Fishing Cat 
It is a wild cat feline species. It is State Animal of West 
Bengal. It is found primarily in wetland and mangrove 
habitats. Its IUCN Red List Status is Endangered and is 
classified in Appendix II of CITES and Schedule I of 
Indian Wildlife Protection Act,1972. They are found in 
South and Southeast Asia. In India, the cats are found 
in foothills of the Himalayas along the Ganga and 
Brahmaputra river valleys, the Western Ghats, 
Sundarbans in West Bengal, Chilika lagoon, Coringa 
and Krishna mangroves in Andhra Pradesh. 
It is an elusive nocturnal mammal. The fishing cat is an adept swimmer and enters water frequently to 
prey on fish. The cat is threatened by habitat loss [wetland degradation and conversion for aquaculture 
and other commercial projects] and sand mining along rivers etc. 
 

30. Tailless Lineblue Butterfly 
Ecologists have spotted ‘Tailless Lineblue’ for the first 
time in Delhi. Tailless Lineblue (Prosotas dubiosa) or 
Small Purple Lineblue is a blue butterfly (Lycaenidae) 
species found in Asia to Australia. The species was first 
described by Georg Semper in 1879. 
The sightings confirm the migration of the Tailless 
Lineblue butterfly from areas high in moisture. The 
migration might have happened from the Himalayan 
foothills indicating that the range of this butterfly is 
extending. Studying solitary insects like butterflies is very important and can be used as a very effective 
tool to understand climate change, and global warming, especially for a city like Delhi. 
 
31. New Species of Eel: Ariosoma Indicum 
A new species of eel named ‘Ariosoma indicum’ has been 
discovered from the Kalamukku and Digha Mohana fishing 
harbours in coastal waters of Kerala and West Bengal 
respectively. It is an eel species that belongs to the Congrid 
eels group. The term Indicum means that it was found in India. 
There are 7 species of Ariosoma genus documented in India 
which includes this newly identified eel.  
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32. Vaquita Porpoise 
Porpoises are among the smallest members of the 
cetacean family (whales, porpoises and dolphins). 
They are distant relatives of dolphins. Vaquita 
Porpoise is the world’s smallest cetacean. Its name 
means ‘little cow’ in Spanish. Its IUCN Red List Status 
is Critically Endangered and is classified in Appendix 
I of CITES. It is found only in the northern Gulf of 
California (Sea of Cortez) in Mexico. Most commonly 
seen in shallow waters up to 50 meters deep. 
It is unique among the porpoises as it is the only species of that family found in warm waters. The 
United States Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC) has said that Vaquita Porpoise is 
nearing extinction. 
 

33. New Species of Cherry Blossom: Prunus dinabandhuana 

Scientists from Manipur have found a new plant species of Cherry Blossom and have named 
it Prunus dinabandhuana. It grows up to 25-30 meters in dense mixed evergreen forest. 
Unlike the Japanese Cherry Blossom which blooms during March-April, this new species 
blooms in November. The plant has been named as a mark of respect for the outstanding 
contributions of scientist Dr Dinabandhu Sahoo. Due to Dr Sahoo’s efforts, Cherry Blossom is 
now available in 6 of the 8 North-eastern States, excluding Assam and Tripura.  
 

34. Ramgarh Vishdhari Wildlife Sanctuary declared 52nd Tiger Reserve 
Ramgarh Vishdhari Wildlife Sanctuary has 
been notified as a tiger reserve. It is India’s 
52nd tiger reserve and Rajasthan’s 4th after 
Ranthambore, Sariska and Mukundra. It is 
located mostly in Bundi, Bhilwara and Kota 
districts in Rajasthan. The Government of 
Rajasthan had declared it a sanctuary in 1982 
under Section 5 of the Rajasthan Wildlife and 
Bird Protection Act, 1951. The sanctuary is 
home to the Indian wolf, leopard, striped 
hyena, chinkara, antelope and foxes among 
other animals. It acts as a buffer for 
Ranthambore National Park. Experts note 
that while Ramgarh doesn’t have a high tiger population, it plays a critical role in the movement of 
tigers. The sanctuary connects the Ranthambore Tiger Reserve with the Mukundra Hills Tiger 
Reserve and will become an important tiger corridor. 
The new reserve will also help in controlling the overpopulation of tigers in Ranthambore. Currently, 
the Ranthambore Tiger reserve houses 80 tigers over 1,334 sq. km. 

 

35. Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI) 
The 4th edition of the International Conference on Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (ICDRI) was held 
recently. The purpose of the conference was to explore ways to strengthen the resilience of 
transitioning infrastructure systems, with an emphasis on human-centred approaches. CDRI is a 
multi-stakeholder global partnership of national governments, UN agencies and programmes, 
multilateral development banks, the private sector, and academic and knowledge institutions. It was 
launched by the PM of India at the 2019 UN Climate Action Summit in September 2019. Its secretariat 
is in New Delhi, India. 39 members consisting of 31 national governments and 8 organizations have 
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joined CDRI. The CDRI is the 2nd major coalition launched by India outside of the UN, the first being 
the International Solar Alliance. Both of them are seen as India’s attempts to obtain a global leadership 
role in climate change matters. 
 
36. Macolin Convention 
The Council of Europe Convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions better known as the 
Macolin Convention is a multilateral treaty that aims to prevent, detect, and punish match-fixing in 
sports. The convention was concluded in Macolin, Switzerland in 2014. A major focus of the convention 
is to prevent and punish illegal sports betting operations and to prevent conflicts of interest between 
legal sports betting operators and sports organizations. The 12th meeting of Interpol’s Match-Fixing 
Task Force (IMFTF) concluded with a call to harmonize global efforts to curb competition manipulation. 
Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) was one of the participants at this meeting. 
 

37. Integrated Command and Control Centers (ICCCs) 
ICCCs are an integral component of the Smart Cities Mission. These are designed to enable authorities 
to monitor the status of various amenities in real-time. They are aimed at controlling and monitoring 
water and power supply, sanitation, traffic movement, integrated building management, city 
connectivity and Internet infrastructure among other parameters. ICCCs act as the nodal point of 
availability of all online data and information relating to smart services. Hence, they act as a ‘nerve 
center’ of a Smart City. The Government has announced that 80 ICCCs have already been set up while 
the remaining 20 will be completed by August 15, 2022. 
 
38. Fincluvation 
India Post Payments Bank (IPPB) has announced the launch of Fincluvation. It is a joint initiative to 
collaborate with the Fintech Start-up community to co-create and innovate solutions for financial 
inclusion. Under the initiative, start-ups are encouraged to develop solutions aligned with any of the 
following tracks: (a) Creditization;. (b) Digitization; (c) Any Market-led solutions that can help solve any 
problem relevant to IPPB or Department of Posts in serving the target customers. 
 

39. Consumer Expenditure Survey 
It is conducted by National Statistical Office (NSO) every 5 years. The aim is to collect information on 
the consumption spending patterns of households across the country. The data helps to generate 
estimates of household Monthly Per Capita Consumer Expenditure (MPCE). The data from the survey 
was used to arrive at estimates of poverty levels in the country and to review economic indicators like 
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) since 2011–12. In 2019, the Government had decided not to release 
the results of the all-India Household Consumer Expenditure Survey conducted during 2017-2018 citing 
data quality issues. The next Consumer Expenditure Survey is expected to be completed by 2023. 
 

40. Association of Asian Election Authorities 
India has been unanimously elected as the new Chair of the Association of Asian Election Authorities 
(AAEA) for 2022-2024 at Manila, Philippines. The AAEA was established in 1998. Its purpose is to 
promote and institutionalize open and transparent elections, independent and impartial election 
authorities, citizen participation in the electoral process etc. At present, 20 Asian Election 
Management Bodies (EMBs) are members of AAEA. It is also an Associate Member of the Association of 
World Election Bodies (A-WEB). 
 

41. Association of World Election Bodies 
It is the largest association of Election Management Bodies (EMBs) worldwide. It was established in 
2013. The permanent secretariat is located in Seoul, South Korea. At present, it has 118 EMBs as 
Members & 20 Regional Associations/Organisations as Associate Members. 
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It was established with the vision of achieving sustainable democracy around the world. A-WEB 
undertakes Election Visitor and Observation Programmes in various countries to study various 
election management practices and share knowledge with other Member of EMBs. 
 

42. National Open Access Registry (NOAR) 
It has successfully gone live from 1st May 2022. It has been launched by the Ministry of Power. It is a 
centralized online platform through which short-term open access to the interstate transmission 
system is being managed. The platform is accessible to all stakeholders including open access 
participants, traders , power exchanges, and national/regional/state load despatch centres. NOAR is 
the key to facilitate faster electricity markets and enable the integration of Renewable Energy (RE) 
resources into the grid.  
 

43. Digital India RISC-V Microprocessor (DIR-V) Program 
It has been launched by the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology. Its aim is to enable 
the creation of Microprocessors, and achieve industry-grade silicon and Design wins by December 
2023. It will promote partnerships between Start-ups, Academia & Multinationals to make India a 
supplier of RISC-V SoC (System on Chips) for Servers, Mobile devices, Automotive, IoT & 
Microcontrollers. IIT Madras and the Center for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC) have 
developed two microprocessors named Shakti (32-bit) and Vega (64-bit) respectively under the 
Microprocessor Development Program. 
 
44. Malcha Mahal 
The Delhi government is about to renovate this 14th-century monument. It is located in Chanakyapuri 
in Delhi. It was built in 1325 by Sultan Firoz Shah Tughlaq and was used as a hunting lodge for a long 
time. It later became the residence of the descendants of the Nawab of Awadh. It came to be known as 
‘Wilayat Mahal’ after Begum Wilayat Mahal of Awadh who claimed that she was a member of the royal 
family of Oudh. She was given the palace by the government in 1985. The monument is not ASI-
protected and, therefore, no attention was paid to it in all these years in order to conserve it 
 

45. Azadi Ki Amrit Kahaniya 
It has been launched by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (I&B) in collaboration with the 
OTT platform Netflix. Its aims is to bring out stories of inspirational Indians on various themes 
including Women Empowerment, Environment & Sustainability and others. In the 1st phase, short 
videos featuring Women Changemakers from across the country will be released. These include: (a) 
Poonam Nautiyal, a healthcare worker who walked miles across the Bageshwar district in Uttarakhand 
to vaccinate people for COVID-19 vaccine; (b) Tessy Thomas, the first woman scientist to head a missile 
project in India; (c) Tanvi Jagadish, India’s first competitive woman stand-up paddleboarder among 
others. 
 

46. India International Center for Buddhist Culture & Heritage 
The Prime Minister of India laid the foundation stone for the India International Center for Buddhist 
Culture & Heritage in Lumbini, Nepal. It will be constructed by the International Buddhist 
Confederation (IBC) with the financial support of the Ministry of Culture, Government of India. The 
Center is being created with the view to promote Buddhist philosophy and teachings of Gautama 
Buddha. This Buddhist Centre will be the first ‘Net Zero Emission’ building in Nepal. 
 
47. National Film Heritage Mission (NFHM) 
It was launched in 2016 by the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting. Its aim is to preserve, restore 
and digitize India’s cinematic heritage. It is being implemented by the National Film Archives of India 
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(NFAI). It is one of the world’s largest film preservation missions. NFAI was setup in 1964 as a media unit 
of the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting. It is headquartered in Pune, Maharashtra. 

 

48. Hatti Community of Himachal Pradesh 
The Hatti community is largely concentrated in the Trans-Giri area of the Sirmaur district in 
Himachal Pradesh. The community is named after their age-old professional practice of selling their 
homegrown crops at small markets called ‘Haat’ in nearby cities. The Hattis are governed by a 
traditional council called Khumbli, which decides community matters. The Khumbli’s power has 
remained unchallenged despite the establishment of the Panchayati Raj system. Hattis are demanding 
ST status. They have social and cultural similarities with the Jaunsar community of the Jaunsar-Bawar 
area of Uttarakhand. Jaunsar-Bawar was part of the erstwhile Sirmaur princely state. Jaunsar 
community has enjoyed tribal status since 1967 in UP/Uttarakhand. 
 

49. BioNEST Scheme 
BioNEST stands for Bio-Incubators Nurturing Entrepreneurship for Scaling Technologies. It has been 
launched by Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council (BIRAC). Its aim is to foster the 
biotech innovation ecosystem in the country by creating globally competent bio-incubation facilities 
across the country.  
 

50. National Behaviour Change Communication Framework for Garbage Free Cities 
It has been launched by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs under Swachh Bharat Mission: Urban 
2.0. Its aim is to strengthen the ongoing Jan Andolan for ‘Garbage Free Cities’. The framework serves 
as a guiding document and blueprint for States and Cities to undertake large scale multimedia 
campaigns along with intensive and focused interpersonal communication campaigns. The framework 
focuses on intensifying messaging around the key focus areas of source segregation, collection, 
transportation, and processing of waste, plastic waste management etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: With effect from 1st February, the monthly ForumIAS Epic Magazine, for the month will provide wholistic 
coverage for the said month up to 20th of the month. This ensures that issues / stories that occur after 21st of the 
month are allowed to fully develop and are covered wholistically in the next month. 
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